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ABSTRACT· 
-· 
.· .. , 
The , purpose of this study was to analyze and describe 
the nature of various aspects of policy making·in three 
select~d Newfoundland school boards. Particular attention 
wa.s paid to the political components of policy and policy 
· development, educational- governance and communication 
patter-ns. Superintendents, board chairmen, board mernbe_rs,. 
senior ·administrators and program coordinators participated 
. . 
in the study. A ques-tionnaire, adapted from one used by 
·Coleman ( 1979), was administered to all participants . . .. In 
~dditio~ a structured inteFview was conducted -with each . - . 
superintendent and chairman. An overall r~sponse rate of 
81% was obtaine~. 
Data collected from the· questionnaire \>~re analyzed 
in two par~s. Part A was coded and means were calculated 
for each area of difficulty in pol;i.cy making .-- Means-for _ __ __ _ 
I • 
Part B indicated the resp~nse of each group toward the 
appropri~te level of involvement for school board members, 
. . 
... , . 
administrators and denominational ~epresentatives !·n seven 
major p~licy areas. Th; structured .interview data were , 
' . 
recorded, coded and divided into areas of distinct response. 
A composite profile of each interviewee was then constructed. 
· around the major aspects of policy making. Finally,questions 
\ 
posed in the statement of the problem were answered. 
Findings and conclusions from the study indicate 
that policy making in the three selected school boards tends 
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.. ' to follow the' rq. tiona! ·mode. H;en<::e, one is left ti.t ~ 
., 
I • ) • • . II ~ 
speculate on a·pos~~e closed . ~y~tem approaoh to-policy 
making. · Adminis~rators. play a ·darninant role in policy 
. . . 
I ' ' I ' ~ 
development with t~e superint~ndent being the primary 
.. 
initiatof and presentc!r of policy issues. · Response patterns · 
from ali. groups give support' to this practice. Although 
\ . . 
percep_tions of a definition. of policy. are similar to those . 
found in literature, descriptions of the na-ture of policy 
lead one to infer that existing policy· m~re . closely 
resembles administrative rules for day-to-day ,district 
operation. Commul\ication patterns are ia'rgely ·£orma:l with 
the superintendent acting as mediator in policy issues. 
Recommendation~ for action included inservice for 
policy makers 1 the developme'nt Of guidelineS for poli'CY 
,. 
.. 
.. ~
making, written policy handbooks, graduate courses in ·policy 
studies and an examination of school board/interest group 
1nteractions. Recommendations for further·study included 
. , an examination of the superintendent's position as· well: as· . 
.. ,..._ .... -~-
existing relationships between various educational agencies, 
the nature of policy in school boards, the impact of 
• 
• interest group activity on educational policy making and 
. . 
political communication patt~rns • 
• 
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.process·, ·edu~at~'OI:lal : poli.cy mak~~g ha_s become _wi.4ely . · · · · · • t -
. ' . . :.... . . ~ . . . . . . . . ...... ' . . . . . ' .:, .. \ .:-.!· .. · 
' recogni.zed I as. a dynamic,, chan,ging. arena. . Tr~di. ¢"onally_, : . . . . . .,. . ' , 
. . ~t~·de~ts o:~ J?o.li tics. have co~cent;a~;a:- ~heir· .. ~~fo.rt~ ·on. _,.r. . ,, . -·: ·. · :; 
. . . - . • . I . .· .- . .-. . . . . . . . • 
. . ·the mole bbvious po).itical. instit~tions ·· o~.society· , · ~rid have · .. ' ·:·· .. :t_ .:. · 
.~/ • .:i~rge.Iy, igr~~d·the simi,Iar d~men~i~ns of ed~c~ti;>na~ systEmS, ·~ . , .. · > : 
• · . · · · ~ - .·~. . . In' ·rece~ t ·. ~e.a_rs ~ :Ji~s:t .~co nomic ·res~ra(nts ,.and _con~ lict .. ~v~r . . .· :. .. · · 
• ·, _ .• ·. ~~n_stit:uti.~l ·rights, ,educat~onal institutions haye been the · · 
'.! . . ~ , . ' . .. . . . . . \ . .· : ' . . . 
" , . object .. of close .,public ·Scrutiny. , The ratic)nal and political:. · ' . 
• • J ~· •• \ I . ~ • . . . . • . . . . . . . ·. . . . 
. · ~- :-[, . . ~eatbres of ~~ol.icy. ~ve~opme~t theFe_i.n ·hawe ,;_accordi~·g~·y · 
: · ·. \ b~come ·~ ·focal point of· study (Goleman, 19(79) .: ·, . · · 
q -.\ 
. \ . ~ .. . \:· . . 
. To u~derstand.· policy 'development as .a component ~f the . . . \ 
.. . ~ 
' ,. 
' . 
• .a<~ 
·. 
- , . 
' . 
.. 
.. 
. overal-i- process of po~i tical decision making, it is. usefui'\ to . 
. - . . 
•• 11 c- • \. 
.conce~ve of th..e ~atter aseta· series of related events eiJacted --
, . .':, ' 
over a pe,.xiod of time (Agger,, 19 6 4) •. SchPol boards·, as major 
. . 
. actors .in 'that p~ocess and ~~retakers . . \ of _publ'ic interest in 
. 
; -:. \.. edu~at-ion, respo~d to poli ti~al influences and "ch~ose betw&en 
• • • . • . 'I 
(! • 
. _ . ~onflictipg alternatives . It is within this'structure of ~ • • f • •• 
... i: . . ' 
pol~tical deGision making that the developclent of policy · 
' ' .. 
exists •. · 
.· . A study of the naturJ of sc~oo'l boards as political . ~. 
~ I 
.•. 
system_s gives d,sei to questions which .require furthe·r 
. . . . 
'exploration within a theoreti cal f~ework. 
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concept, and enco~pil'ssing all others, is the questio~ "How 
2 
• 
1 
does i:~.~ ,dl"'e}PpCent of scho,ol board policY relate to the 
\ '·· · ...... :. social and,-p-Jii tical. environment of ~ewfouf?.dland society?" 
, i\~) . ··. 
.. 
.. 
-
. Th~s · study attempted to contribute to this 
Statement of the Problem· 
• • 
important ·concern • ( 
The rn~jor focus of . this study has been an analy~is of 
the policy makinq process· in Newfoun'dland school boards. An 
C 7 . . pt was made to analyze the ~o.l~tical , na:~~~ of policy opme~t, particularly as it relates to various groups 
- . 
and individuals involved in the process. More specifically, 
-· ,~is study attempted to answer the following questions : 
. . . 
.. . 
• 
ff . .. 
., 
~ .. 
' 
...  " 
.. 
. / 
1. How do Newfoundland· administ~ators, board me~ 
and program coordinators perceive their school board's 
policy m~king process? \ . . 
2. .What is the perception of Newfoundland administrators, 
. . .. . 
school board members and program coo'rdinators towards. 
th·e -appr~pr~ate level of involv~ment in pglicy · · 
3. 
depi•.~o,;s. for board member~, adminis\ra~~rs ·and 
deno~1nat10ncl epres~ntat1ves? ~ • 
How do schoo boards define policy? 
Whf~h indivi uals, groups, bodies ,or agencies 4. 
• • 
policy development witnin Newfoundland school 
s~ ·what forms of' communication chann~ls exist betw 
. ' 
scHool b·~ards and their various publics · to 
~· ~ ' . 
i~forrnation ana feedback on policy issues? 
~ 
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7. 
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What. role does · e~ch of the' following .p_lay· in .the . 
.. . 
de~eloptnerit~of school board policy? 
• : • 6 ' ~ • 
(i) su!>erint~:ndent ·• 
. ' ' ' . 
board .. ~hairman .. (ii) schoo'l 
"" 
,. 
. ~ (iii) . school board.- members 
tiv) administrative persc:>nnel 
t , : 
e~~ent,;does:. curlen~ ; ~licy ma·king 
Mci~~l: .~~.' pol{'6~ · makin'? 
'; ' • ' : r ' • > ' ' I 
I ' ~ --" • 
To what 
.. 
AggE7r's 
. · , ' 
• I ~ ol ~ ' -
I, " t·, •J / •' I ':) I 
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J 
·• l . 
~ j I . . 
o I l ' 
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. . 
·' . 
' ' '· .: ·- ~. , . . r . , ... ~ . " • • • 1 \.C • • :··. 
: . . . . :\. . ~ 
·· · The.oreti'Cal · Framework : ~ ~~ . .. ·~. ~ ; 
... ·, 
' ' .. ~ I '.~ • t, ' , ' ' ', ' f } , ,' ~ ' ' ' : : ~ 
' ' . \ ., t . .. 1, ' ~ ~.... • ' 1. • ' ' '. 
, ' ·' Ftindain:~~~-a·l ·to ' an· uriderstaridlng;·~·o{the dyn~i6s ~f·_; ·. ·.;·· : 
, I i I ., , •, ~1 1 ., • o 1 , 1, I ' I, 
0 
' . ... 
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• . ' • 
' ~ ~ . ". -~ . . ' " ~ . ' . . ' .... . ._·. .. 
soci~l · ·org~niza.tions is . the concept , tli~t .suq~·~en·;i:ties · a:z;-e 
• : ' ' • .'l ' \ ' ~ 6 ' I • ; ' ~ ,' I I • \ '~ 4: ' 
more thart mere· _g:J;oups of ' indi~lduals; int~~a·ctin9 :fpr 
t . 
oz:ganiza'tion·~ ·~ · 'inc~_U:d.~ng:·-~ school 
., I ·, ·' 0 ' 
.. - t : .• 
of relationships "ii1 constant . 
. ~ . ~ . ~ . .. 
All 
. . ',, . 
boards 1 involve a network 
. ' 
e~ch;~ng~ I· not. only 'with each ,other 1'· ·but with. ~ll_e ~~conomic 1 
po~iti~~.l a~d social. force~ wtthin the envi~o~ept_~ 
~ . ' 
.. ,, As social organha tiona 1 · school boarqs h~ve been 
. . ·. 
' .. ' 
. ' 
. . 
;' de"sc~ibed as ~one of the -m~st autonomous ·p~iicy ' m~king systems ~ . 
, . , , I ~ . 
.... ·in our society (Downey, 19 77). An 'underlying' assumption i's 
1 
1
, I ' t 0 ~ l 
···.that iss_ues and agencies which · ar~, and :will be, exerting the . 
' . . ) 
most pressure on the educational system are rooted -in a wide 
, . 
sp~ctrum· qf· societ; 1 s social, econo~ic ari~ pol.icical ~ 
• . 
structures. As - an illustra~ion, educational ·bodies are b~in~ 
moved by social and technologic.al forces into a ;uture · 
t ~ . . • • i • ' 
characterized by unprecedented change. ,In this .forum, g'Oalb 
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and po.licies q£ , organizational- systems are being required to 
\ '• 
·:meet. new .a.nd unexpected 'challenges. Downey., ( 1977·) stated -------
. . I , 
!that . th,e ·leadership component of educational\ orga~izations 
i .s --th:~r:~by faced with the dilemma · of ·reconcil~g . competing 
' 
.......... ~~ ·-· ' '1. 
demands 11 for the exe'rcise· ·of intelligence and . the free play 
. ' 
of politics in the policy making .... process 11 (p. 135). ~art 
. . . 
~~ .the' strategy needed to cope with this problem ·. is a· _.( :. '-
' ' 
reassessment of palicy develppment itself. . ·" . · ' 
... , t,. . 
1 .. 
Prior to analyzing the policy making proc;:ess, ·a, cl:earer · 
· .. 
. und~rstanding of the concep_~_9_£ :po~icy is requir~d. ~'T~~)some, . 
policy ~s ·a. formula fQr problem . solvincj;· · · elim:bn~ti~g dis-
-~ 
appoi.ntffieitt ~or those 6ccupying leadership roles 1 'and providing 
., ' · ~ ~·. .I 
. . \ . 
some degfee o'f:·organ{zational perpetuity ·(Castettefl. 1,962) ·• ' 
~ , , : , • I 
'to :others·, policy is a means of exercisin·g control dv~r th~ / 
: , • ~ I' ' '- ' • I 0 
.··· ·' 
functioqs.' tind ." activities of an organization (Coleman, 19 78). 
f , ; 
Marin ( 1975) ';;' c'ommenting on policy, con-tended ' .. that policy can 
. : . 'l :. .. • 'J • 
' 
, ~ , ~ • : . \ • • :: . • r • 
· be~ -~ac)ro-:.soci~tal, . enco.mpas~il!g the· whole · 9f education, or it 
' l 
' 
, . . 
I 
' · 
1 , ' i' ',;\ . 
,1. 
.. . . 
, ... '' ' "' I : ' , ' 
·, may. be sp'ec~a~ized, affecting only a. single 1 disti,nct;: issue • 
One descripti:on which·· _gives a 'clear picture of what · ·· 
~~.·-· .:: ' ,.: ,' . . , ~- ~ 
~().hstitu:tes po~.iey ·is provided by Hoy and Mi$kf91 {1982) 
· ' ' ~ . . , ~ . 
who ·. 
. ,. · . ' affirmed that policy is "a statement of· . those objectives that 
' t • ' ·, ~ ' J .!' .,~ ' ' ' "' l o ! I ' 
. :: · ~ - . ..' · gu"ide a substanti'al portion of the :total environment" (p. 215). 
. l' ;· • ' ' ~- " • • , . 4 • • ... • t 
· ~- .. , : . ···:.: : ·· · Whatever . ·the ' i~terpretation, i 't is generally accepted 
. _:that · P9licies, '" ·though influenced by si~·nificant individ~als, · 
' I ' • , o I 
, . ·>· ~-~J. · not ~e de7~s-~on of any one per~on, "ordained ·by ~he 
.. 
:·· st·roke.· of an ~~inis:trative pen" · (Friedrich and Mason, ·1940), 
' ' ~ ' ' ~ . ' ' ' 
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'R'ather, . they ·are the result of a series of related vents 
., 
. . 
4enacted over tim~ and involving the in~eraction of 
individuals and ~roups. / 
• ' .. 
5 
A . fu~ther distinction is also ~ecessary to fully 
compreltend the dichoto1nous nature' of policy. Coleman ( 1973) 
differentiated between policy making and decision making and 
' 
described t~e latter as a "selection from among alternatives" 
- / 
' 
'and the former as "a special .case of decisic:>n making" (p. 16). 
I 
• in , making. such a distinction, policy m.aking i's primarily . 
\ . . 
·concerned_ with . non-routine matters of, major value, affecting 
large numbers _of pe_ople and involving subjective decision · 
- making over time. 
"',_ Coleman (1979) · fur.ther described poli cy development at 
' '.,., ' 
... 
b·oth a ra'tional and JX>l~ tical level and examined these 
dimensions based on the ' expectation of pluralistiq community 
power structures. He further contended -that Policy develop-
. . ~ . : ,. 
.ment and· impljfentation can be facilitated o~ hampered by 
' !. ' . 
senior administrators. 
.. 
This rais~s a.nother · ~mplication for policy development: 
· the existence of. poficy within school boards is crucial -·to 
"the. successful administration of the organization •. - In. order 
· . to ~mprove the q"ality and efficiency of •the educational 
. . 
process, the administrator must be able to utilize policy 
. I . , 
. ; \ . -
Without clearly ·defined policy objectives, -- th~ guidelines. 
---........ 
task becomes frustrating and difficult. 
Another important component of policy ·development is 
\ a~ awareness of demands and supports placed on school boards 
• 
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6 
by- special interest groups • . -such concerns and the resulting 
interactions i~ ~elation t~ policy i~,u.es, constitute~ 
educational politics. Furthermore,· the organizational 
netwo\ks i:Jlr.oug~ which)olidies pass __ 'can be designated 
politfcal conununication structures. So described, policy \ . . 
development is concerned with a unique feature of politi cal \ . 
interaction: the authoritative•allocation of values for a . 
social system. 
., 
In times of uncertainty, organization~ continuous~y 
• 1> -
i-nteract with their environments · fn an attempt ·-to gain 
... i~forma tion about al terna ti ve~ ~ 9East~ •' ~ Fra~ewoJ;}t for 
·.Political Systems diagrams the cyclical functio-ning of . an 
open polftic~l ·. system or organiza tiona! structure. 
According t~ Easton (1965), what happens in th~ 
~nviro,.me~t affects a political system through theJ kin.ds of 
influences flowing into the organization. These influences 
take the form of demands and supports which the organization 
. . 
processes, sometimes combining or reaucing them and sometimes 
f!· ~ 
· 1c · · · 
-:: absorbing them without reaction. , The organi'zation 1 s 
decisional outcome then ·feeds values back into the society 
from whence the proce.ss began. . An examination· of policy 
t . 
making within the educational system is, . in essence; a~ 
examin'ation of a parapoU.t ical structure. 
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A Simplified Model of a Political System 
. - -.. . 
ENVIRONMENT '1. . ENVIRON~ENT 
., 
. ,
'',, ...... 
THE DECISIONS } POLITICAL ACTIONS & 
DEMANDS ) 
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ENVI RONMEN"r ENVIRONMENT 
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Source: David Easton, A Systems Analysis of Political 
Life (~ew York: Wiley, 1965), p. -32. 
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While Easton's framework is useful for understanding 
~ 
· ' 
-policy development within. a p~itical system, 'Agger's . model 
. . . 
of policy making focuses on· that portion of the ·environment 
"that refers to the pressures, forces and current's affecting 
the scope of government" (Agger, 1964, p; 4,1). Whil~ fa 
number of theorists have devised models which . . may be sed 
in policy development, 'for 'the purpose of this study, Agger's 
, . / . 
model was utilized. Bas.e~ on an extensive inquiry i 
process of policy making in four runerican 
provides a rich description of each stage 
, 
As a model, it is primarily concerned with the ·pro ess of 
choosing between alternatives. Each act, Cn a ser e-s . Qf · 
' ' . ' 
acts, constitutes a choice or decision~ So the 
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stages 
. I . 
process consists of the.folfowing six 
' . \ . . 
., ., 1. \polic'y formulation 
' i I . 
2. policy del~berat~on 
3. 1 iganization Of politi~al support 
·4 • . authori-tative .consideration 
i . 
·event: decisional outcome . 
I . . 
5. promulgation of the decisional 
' 
6. policy effectuation 
and .one 
. I 
• • < 
1 
It is within thi~ framework of political decision· ma 
policy development'should _be analyzed ·(Agger, 1964). 
..... . . 
.. 
·8 
. I 
event: 
In light Qf the· obviously political nature of the 
policy d~vel~prnent, the question of who governs educati on and 
.: · consequently. influences policy making is crucial. Kimbrough 
. . 
• •• I (1964) suggested -that the superintendent holds a key position 
,.:·;.. 
in this political process, while Tucker and ziegler (1980) 
commented 'on \his adrninis.trative role as "a powerful 
. 
gatekeeping position!' (p . .. lQ) · • . Housego (1971) went even· 
. . . 
.· . 
further and suggested that "the politics of 'educa~ion i·a a · 
politics -of informal· agreement" · (cited in Sawchuck and ~ -
Mcintosh, 1971, p. 51}. 
. \ ,,\ 
' • . ·. I 
Within the content of the N~wfoundland educational ~ 
~ys~em, · pol_icy .dev~lop,ent pre.!Jents' a 'particular· c_h~llenge 
because of .a unique historical, political and religious . 
' ' ... 
provineial background. · The literatur e ; though limited i n 
Canadian content, offered varying opinions on the fo._r _oes · .. 
"' operative in the ·politics of -- education. Based on Agger's 
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' . 
model,. this investigation attempted to ga~n ~~ore pr~cise 
• I 
understanding of . the . ~ature of educational policy making in 
. . ) 
'Newfoundland school boards. 
. \ 
.. 
• 
.. 
Delimitations 
This study is.delimited to the 'examination of policy 
development within three school boards · in Newfoundland • 
. . I 
· Moreover; th~ p~cess of policy development was examined and 
not the specific conten~ 'of policy · issues. · The study was . 
' . . 
also delimited to a q~stinction between decision .making as a 
. routine administrative function a.nd policy decision~ ·making 
·,as _that· which' guides a substantial portion of the educational 
envirorunent. 
.. 
\ 
· Limitations 
Th~ recornmendations' arising from the results of this 
study must be considered in l~ght of the following limitations: ,, 
! 
\ 
\ 
1. 
• • J . 
Because the . stu~y is restricted to three school boards . 
on the island portion o£ the province of Newfoundland, 
. ·~ . ~ . . 
results .may not be generalizable to L~brador or to 
scho\1 boar~s outsid~ this pro~ince.· 
.2. The structured intervi~w format as an instrument irnposect 
restrictions on the size of the sample. · . 
. • l 
3. The :non-availab).li ty of ~aria dian literature on educa- . 
, . I . 
tional policy development restricted the researcher to 
using primarily American sources of information. 
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, 
Sig:nificanae of the Stud:z:: 
' : 
I ' 
This study should hold significance for the foliowiiit" 
rea~ons: 
l. 
l . 
No extensive ·research has -been completed on ·educational · 
I 
/ 
·policy _ devel~pment in Newfoundland. 
.. 
2. " " This study may form the ~asis of-more ~xtensive researcn 
into educational policy making.· 
' 
. 3. ' A greater understanqing· of the political nature of the 
I , ' . . ·• . · , 
·policy _making'· pr~c~'ss . sh~uld. prove useful to / 
.I 
Newfoundl_and school bqards ~ teache:rs ~ ·, a¢ninistrators 
. and other educational intere~t groups such :aa· the 
. . .· 
( . 
·· ··School .Trustees Association and the Newfoundland 
Teachers• Association. 
~finition ~£ - Terms '.\_, 
- . -
- -------
General Context Definitions· 
< ~ I :.. . l 
· Policy - A statement of those objectives of an 
organization which guid~ a sub$tantial portion of the total 
environment (Hoy and M~skel ·,· 19.82). 
... 
Administrative ·Dec,isio_n Making ~- A process that 
· includes the recognition and · def~nition of a yroblem 
.· 
concerning . relatively routine matters of minor value, · based 
on technical criteria, affecting small numbers of an. 
organizati on and made by expe rts • 
' / 
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Poli.cy Decision'· Ma~ing - ; A process •that includes a 
serifs of relate~ eVe~ts~go~~;rn~ng non~routine matters of 
major value, based on subjecuive criteria affecting many 
rn~ers and brought abo~ ~e _inte.-"~ction of indi.,iduals 
' arid · groups within and outsi~~he organi"atiOn o~er' t~me, . . 
·Model Defirfitions .. . 
\ J\ 
• . . l'olicy Fo.rmulation · - A '\t~ge · ~n th~ deci~1i~n ~aking 
process when someone believes h problern · ca~e solved, 
. all~viated . or. prevented ~Y a · ~~i~t in .the scope. of go~ernment. 
Policy· .D~liberatiori A \stage .tn -the decision ~a~:i.~g . 
proc'ess wheh an ·ind1,vidual .or Jroup revea!ls -a pol:icy ·· 'l 
·preference through relatively i h formal co~unica~~on. 
. . . . \ . ' . ' . . . ~ 
Org~n~zatfoil . of "Politi9af · Su~port - Actions. to 1plan · 
political ,S.trategy 1 prOdUCe and\ d(iStribute informatiOn and 
mobil~ze suppo~t : f~f or a~ainst \ a p~:ticula~ issu~. 1 
· . . . Authc;>ritative ~onsiderat~bn ~ .The process _of consider-
• I , . 
in,q the. policy deman'd ·by offici a,l decision *makers .in the· 
I 
organizat.ion. · \ 
I . 
· ·Decisional Outcome - The :r;esul t of a . choice between 
/ ~ . ~ - ' . . ' . 
alternatives by participants ~n ~~e _ dec~sjon making process. 
· ~ ·Promulgation o f the Decisi onal O~tcOme · ~ The official 
• . •. • .j ' . ' 
. ( an~o~n~eme~t of a new or chang.ed ;ipolicy. 
Policy Ef fectuation - A st~'ge when · a P.olicy is placed 
.with a:&:ninistrat ors f or impl~ment:ation at· the orqanizatio~al 
level. 
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· Open System - An organi~ation which continuously 
exchanges . information wi'th its . enviiorunent. '. 
12 
. . Closed SysteJn .. - · AI) or9anization. whose cont~ct with 
its environment is s~gnificantly restricted. or" nori-existent. 
Pol.itical . System - A social subsystem whose decisions, 
, ,. . . . 
about how objectives and values are allocated .to' its members, 
are generally -accepted ~s- authoritative. 
\ ' . 
Envi':ronment .---The total p sical. and social factors 
.. ' / . . 
external to . an . Organization 1 S 'bo dary that are COnSidered 
- ~ " 
by the s.yste~' s : deci·s~on 
----
_Demands - ~ · Inputs e 'n\rironment that indicate 
: 
the way in which ental influences ana condi.ti:ons 
. .. 
modify and shape the operations of the political · system. 
' ' ', ,. 
. supports' - Inpu~s into the .e1wironment -that indicate 
' a willingness to accept ·the decisions of the system or the· 
\ . 
1 s:ystem · itself • 
Interest Articulation - The process of expressing 
opinion~ on policy issues. by group$'l :or individua'!s with a 
~ ~ . ' \ .... -
particular interest in the decisional \c;>utcome. 
Relational Definitions 
.... 
Interest Groups - Those groups · int~rmediate between 
. ' 
citizens and educational political authorities, who are ! 
involved in the full spectrum of demands upon the school 
• 
b9ard as a political system. 
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Refe~ence G~oup~ - ·Those indi.vidua~s or 7 gropp:; with 
,. . I . . . . -.. , 
whom decision makers will refer · ideas· in order to obtain I . \ . - . , 
. .... / . . ' • • - 'f 
feedback/ from various segments' of .the environment. 
, I ' • •· : . ·~· 
I . 
/ Network - Regularized, informal groupings or ,\ . 
· indiv.iiduals .wi~_hin a formal organization. 
~ •;o-.. • p.-:r:· . ' 
'# . :r , r L/ Boundaiy~~J2anners ~ Those individuals within an.;. ' _or7 ~ization ,,/l··~ u"tve ~ide co~tacts with ~ther. orga~lzations·~- ·, 
orj individua~s ~nd who gather informatiQ,n · ori changes in the 
/
ehvir6nment ~lthou~ knowin~ precise det.ai_ls. . , 
Gatekeeper ~ An individual in an organization who is 
I 
able to control · the flow. of info~ation t~rough a given 
communication channel. .~. 
. '( 
Acc~ss,Channel - '.An individ.ual or group· who provi 4es .· 
a direct communication link between decision makers and those 
interested. in the policy issue. 
Senior Administrators· . ..; .Paid, . appointed officials who . 
. routinely attend board meetings, and report on various "' 
activitie's at the meeting (e.g." Superintendent, Business 
.•Manager, Ass is tan t Superintendent) ... ~ I .. 
I Program Coordinator - ·An ind;i vidual re~pons~~le ·for 
the implementation, coordination ·and supervis:tqn of _subject 
,.. .' 10 • 
programming i.n the district: 
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·CHAPTER . I I 
.. 
REVIEW o·F RELATED LI'l'ERAT,URE 
. .. 
In traduction · 
'• 
.' • 
' . 
~ . 
' . . 
The major.·objective Of this chapter is to present · a 
• • . 1 • 
,. . ' 
review of literature pertinent to an -~.u1der~tan~ing of policy :· 
' . . • ' . , , . 
·development within .school (}istricts • The c~pte~ has been · · · .; 
. ' . .. . . , • . . 
• j ~ • • • • • 
divided into five sections,· each~ exploring, a component of the ' 
. ' . . . . "" . . ' ' . . . . ~ , ~. . ' . 
' • ' • , II • 
·. topic ana ' su\Po~ti~g ~~e t~e~~-e~~?:l ~f.a~_~wo~~ ~-'~:~ .th·e· .. . s_t~dy .. · 
. , The first sec\io,n ~xamine.s ~ysterns anaiy~i~ as· a .. deans of : ·,. 
. ~ 
i ·' 
' 
· . . 
. •
·• 
·'' 
' ~ 
~onc,eptuaiizing' t~~- scho~l d~·st~ict. a~· .~ ,'o~~a~'i~~t.ion~l· .. 
• 
. 
. .. , , 
.system ·in ~omplex . inte;t"actions . with' its environmene. Sec.tion . 
I " ' "' 
two· reviews literature rel.ated to -,the. con~~~~ of policy • . I~ : ' 
the third sec.tf:on, <the poli~ical ·dimension of p~l~~cy ma'king 1 
. . 
as a focal point for understanding · adnlinistration of ~cltoo!' 
' ' ~ ' I . ' • ' • 
. · , . . . ' 
systems: has been reviewed:. Section fo~r peru·ses· l.iter~ture' · 
. . . . , " -
. ' 
!!'elated ·to the . .i.nvolvement."of ·ke}!' . ·actors.· ~n the ·pqlicy: rnaklJ:lg · · . 
,. 
proc~ss. Li tera.ture ·;tela t-ed to . various' aspe.cts 
• • •• ' * • • • , /. ' . ' : ' .. ' , 
communfcat;lc:m withi:r:t school · ~ystems "is exami,n~d 
five . 
' 
• • • i 
SYstems Analysis · . 
of · 
, ; 
• • f ,9' ~ -~ J.n ·sectJ.on 
. : 
., 
.. ~ . 
. 
I • • ll • ., ).:~,, : ' ~ ' 
The sys terns concept ha·s . its. ';-o~ts · . iri ~bo~~ : t~e .phy~·:ica/· .' 
• t • • ' • , ' ~ ' , 
0 
• • , ~' f I , • ' • 6 ' 
,. 
' 
and socia;L sciences · and . is grounded ,in a t)leoretical, . : Y ' 
,- • .. . , . .,. ·. . . . ' · 
perspe.ctive known as 'gef?.eral sys~ems theor·y .' .•. · ·· Ac~ording to • ' 
. . J ~ r,.' ; ; '. • • ' . • • • 
; ' \1 ~ . ; 
.. 
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>' I 
~~~ stitut!'es the single· most influential . theor-y -in contern~orary 
' / ' . . 
. ' . 
. i 
' social. scio!~c~ thought,.. .It i.~ ·b..;ed Qn the pf~i~e i:hat an ' . • ~' .._ 
. \\ . .] . . . . . ( ~~ganiz~tion . is' c~i~:? of more ~han ~ - si~ple aggregate : :r.. ; ·· . i . 
Of peOple · in SOCietttr in~~racting fur Speq_ifiC reaSOnS • o ~ ·: • ~- I ! ' 
. ' . ,. . . . . 
. ~ss~ntially, · ~ccord.i:ng . t~ wfr~~and l(irs~ .. <t·4n), i~ ca~ b~· . ·: : · · . ., . . 
viewed· as a tlhit-, ·distinguished- -by · a cleaflY defined bounqa·ry. · 
.. a~d 'e~biting r~l~ti~el; ·· ~red~-ce~abi:e patte~ns ~~ ~ehavlor •. / · . :0 • • •• ' ) ( .' 
. . ' .. " ·. '· . . ..... . . :~ . : .,_. 
What happens ' in the environment affects the organ1zation • 
. . ~r_-qugh .the . . kind. of _in~l:e~ces that .flow thro~gh~ . Th.ese the· .. · :.~. ) .. . . ~ . ·. · · . ...  ) r 
o~~nization processes a~,? subsequently ~.eeds b,a.9k; i.n· .t~e .· 
· .. . 
: .. 
: ... 
. ·form of .values to ·society.· Simply put,' an .organizati"n ·and · ·. 
. . ' ' ·-· . ~ ' . ' . 
I ' 0 • c ~ , 
I .• 
its environment co-determine each other. . · · ·• 
.· " I ' ' 
•• 
0 • 
· · If .o.ne accepts · that -schools·, as organizations, are 
. ' ' mic~o~osms of, 'soc_ie-~y 'ana thus. re~~e~~~its ' ideologi'l base, . 
0 
o • , I _. .. • f Jo , • C, 
· lt follows that schools as social . orgaQ,izations have· 
important effec.ts on tlle cult~rai "':d Ii~mativ~' valu~s Of [ . ) . 
soc:•, : sit':'ati~Ac.cording to H?y.and !4is.kef i ·(1982), ~ ·. : · ·, .. . 
1 
· schOo as social ·sistems are "characterized by an · inter-
dep..;~ 'nee . of. pai:ts. a' clellrly defined . popula uon • . di£- ' .··· ' .. ' ·, ' . ..... ;.:: 
fercmtiation lrom i~s i.e~virohment,_; -~ c;o~plex · ~etwo~~ of ~ci~~ 
relationships and ±ts own unique culture" {p: Sl) • 
. 
.. , ' 
In an ef.fort to apply, system!f analysis to-school 
• , • " I t ' 
• , 0:. 
' . 
, 
boards a·s orga~~z~tional extensions .of sc~ools as · ~ociii;l 
< 
' . 
'. 
Q> , A 
1 
., 4 ~. • , • ' I) , ' t ' • , 
systems, the fol_lowi,ng suggestion from Easton (1965) i's ci.ted: · ·· 
. . . ' 
· "any · aggreg'~t~ of interactions · that we might ohoo~e· to, • . -o, 
idEmti:fy may be -said. t6~~ a sys~em" (p.' 21), He . ftir·the~ · \. ' . ..J. .. : . . 
' · • ' · ~ · . JIIr' 
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. ., '• .. · . 
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conten~d· th~he interactions under scruttny seem to 
"t.".-. I • 
.. 
share a common fate, · that the .eleme~ts move together 
·.· {which) c~mpeis us. to ac)Snb~ledge, -t!1at '.they for,m a system" 
{p. 2&) • 
Yet, for•a more ~omplete understanding of the · nature 
. l 'I:" 
ot schoo:J_ boards ·as social organizations, a clo'ser 
examination of their political underpinnings is necessary~ 
• • • • • • J • ' • • • • • • • 
~he distinCtiOn betWeen a I SOCial t System an~ a · I p0l:i, tical' 
;. 
.~ystem 'lies in 'interaction' as the b_asid unit of· 'analy:;Jis • 
. . r . 
In thi-s reCJard,Easton stated: "Furthermo·re, what·disting~ishes " 
':·l 
. 
politi~l · int~ractions from.• all oth~r·· kinds 'of i~teractions is 
• 
that they -~re predominantly oriented toward ~he authoritative 
allocation of values fo~ a society" (p. 50) •• · ~irt and Kirst 
. ' . . 
• cc:infi~ed this and suggest~d th~t ' allocative mechanisms:exist 
'• 
' in all social systems although their exact form; values and · 
\ . .. I 
public po.licies -differi.,acco~ to place · and tim.e. 1 
· · ~ . 
In order to fully appr~ciate the political nature of 
school boards, a more .detailed explanation of sys~ems analysis 
' ' ' .•.. 
/ is appropriate. For". the purpose of this s~udy Easto~'s 
/ simplified rnode.l of a politica~ . syst'em has· been used. 
According to Easton, the organization, referred to as 'The · 
. 
Political System~·~s in constant exchange with its environment~ 
both from within· and outside the system's · boundaries~ The 
environment represents potential so~rces.of ' input which . ~ay 
be generated'by ·disturbances or stress. In highly ~ simplified 
.. ' ~ ,.. 
terms, these inputs take· the .. fo.rm of dem.ands a.nd/or ~uppo~' · 
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political interaction. 7'he poli t·~~a,l' system proces.ses these . 
, ~ ~ f i : . 'I • . • i· . . 
concerns, · sometimes -comBini,ng or , reducing them .and •sometimes 
'"/ ' ' II 0 ,• ~ , I ( 
absorbing. them ·wi thou€ tfacti_on. The reaction often hinges 
· on . the s,trencj~· .. of. t~e;i~p~~>_·its _so~rce _.a~d it,s, ~elation~hip . . 
to current happenings. Th~ system converts the- ~nputs into 
~ ' I • , I 
. . ! 
di~tinctiv~ prope~.ti'er· ... of syst~l'!\ 
public dec'isions or o,uti>uts w~3_ch ret.urn. to. the 'enviromnent 
• J • • : • • • ~ : ·:· • j { • ' ' .4.- • 
in· the form of alloca.ted values to society. · 
• ' :; . •• ,., • . • ". ,, - • • • -~: t • !': .. ·_.' .' ;· ' ; 
As' politic;al .· systems:,.. schQ's>l boa:rds determine the 
. ~ I . 
• \' ; • , -' : • • ~; t. ~ ' : ~ · l !I t • : • , · , • I ' 
scope and ch~raceet- . of ,educa,t~_qri, . allocat~ costs a~d - benefits · 
. ' ' . ' ., . .... . ~ . . ' ' . ' .... . ~ . ~ 
and define 1the ·app~bp~iate f~~s·, : i>f · ~epres~~t~tion -that · link , · 
, ; • 'Q. ' • ~ ' • . 0 ' ' • ! . ' . . • 
the .publi~:with ;ed~c~tio_n: ~.f1fi~t~l's·. ';'_ rn:. i':ts · . inter~ctiCnis; . • .. 
) ' ,· • ', ,"~:· ; '\ t .. ·, • ' ' •:l~ ~ · ' ':•. ,'~ , ' r ' o ~ ! I '·• • II ,t/1 
Cistone; (1972} :contendeQ. that ·~the 'pc)liti!cal system is 
I . ' .; . ~ # • · ~ ~ • • • • .!j, ~" • ~ • • • ~ ' • • I ·~. • • t . . ~ 
suscei?tible . to' s~~rnuii . ~rom its·. socia~ and: political' e~vironrnent 
~ • • • • • ' t. • I 
' ' ~ ·. . . 
in the' .form of .'cros.s-pressu~es, ·'contradictory demands, and 
• . ~- . . • • •• • • • • • i • . 
• • . . .. . •f • '. 
intehs:e•. Cri tipiSffi 1j , (p. 1)1o • '. : •. ,' I , ' • '- , 
o ' , r\ • I .... J ~. • ' '." • '0. o' 
~he. degree · .. to' ~hich. ·schC:;ol , ~ards ·as polit~cal . systems 
•' , ' , l '. • • • , ' , ' '· • I 
ax,:e r~·sponsivECto : dema~ds. ··and .sup~orts . indl~ates ·-4:~~ir cl~sed • .I 
.. ~- , ' . . . · . ' . . : .. •, l: : .. ·. ·. : . ' : ; . . ~ " ' •. . . • ' 
or open nature. · Ka'tz and Kahn (1966) stated that although 
I I • ' ... o o ~ 0 .'· I · ,. : :· • o ' ; ' 0 '0 ~ ' ,.. to ' f' 0 ' ' o 
all systems. share oerta.i.n 'p:top_ertieSj ·it i's. us"eful ·to create 
.J , •' , ) I . ' · 
" ' ' o •' I • (• o . ... I ' • • :, ' " •. • 
categories· o; open. ,systems·: in an attempt to,- delineate . 
• • • • • J • ' ' ... 
' ~ ~ .i • • : 
opepness. · Eas~on went even 
I • 
. ' 
,. 
. ' ~urthe.r in descri~ing .. a' "Po.litical .. syste~ - and ·~ndicated. that .. ·· 
... ' .. '{-.·. .· . · ' ., ,·· . : ·· ·. -
a~ --~-~~-lysi~s:.~f a ~losea· · .~y~tem is · an~ :;count of onl~· -· the .. . ·"',_ . .' 
internal activities of _an organization. Such an entity would · 
v: . 
. ·•· .. ·· . . ., ' •·. 
· be isolat~d from the · infiuencea· of i\:8 · external ~nv;iromnent. • . ' 
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.Schopl boar~s .~ ... hi~torical~y, . have been described ~ 
autonomous structures, ·resisting what was considered political 
.• ' . , ' 
· int~~t'erence · in poiicy making functions. Ia~naccone I (1967) ,· 
' . . . . 
· · · i ~ . il} d.iJ3dussing t~e characteristic.s of ·ed~cation as a social · 
. I , 
. ' 
system, · described its "closed system" nature. as an attempt . 
. ... . .. 
'· .. 
to preserve and strengthen its internal boundaries. This; 
:' 
he · proposed, increased the dominance .of administrators in · 
,,: ' I ' , ' t f ,~ 
.. ., ' . . ' 
p.olicy _ de:velbpment and limits the . process' to techn.icai input. · 
. . . . ~ . 
··. . . ,Yet~ .·: to <~,•scribe schdo( 1x>arcis as totally closed, 
1 
. 
:. autonomous ~s~ructures is to ·deny the reality of the social, 
• ' • • I I ' to~ ··. ' ,l ' 
political ~~d. eCOnOmiC fOrCeS · · C?~erating OUtSide . the SyStem IS 
It I ' ~ , : ' : ', ,o 1, , '• • 
• • • 1 • 
. · boundaries~ ., ·-A-·vari_ety of forces, . such as social .and 
;.. '' .. ·, \ '· .. ~ - . . 
. ;·. technological change, decJ.ining enrollments ' a·nd energy 
,.,. ' ' o \_ • \ I ' ' 
· · ·;·.\ . -shortagei' ·~~~~s;· ,that educational :·ag~ncies face unpredictable 
. • -t ' 1~ 
env.ironm~nts and· the po~s1bility of escalating internal . and 
. .. . . 
' .. 
. external. conflict. .However", ·· such ' conflicts rela~e more 
·-. 
specifi~ally to broader, controve~sial issues and tend not 
.. . 
to inte'rfe're with the rational dimensions requiring technical 
expetti.se (Bla'cklock; 1982') ~ ·1-. esse~ce, educational 
·' ' 
_ inst.~t~tions, r~spondihg to ' stre~s ·in the environ~ent, becomk 
·. . I 
· increa~ingly ~e~s · insular and -less autonomous in their poli y .·· . 
• J • ' 
" .t l makin<i activi ti)e~. _: Fu~th~r, educati<?nal governance is 
.. 
:\ 
. : \ 
' \ · .. 
I . \ >· j' \ 
r .: ~· .' 
. ' ' I 
( 
{ 
. I 
l 
I 
{ ' 
\ 
. I 
' ' . ' ' 
. . 
c continqe~t upon .z::esolving· the ~ompeting implicatio~s of public . 
, 
. ,· 
partic.i;pation' and ' professional autonomy (Cistone, 1972) • . ·
, . .. f . , ' ' 
' . 
..,. Hence', ·the . st~uggle .between ··· the rational and political 
' dimensions .. of policy deve~opmen.t w~thin . school boards as 
~liti~al systems is created. 
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The Significance of Policy 
.. 
One of the most popular terms in administrative 
\ 
vocabulary in recent years is policy. Most (of us) are 
consumers ·of policy decisions, some implement policy and a 
19 
still smaller number make it (Mann, 19j5). With the term 
having such far reaching implications for so many, one ~ight 
. I . 
assume. a precise definition is unnecessary and somewhat 
. tl • 
·redundant. Yet, to fu~l~ comprehend the practical problems 
. . . I . . 
associated with this concept, 0 1ne must closely examine i:ts 
. . 
theo-retical ,framework~ 
. : 
In any discussion of pol~cy, an assumption exists as 
' . 
. - ·-----........._ to its meaning, intent and prescJ;"iptive nature.· · Policy . 
~lves from organizatiOnal objectives which in turn ret"l~ct 
the .philo.sophy of the system. Mann (19_75) sup_ported this 
contention with his view that policy issues are "middle 
·-'. 
.. 
stratum" evolving from · macro-so~ietal problems and from which 
.operational decision~ are made. 
Perrnanenqe, values, scope ·Of reference and. generality 
. . 
are distinguishing factors of policy and clearly delineate it 
from·other'forms o~decision making within ·an organization 
(Katz and Kahn, 1966}~'-- Co~sequently~ it follows that it is 
primar-ily COnCerned ·. With human elementS 1 manifesting itSelf 
r 
' in statements of purpose and value. 
In other ways, policy can be .described as a control 
. _, 
mechanism. Coleman · ( 1978) referred to policy as -"a way of 
exercising control over certain functions or activities of 
~,- -
\ ·. , · 
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an o'rganfzation, by specifying purpose or directi_on, .and/or 
by r~<Ijiring certain activities" (p. 2). He further · 
suggested that policy statements are "the only form of 
le.gi timate legal control ttle· trustees have over their 
\ _ 
organizationsP (p. 2) • 
To otl1.ers, such as Davies (1969), "a policy is a ~uide 
j 
i 
I 
i 
t 
l 
.. 
1 
for discretionary action" (p. 6), narrow enough to prov£de 
'o . ,~-
' :1\ 
• guidance but broad enough to enable an ·administrator to use 
discretion in individu,al cases. Castetter (1962) affirmed 
this viewpoint and stated that poli.cy ''expresses organization-al 
int.enti~ns which" establish-- bas-.e~ for administrative· action in 
practical si tuatio.ns. 
"To ensure its -~ffectiv~ and consistent application, it 
' \, ' 
fs necessar~\that policy be clearly understood .. The. obvious 
'· . . 
_method . to 'ensure policy intentions is the practice o_f 
·developing written policy. Castetter stated advantages to 
. ~-
this method as minimiz~ng "sudden and unreasoning variations 
in board decisions" and limiting "the necessity for 
exP,lanation and . justifib~tion" (p. 38). He indicated further 
' \ 
. \ . 
that "on'e of the hallmarks of sound policy is that is seldom 
\ 
fluc'tuates" (p. 38) ~-
.. 
A distinction made by theorists betw~en policy and 
administrative decision ma~ing is yet another si~ificant 
component in the policy making process. . ' ....,. The -fact remains 
. . . 
that policy decisions are formulated as guides to .preferred 
cours~s of actio.n.. As Castetter pointed out, policy is "not 
~ntended to ,provide ~s to every _problem ' which arises" 
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and,. as such, cannot be .highly specific .<{ 
translation of policy into specific course's 
37). -~ The 
of action 
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is tht-
function of the administrative :decision. In ac~ual fact, it 
, 
should be noted that the practices and procedures of 
. . 
administrative decision making exist· regardless of -the 
' . 
presez.:.tce or absence of po.licies ( Castetter)-. 
Coleman {1978) sub~tantiated the distinctiqn between 
policy and admini'strative decisions when he stated "the . '\ 
.critical determiner · of whether an issue. is in fact a 'policy 
issue or · an administrative issue . tends to be the connection -., 
the issue has with overall goals and purposes" (p. B) .• 
. . 
Another crucial variable is the distinction made by 
Davies who indicated policy . is the respOnsibility of . the . · 
·school board while ' administrative decisions are the task of · 
the' administrator. An example citea to differentiate between 
the two is noted: 
"" . 
.. 
""' Board Policy: . Teachers shall be available to 
<I; 
assist individual children outside of 
the 'regular school day (p. 16) ~ 
. 
Administrative Rul~: All classroom teache~s 
\ 
• should be in their room 15 m-inutes before 
classes begin each morning and 15 minutes 
after . classes end each afte~noon to help 
students who need . ind-ividual attention. 
All special teachers who work _directly 
with children .should follow ... same p~ 
in the buildings in which t~ey are 
scheduled for the. day • 
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Student group activities -~hould not 
.. 
be sc~eduled during these times since 
teachers will·nOt be availab~e to -supervise 
them. Teachers should inform students and 
principals should inform parents -of the 
ho~rs duriog which teachers will be on d~ty 
to help individual students {pp. 17, 18}' • 
' 
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The board policy 1ndicates an intention of the board 
but leaves considerable discretion as to its exact imple- ~ 
mentation. The latter .tells exactly what is to be done, who 
is to do it and when. · , 
., 
,. 
} 
·There · 'is further evidence to -suggest that many · school ( 
boards tend not to concentrate their efforts on policy 
. . .. 
decisions but rather on concerns of a routine adm~nistr~tive 
nature (.Coleman, 1978). . . . Ingram ( 19 7 B} gave further suppor_t .~ 
to this argument when he sta.ted that many policies are not . 
guidelines for discretionary power but "rather directions for 
spe~ific types of action·" (p. 19). This being.· the case, the 
.. 
tendency to use the terms •poli.cy·r and • admi~strative rule' 
interchangeably increases. 
I 
Although both forms of decision making involve a choice, · 
a policy decision establishes the framework by which all lower 
I 
level decisions are to be limited, ·It is primarily a function 
of school boards which respond to societal values of major 
. 
importance which is often measured ·by the numbers of 
individuals it will · affect (Mann, 1975). As stated by Davies, . 
a policy is not ·a ' project "to be finished within a year of 
two •••.• (the policy making process) is a whole way of life 
for a school board 11 (p. 22). 
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The Policy Making Process · 
In any discussion of policy, a point is reached where 
the development of organizational philo~ophy into general 
policy statements of purP,ose and intent becomes the focal 
\ point of debate. ~i~h society's escalating expectations of 
schools as influ~ncers of cultural norms, the need to .under-
• . ) . : . 
stand . the process which affects the objectives, scope and 
/ • . l 
performance .of the school system becomes increasingly. 
.. . 
significant · (Campbell · and Layton_, 1969). 
. . ' ' .' rf i . 
Difficulties ~hich emerge . in. examination of such a 
process rel.~te in .. large part to • i~.~olog~~al pat~e~ns of ._change .;: 
in society .its~lf (In~r~m, 1978i).' Gree.~~ald (1977) describes . 
th~ American pol~y making · scene.as "fluid, .incremental (and) 
I . 
open-ended" yet, following a p ocess ot" "coordinated 
J· 
activities related by the need to achieve certain specific 
purpose~". (p. 10) •. 
In discussing the historic·ai development of policy 
maki~, Ingram described the 1950's and 1960's as periods· 
wh"J "top-down" ~''manipulative" approaches · dominat~d the 
,. 
educational forum. He further maintained that until the 
aocount.:;lbility and evaluation movements o.f ·the .late 1960 '~ 
and early . 1970's,. feW_ po~·~~y ideas o.rig3' ate.d• from the 
grass · roots (p. 19). ~The intellectual d technical 
. ~ I - . • . 
extsertise of the prdfessi~n.al educator , . policy issues was 
. . ,., 
I 
•. 
spa~n by the deiqands o~ .a p.:~~es~U})lic. As ~¥:rna· (1978) 
o~rved, the professiol\~1 hold of administrators was "being :--. 
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, dulled by an emphasis gener~ted through the politfcal· 
,• 
process" (p. 34) •• 
Alt~ucational policy studies appear to be in 
the forefront at the ~t-,- - it is ~vident that policy · 
~ak.ing i t~ei.i-~--new. H~wever, the ~ein·terpretation 
.. 
of policy issues by policy e~perts in light of trends and 
... ;.r • . 
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societ~l influences continues to unearth new·. and .interesting 
dimen~_ns to the process (Byrne) . · 
.. · · In a. summa·ry analysis · ?f .pr~va:Hing conditions in 
canadian policy making.\ Down~y· (1977) ·O\ltiined two ·major. 
, F , • 
' I 
trends facing pol icy makers. . He described them as: . 
• • • ." "'I 
·. 
a, shift in .emphasis from th~ ~ore ·, 
increme11ta~ rat'ipnal and .-ihfo~ation­
based modes of policy. making - to the 
more political and influence-based 
. modes: and second, a shift in power 
from official leadership (electe~ ; 
representatives and adminis.trat;ors) · 
to teachers · and community groups. 
(p. 135) 
.. 
. . 
Downey ·further suggested that to pr~vide a mo~e comprehensive 
". 
view of 'the ' policy making process, both rational and P.Olitical 
• • 
aspects need to . be accepte,d, . with ~e political view "super-
.. 
imposed" upon the rational view (p. 141) • 
. · De~p~te the log~c, of .Downey's . argument, Wrigh~ (19 7_1} 
examined his approach and attempte:<i to take it one step 
further to .th~ level of the "real w~~ld" and lts ~~rtklar. 
0 · 
implications for policy makers. She· proposed that the 
political a_nd rational elel!lents. are ·separat:e concepts and 
. . '.1'· 
it 
is dif fljlt "to denote the exac\ •point aewhich an . 
.e~ucat-~~~1 lobby ceases \ to be a professional input" (p. 30) • . 
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An obvious conclusion is that both dimensions overlap during 
. , ' ' 
the process · and both . ~re critical to a baianced ·"view of what 
polic~'rnaking actually is. 
41 '• • ' 
Ano~her component which may ?ften be overlooked is 
. 
the presen~e of guidelines for policy development at the 
school board level. While it cannot neces~.arily be stated 
,. . . . 
(
. that Policy output is a key indicator in the effectiveness 
, . • : \ • J 
o.f a ~choo~ · boar~, a 'boar~ · ~i-~h carefully' desig:ed strategies 
·for rna ing policy ·decisions, · methods of identifying policy 
. . . . . ~ 
issues as well ,as policy s-tatements and ·review proc~dures 
I 
. . I "' . 
· approaches : dfgree of excel~.ence ~~oleman, 197.8). 
, ~uch orpani~atio~ . is : ge~erally not the case. · . Castetter 
. . 
indfcates that ~o~~ types c;>f ·school administration "s.eek · easy '----::0 
and quick solutions to problems" (which). "fit the., time o.r the 
event instead ~f. adherirtg to ' a body of value· judgments 
calculated ·to yield more lasting results" . (p • . 47). 
, . 
In the' development of policy decisions much dep.!'Wds . 
upon · th~ judgm~ecision maker~. · Theref~re, the 
. . ...... ~ ...... ' *'-
. significance Of ~n . approach to thinking about decision&' as 
'cho~\:inc/~etw~en alterna'tives is not to· be understated • 
... __ . 
Indeed, it is "of vital importance that we be as clear as 
possib.le about the policy makin~ frarn~work within :"(hic}l the 
. ,• .a.. . . 
decision making process is· to oper~te" (Tymko, 1978, p. 9) • 
. , . 
Without a · knowledge of how polic~ decisions evolve, school 
.. 
,boards. reduce their effectiveness in the educational arena. 
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'/ 
f 
dr 
J 
I 
framework whic~ gu~rantees success in policy making, a rodel 
. I . 
which may appropriately be used for analyz·ing the evolution 
·of policy dec'isions is · helpful to. the policy science 
researcher. While theorists such as Coleman (1978) . and 
/ 
Tymk.o (1978) have devi-sed both simple and effective models, 
. \ . . . I 
. I 
for the purpose of this study Agger's (1964) model of/ policy 
j . . ; . 
d~cision makin~ will be ·uti~·zed. This_ model .conce1ns i.tsel~. 
with the conditions under which political decision k~king can 
. I 
. . i 
·structure rand 
. . 
be q.naly'zed as we~l as how variations in 
. ! 
functioning of the political · system·. affect the ou.tfome·s of 
I 
. the process. ) · 
' . 
• 
: \ 
According to Aq.ger ( 1964) 1 11poli tical decision.:..makinq I 
concerns the actions of ·men in the . process of making choices" 
(p . . \0). The 'pio'cess which"'he descri~~d .±nvolve·s a series of
1 
related events' enacted over time~· Each event or act a~so . ·I 
involves· a choice· or a decision ·made· b¥ va.rious actors in--the 
process. The process itself is political only in the sense JJ 
that decision makers consciously make decisions with regard · 
. ..... ' 
to _ the. scope of government. It cons~sts of the following si · , · 
stages.and one event: 
Stage One.. Policy Formulation o.ccurs when someone 
believes a problem can be alleviated, solved or prevented by 
a shift in the scope of government. At this 
problem may only be an "unsatisfi~d need~' by 
who may 1 or may not, belong to. the ··political 
( 'I 
stage 1 the · · 1 
; . 
an individual l. 
system. · Howev~r • 
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whether this is or is not the case, policy formulation must 
at some poin~ become part of the system's decision. making 
process. This· policy preference is a necessary stage but 
........ 
will not be sufficient to sustain the process if it does not 
progress beyond this point. 
•' ~ . 
Stage Two. Policy Deliberation is the n~xt stage and 
·may involve ·a number of political moves such ·as writing, 
talking, r~ading or listening. It is at this 'point, wpen 
the -policy preference is transmitted from one actor to 
. . . 
another, that· a· political demand ·within the sys tern occurs. 
' 
These actions may be open or sec'ret .andrnay generate counter 
demands by o-t;.hers. Like stage one,· policy-deiibera-~,i:on may 
be ar~ested if 'for any reas~n th~ actor(s) does . not ·advance 
the proposa~ to the organization-of-poli!ical-support~tage. 
Stage Three. Organization of Political Supper~ ·refers 
. • tf 
to the actions of those holding -the policy ·preference which 
mob,i.lize support ~qr or - ~ga_inst dernandf for shifts. ill .the 
• 
scope of goye~nment: This stage may involve such things as . 
...,.. 
holding meetings, producing and distributing information, 
lobbyin~ decision makers and other such forms of political. 
' I 
action. However, these are not ' always necessary actions I 
. .. . . , . . 
.. . - . . 
since other informal co~~~~ with an organization's j 
. ./ . - . \ 
officials may be ~st"" as effectJ.ve. This stage may becorn~ 
intensely ernoti~al ·and ~ol.:ilical de'::ze.ndin upon the 
. • . • - • I 
~ndividuals involved, · the degree of ess of the actio~ · . · 
and the extent to which participants view the pol_ic'y• as 
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~-
involving basic ideo~ogiqal principles. The organization o.f. 
political .support may also be characteri~~~ by ~onsensus 
' 
instead of conflict. 
0. 
t Stage Four. Authoritative Considerationlinvo~ve_~ the 
next stage in the process. Several techniques may be used 
. . 
'I~ 
to choose betwee~ alternatives and may include .a formal · or 
informal balloting by ilie poli ti~al system. ; .6n. th~ o~ef 
hand, it is possible that, despite political support· fot or 
•· against a policy ·issue, the policy itself.=tnay never be iii J '· 
formally considered·: If this -happens, a choice has still : 
been made . . Co!iv:i,.nc-ing offidals of an orgimi.zati9n' to act ' 
. i . J 
infC?rmally in appropriate ways ma.y be .. a wiser co1Jr~e of. actJ.on 
. 
·-than a formalized decision, especially if. for some ireason· 
there is a chance the issue will- be; lost · in debate : :· Whether 
or not the pol~!cy is written or unwritten, the decis.ion qy 
those parti_cipants who hold auth~ri ty positions,_ -..Hl~ be the· 
. ~ , 
policy which therein defines the scope of government. 
. ' 
Event: Decisi6nal Outcome is the J;e13ul t: of. the ( . . 
authoritative consideration of a policy i~sue. 
J ~I ,) 
It is the 
difference between what previously existed and· what now 
' 
' 
'· '~ determines the direction of the political ·system. 
I • ' • . . · .. 
•• 
f . 
,I , ,._.-< 
~ ~rOJ?ulgation of . the Decisional ·· Outcome 
,, 
is a stage ~ic~; .like the . formal consfderatioh o~ 0 a policy 
• • • '. J • 
;' 
issue, may or may not occur. If participants think .that an 
existing policy is '·preferable to one th.'at is pr~posed, there 
' . 
may be no occasion · for'.a formal publi.c announ9ement. · 'In 
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this case, Stage Five may not pe present in the proG:ess • . ·on 
• \ 0 . 
. the other hand i- may' manifest itself in affirma~ion of an 
I f ' • ' f .. • , ,: 
I , 
: t 
I 
l 
, . 
; r-.. 
. .l 
"" existfng t>olicy or in a quiet, ~ov~rt .change of poiicy. 
911ige Six. Policy,.Effec_tuation is~ the f~~:.J.;,sta<je- in . 
,this model .~nd ~sually - c_pncerns itsell wi':th . tJte ~ inipleinentation· 
of pali~y dec~sr~ns by· adm~fti~trati~e officiats.J . rt can.~_·. 
. ,: l 
I 
•. • 
I 
' ~ 4 • 
.. 
' 
' . ' . 
; . 
i 
i· 
. ' ... . 
in~l ve th~ e~~lua tion, and ~omparis6n· · ~f ~xi sting- .polic~e~ 
... 
i. 
I 
} . 
. ' · : 
with those· that have taken their· place. · However, the . . 
' . 
• ,;r ' , ,. . a ' • • , ) \ 
• , .. ··;. ' 
C : ~ • O ,·, O .; O M , O : · ~ O O ' 
,eval~atio~ co~popent may· be , present 
. ' ..., ~ . 
t • ·, .• 
at any or all stages 
. .: l 
'Ad.min~st·rato+s may become involved .i,.n · · t - ~. ·• • . 
~ . . .· ~.. . . . . . 
· . the s~eci'f.ic i~terl?,X:~tati~n ·~~d ·~~pplicatic:'n of . . th~ poJ.tcY ,_·. <., :: .~ · .. "·~.-~ . 
. ~ th~r~by i~i tiat.i,ng a~~ the~ cycie. i~ ~he' proQ~·ss. . ~ : . : . 
·' . . · .. ; {r · ... ~· . : .. · ' -(Agger, ~~64, pp·. ·40~51) 
~ - . o·· .. " .. - '\, -·· 
. \',, ' 1·.- 1,.. .. 
. t!' 
~ during 1:he· process. 
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school· B~ard y~~~nance·· :: \ • • Qj .. I ; 
• I I • . ,. ... ;, 
o~e ~~f the mo~~ ··cont!~ver·si~l · qu~~tians ' in edu~:~lonal' . · . w·.- · J 
. . . . · .. 
; •. 
. . 
poli~y making resides . in who; governs . education' While ·the . 
, . . ... . 
·. 
. ·, • . . . . 1 . . I • ·""' . "' 
reasons for ,sue~ a~te~tiop aie · emb_edd.:.~ in :a soc~al, ,. pdl~ti~ 
-~ " ! 
'\ ... .. 
. . 
a~d· ~is:ori~~l ~;>ack~ro~nd,~ ~eba~~. :r~volves .~ar~- -~· . t:ational . 
anp ~>o.~i.tical dimensions ·of: the pdl~cy making process ' (Tucker .. 
and. · ~iegler, l9SO). · ;rn ;rece1it. h~sto:r;y, th.e ~ndui~ has /~ . 
. • . v ' . l 
~~ • • ,. .. I ' \ ' • ' 
swung· .closer · t;o th~ 'po~i tical, realm; -b~t· ~licy sci~n~i.sts 
~ . . . 
and edu9ators alike are more inclined to '·favo~r a. balance 
' 4 • • , . • • • 
betwee~ ·the two· • . _Wri·g~t~ ~n ~~.:ffe.~i~g th~s 'View , .',. st~t~d - . . . 
"polioy makers are . the .. ~e~~~rs . o .f the ·a~m~;ratic · pr{>ceas ~~· 
•' . . . :-· . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Although a move towards · plurali~tic , governance relates 
,_ 
more to basic ideological· ,Policy ~ssues, the prevailing 
' belief that "education is a compJex and technical endeavq.r 
• 0 • 
· and is therefore bes·:t left to the experts" is fostered by 
• I 
' \ 
the sys·tem' s j professionals {Cis tone, 19 7 2 ~ p. 4) . indeed, 
I l 
the atteJpt ~o maintain _professional autonomy over 
. . 
educa tion_al issues 'has . beqp. an . ongoing battle in education. 
One of · t~e key faJtors in this struggle for influence 
. \ . . . 
"- ' in 'policy ·decision making\ is agenda-setting. ·· In defining the 
. . . \ ~· 
issues for disc_ussion !?ur~ses, the •-,agenda-setter activate~ 
. . I 
a powerful control mecbani~m. In a study _py Tuc~er and 
Ziegler, 'it wa~ found that 1 in about two-thirds 6£ ~ school · 
; ~ ' ~-' . ' 
distlllcts, .the superinte~d~'pt · (and,-.. e-g· a lesser' extent/ his/ 
heP' staff) was solely . responsibl~ for setting the fomal· 
'agenda for board mee.tings (Tucker and. Ziegler, 1976·) • To 
~ . I, 
~port'· tl'tts a~gument, Wright · ~.tate,d that as the presenter 
·. 
" ( . . l: 
o( a policy issue to scihool. bo~·~d members;· :the superintendent 
. . 
becomes the policy maker and ·the board member assumes the 
Q 
role of politician.· Tucker and Ziegler (1976) carried this 
one step forward, calling the administra~ive role: "a power~ur 
gatekeeping position" (p. 4 )·. In this position, controversy 
. . ' 
" 
is minimized and routine decision making becomes the important 
eie~ent in the process. In su~h a situa~ion, the input of 
· board members is lim'i ted when issues have alre~ been defined. 
Th!s has· the ,tendency to place board ·m~mbers in · a react~on~ry 
/ 
-role and f~w are able to escape the domina~ce . of the super-
intendent in policy issue's (Tucker and Ziegler, 1976) • Yet, 
•• . .
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\ ' \ 
in Col~man' s _( 1977) view, this does not adequately represent ./ 
~ 
the "locus· of power'' in Canadian education at the present 
time and he proposed ."influence" as a more inclusi-ve and 
useful - term (p. SO) i~. 
Al thou,gh the major role of the .school board member 
tends .to be that o; ·poi.i_!ician with new memlrs feeling a 
sense of _respon~ibility t~wards ~~ electorat~, 'Lutz (1977) 
contend~·a that ~he cul t~r~ of school i~ard~ ~rojects a 
belief' in · bo~rd 'membe:ts as "trustees for the public and not 
repr~sentat~ve ~~ the public;'\ (p. ·jr. This woul~~~"\. -
,. ~ < I . ~ 
~ . ..~ ' . ~ ' 
implyEan elitism· surrounding those involved at the school 
. .· .f 
board level. ·. He indicated further that members are 
., ...: 
. ' 
('"acculturated upon their election, . through a planned process 
that inducts the new school board member into the culture of 
. ' . 
~chool boa~ds and transforms them into 'true believers'" 
.· (p. 3) • . If~· activity is part of the educational system, 
then the., challenge for ~oara membe_rs will be 't~ maintain a 
' . . 
balan~e . between the rational and political.dimeri~ions. The 
. ' . . ' • ( 
. . . . ' 
resJ;>Qnse to_ ·this challenge may determine whether board 
members wil~~~~c,om.e increasiZ:gly functioh. less ox:. ~ec:Ome .;; ' 
educational lea~ers in society (Coleman, 1976). ( ; 
Anot,er erernent'in educational governance ~ests in the 
emergence~ inter~t groups as a political, force in policY 
making. I As ·~ool boards pecome more politicized, or members 
. - . . I • . . . ~ 
acculturated,l indiv~~ual~ and groups within ,the board's 
environment see an increased need for focusing on policy \ .; .. 
iasu,~s which might otherwise be. ignored (Lupini ' · 1992). 
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Their demands may be articulated in a variety of ways, 
keeping pollcy makers aware of public. cort~erns in education. · 
,., With increased ~ublic participation repr:esenti,ng a 
, . 
,shift in· society's pe~spective in general, mQ~e control in. 
educational policy deve~opment is exercised by government 
(Ingram, 1978) .• If environmenta~factors impact upon the 
· governance of,education,.then it is entirely possible to 
argue that all government agencie~ drif~ towards bureaucrati.q 
... 
' do~inance gi~en complex political is~ues in an age of 
~ 
economic scarcity (Tucker and Z:i,egler, 1980). '. \ 
Downey stated that as a .result of the conflict between 
the rationat and political dimensions of policy ~aking, the 
( role of official leaders in education is in doubt and a 
redefinition of tha.t role is necessar:y., · As an alternative· 
-.he proposes that "i:n future, educational· leaaers become the 
/olicy researc~e~s, and the orchestrato~s'of the policy 
making process" (p. 135). Coleman (1977) argued further that 
the role of administrators is less e~si.ly defined. In his 
i 
view, the diffe~entiating factor between senior administrators 
and other· educational administrators is .the policy research 
func;:.tion. 
'" 
t · 
Jegardless of the particular orientation of the. 
l ~ 
• 
. . 
• i 
i 
. i 
governing structure,· ..the politics of educatfon forces the 
edu~at~~nal :ieader in:to 'ar(arenaoi 'l!bnflic~ a~! ne~oti~tion-------
! . 
• (Se.rgiovanni, 1·980). If ·this is the case, th•e m~st 
. a~propriate role w~l vary .from situation 'to situation·: 
'o aptly state'd by)o.Leman (1977) ' · the future role of the 
' ~ · , . 
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,.. -~· -. 
.. 
school board as 'meta-mediator', a system which p·rocesses 
competing demands, organizing, modifying and reshaping them 
into an operational decision involving the distribution o.f 
resources, seems a likely solution to the problem of. policy 
development '(p: 84). 
Patterns 6£ Communication 
, · 
One of the more noticeable charadteristics of current 
.·~ • f 
./ . 
,western society is the deE7p-rooted cornrni.trnetlt ~o involv~ment , 
in organizational instit~~ions. Alt~oug? . this is demonstrated 
~n · ~ variety ·of·ways, each system utilizes .communication 
.- . techniques to facilitate its particular .tasks. According to 
\ 
' 
.-. 
• I , 
Hoy · and l-tiskel ( 1982) ·, fundamental to any study of organiz-
.. . . 
ational behavior is the unders .tanding that "goals be:c~me known 
and useful that is 
.. .,. 
they -- -- dynamic -- only when are 
~ 
communicated" (p. 290) • Katz and Kahn ( 1966) also ~ecognized 
the importance of a conununication system as 11 the very essenc:e 
\ 
of a social system or an Qrganization" (p. 223) • 
.. , 
As a process, communi cation permeates the ae.ti vi ties 
of an organization\ creati~g the thread that ··somehow holds 
I ' together· the structure of the system • • Simply put, if it were 
at all possible to remove the. process of communication from 
-------an-o-r-ganization, there would be' no organizati on. ·· The key to 
' ~ . . 
effective communication lies in maximizing the performance \ 
of ·interaction between the o r ganization as a social system 
' . ,,./ . . 
and its en~ironrnent (Rogers and Rogers, 1976). It is 
• 
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l "i 
:'-'·' 
therefore logical to assume that the main purpose of 
communication is to control, ,qoordinate and 'provide essential 
inforrn~tion to decision rnak9f s while being ,responsive to 
I . 
changes in society. / 
In times of .uncertainty, . organizat~ns con~antly 
·- interact with tt:teir ~nvironrnent~ 
.~irforrnat~on abo,ut a~t~rnatives. 
in an attempt e to gain 
For example, political 
. ·. 
. , 
_ parti~s employ strategists to measure .the electorate's 
~ , ~ ' 
voti~g patterns. Roge~s . and~ogers · (~976) , asserted that 
this boundary spanning ~nism allows an organization the. 
information necessar~ to makeidecisions. · Such individuals 
• . 
are often concentrated at both the top and· bottom of the 
organizational structure. 
Within the structure of ~ny organization, both formal 
.and informal channels of communication exist. According to 
I • 
Barnard (1938), cited in Hoy and Miske! (1982), the channel s 
;.· 
~ . 
' ot"'formal communication must be known to every member of the 
I 
organization, be. as direct and short ·as possible and 
authenticated as emanating from the person in authority to 
issue the message. Even· with explicitly recognized thought 
' . . 
- ~ transmis~ion, however~e formal 
overlap and are l·n~~a~geable. 
' and injormal channels often 
Such networks involvi~ 
fr-iendship ties, ' of~icial posj,tion, social s:tatus, w~al th, 
--~------~a:n~a · family ties are often an important ~ariabie in political 
interaction.· Rue and Byars (1980) ~uggest tha!: if the 
formal networks r.emain undef.\,ned, the -informal netw~ks will 
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heav~ly influence the functioning ·of. the organization. · 
All politica~ systems have leaders who wield varying 
, . . 
degrees of power within the organization. In the case ·of 
school· districts, most such individuals are native born. 
- -' Appo~ted officials, key b~sinesspeqple and professionals 
may· wield more power in some •,communities than those who are· 
elected. E~itist power structures tend not to -invite public 
participation, whereas it is high and ·functional in a system 
., 
of democratic pluralism (Lutz, 1977). The more closed the 
. . . 
syetem, the greater _the tendency for those occupying . 
leade-rship posi ti~ns. to use reference g~oups_ i~ difficult . 
policy decis'ions (Rogers and Rogers) • . Conversely then, those 
interest groups wishing to influence the _process would consider 
those occupying key posi tiona as ap~ess ~hannels to ·policy .· 
makers. The method of communication, it is logical to assume, 
will ~epend, to a large extent, upon situational factors 
wJ..thin the ~rganizational unit.' 
!, • 
Such descriptors of communication within o-rganizations 
,....... , . . 
point to internal mechanisms of control. This, Ouchi (1982) . 
~ndicated, is a function of the practices an~ ~licie~ o~-
._, 
system ''s leadership component • . Linked to. this is the timing 
of the messag~. If important points are. omitted· 'or groups 
~y-passed, rnajpr prob~ems could develop. Another· 'important· 
aspect of the adml.nl.stratl.V~ role i:ies l.n the clarl.ty o e .___./ 
writ ten · or spoken co~u~ica tion. . As Ma.yer and -~i_l son '( l-9 fu' 
maintained, ."it cannot ' be assumed that because the composer 
1 • 
• 
, . 
! 
! 
~. 
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• 
.. 
· understands, the reader tilill" (p. 131). This is of 
particular signif"fcance when policies are cqmrnunicated to · 
those affected by their implementation. 
• 
At a time in Canadian history when educational 
\ /~"-. leade~ship is meeting the particular challenge~£ the 
3.6 
eighties, a reali~ation of the' significance of establishing · 
I 
' innovative communication networks with the public is crucial. 
Put another way I Lam · ( 19 a 2) indica ted: 
.. 
It has dawned on a growing number of 
educators that what underlies hostility 
of the public to the board is the lack 
of meaningful communication between the 
two. · Where there is no channel· for · 
input, segments of ·the'comrnunity feel · 
that their interests have been ignored 
and their causes betrayed. {p. •_5) . 
• 
• However, before concluding that · comm~nication 'ip a 
. . 
.panacea for all the ills of organizationaL behavior, one 
. . .., . 
-
would .do well to objectively assess its potenti~l and · 
restrictions. As stated by 
info'rmation flow is a healt 
Miskel {1982), while open 
cannot be 
considered a universal solu ion o all probl~ms. In fact, it 
/c~·t· compen~ate for inadequate planning . and closed / . -~ 
. 
· .~ organizational climates. As with most prob~em situations, 
~ / _ effective communication doesn't simply happen, 1t i 's made to 
/ 
, . 
. 
• 
J:l·appen. Simon ( 1956) , . ci_ted in Rogers and Rogers ( 1976) 1 
qu1te possibly captured the true si~nificance of ·communication: 
The ·question to be -asked of any 
administrative process is: How ·does · 
it influence the decisions of the 
individual? Without communication, 
the answer must always be: It does 
not in~luence ·~em at all. (p. 109) 
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CHAPTER III 
,METHODOLOGY 
.. ' Population Sample 
• 
The populat~on sample of this stud¥ consisted of 
three boards selected from the thirty-three .schoo~ board~ on 
the island portion of the province of Newfoundland. Super~ 
int~ndents, chairmen, school b~ard members, senior 
administrators and program coordinators from the selected 
sch~ol boards (ere asked to par.ticipate in an analysis of 
educational policy development within their districts • .:This 
POJ?Ulation sample consisted of three superintendents, three 
·chairmen and all school board members, senior administrators 
. . . 
and prqgram coordinators in·. each of the three school ·boards. 
~ 
One Integrated _school board, -one Roman Catholic school board 
·' 
and the Pentecostal school board participated -in the study. 
-
•Instrument 
Coleman ( 197 9) studied' the Political and rational 
dimensions of educational policy development as perc~ved by 
trustees and senior administrators in' Manitoba and British 
Columbia school boards using a questionnaire. G'iven the 
. . .. 
primary purpose of this study to describe the process of 
policy development as it exists ·ln sel'ected Newfoundland · 
# 
school boards, the researcher eleqted to utilize this 
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instrument with only slight vari~ns from its original 
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4 
format to ac~ornrnodate the denominational educational system 
of this provi(~es of s:t~ucture_d , interviews "{as also 
used to complement the in~or*at!?n received by this question-
naire. The latter.method of obtaining indepth qualitative 
.. 
data was considered useful in the interpretation of the 
process ' of policy development • 
. \ . 
. . 
~ 
· . _ _.. The ·questionnaire was divided ·into two major sect-ions. 
I 
' 1. ' \ _ 
- , SectiOn One :attemPted .to· assess tlfe""Vceptions ~f various"-., 
grou~s and :_individuals .regarding ·~otential areas of · diffic~lt;•· . • 
. ' 
i~ s7hool boa~d policy .making. 
: ~ 
More specifically, respondents 
wer(\ asked 
wh·i~h Ahey 
to indicate on a five point s9ale the extent to 
agreed with statements regarding policy development 
• 
in their school districts. This portion of the questionnaire 
was administered to superintendents, chairmen of school boards, 
\ .. 
school board members, senior administrators and program 
coordinators, to compare how each pe-rceived the process 
.: . 
within their respective school dis~ricts .' : 
. . 
. The second part of the questionna~re presented 
.. 
, ' ' 
s~lect~d are.as o .. f ·decision paking-v _ includ~d: plan
1
ning 
and facilities, administration of ~nstruction (programs)~ 
RUsiness·administration, community relations , administration 
of instruction '(teachers), pupil services and denominational 
~ssues. addition to the 
original questionnaire. Respondents ·were asked to indicate 
; 
on· a four ·point· scale the appropriate level of involvement 
. " 
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39 
for school board members, administrators and· denominational .., . . · 
representati~~s . . This section was adminis~ered to ~hfrrnen, 
superintendents, school board members, senidt administr~tors 
and program coordinators~ 
The structured interview·· was divided into three major 
~ections. All three sections attempt;ed to determine the 
__...) : 
n~ture . of• pol.i~.Y development as~;~erceived by the responde_nt. 
More specifiqally, the first se' tion dealt witli the definition 
• t 
-' L _of policy and the emphasis plac'ed on policy. at .the school -
board level." The secQnd part of the interview attempted to 
. -
dete'rmine the" groups and individuals involved in the po_licy 
making process and their,' impact on· the policy decision • . The 
third .part of the interview addressed the communication 
channels that exist within the school .~oard,. .It focused 
primari~ upon informal and formal means of di~seminating· 
information and generating feedback on pol·icy issues; 
Interviewees included superintendents and bo~rd chairmen. 
Instrument ·.Validation· and PiJ:ot Study . 
4 '_. 
'.. To ens'!lre face and conte_nt . validity of the instrument, 
approp~iate precautio~s were take~ . First, it was assumed 
~hat face and content val~dity~ present in the original 
format of· the instrument as ~sed by Coleman in his 1979 study • 
_Second, · the instrument was submitted to gra·duate stude.nts and 
professors in the Faculty 0
1
f Education · wh~ ·we~e· ask~d to . 
comment on the necessity of ~dditions o~ deletions. 
' ;. ·. \ . . Third, a· 
' . 
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thorough lperusal of literature related to policy development 
was undertaken. Upon completion, the instrument was further· 
examined for p~ssible corrections. Finally, a pilot study 
. was administered to two school boards in the province whose 
-respo~e,nts were asked to comment · on the clarity, preciseness 
~~d ~propriatenes~ of the instrument. • -
( 
Administration of the Questionnaire and Interview 
Prior .,actual data collection, a letter- was sent to 
selected 'uperint~ndents requesting · permissioJ;l._ ~C?- -~~nd~ct the 
. . .. . . . / . - . 
study with their school boards·. This was followed by telephone 
to· confirm the request and to set the date and time of the 
.. ~ 
interview. • 4 
Interviews were co~ducted quri.ng a o~~ _-month· pt!ri.od 
. 
in early fall and questionnaires were circulated s;imultaneously 
to .those involyd· in the survey. After thre~ weeks had elapsed, 
. a t~lephonO call was made tO superintendents · who had agreed to 
·'\ con~act respondents re~arding completion of the questionn:a.ire · •. 
After . six ·weeks,_ th_irty-nine (6l%} questionnaires had been .. 
. ( . ' 
• • • ' • .. o • I ' 
returned . · . At th1s· po1nt, a second quest1onna1.re was sent to 
' . . .,. 
those who had not responded with a letter ~eques.ting their -- . 
cooperation~· Superintendents coordinated the 'distribution ·of 
. -
• I 
,__ _ _... _____ _ _ _ t_his -second questionna~re. tEach subsequent questionnaire· wa~ 
I coded so as to avoid duplica~ion of response ·a_nd confusion. I . • - . 
ll with those mailed earlier. · Following this; a · total of fifty-six q'uestio~na\~es out of the· original seventy we re. 1returned 
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41 
within two weeks. Of th~ seventy, si~ vacancies existed 
' 
in the'three school boards which meant only sixty-four peop1e 
~ 
received ~uestionnaires. An additional two respondents were 
out of _the province and could not be reached during the 
. 
survey time period. Four· of the fifty-six res~ondents 
·indicated that 'they could not fill out the questioh~aires 
·• 
' becauss they were new school board members and had only 
\ttended ?ne or two school board meetings. This left a total 
actual · response of fifty-two . ~out of sixty-four) or ~1%. It 
is asswned tha"t the exclusion of such a small number' of: non-. 
~. 
respondents did not·· bias this study to any great extent. 
. . 
All cor~espoi}dence in this .matter is contained in 
.; 
Appendix B. 
Reliabi~ity Measures 
survey research is by 'nature the ,..collection and inter-
.. 
y 
· 'pretation of qua.ii'tative data .. 
..,.) 
Because of this, many of the 
·-normal controls and· safeguards. in the . collectio~ and analysis . 
of data ·.become difficult ·to attain~ · Despite : this, a number 
of measures wJre undertaken to increase the .reliability .of 
,. the results of this srudy. 
First, the researche'r designed -a· Qumber. ·of specific 
objeptives for the study fro..ID ~ch_the inte:r;.view-.. questions 
we;-e . developed, . The questionnaire, as de"signed· _by Coleman 
. . 
(1979), fell within the objectives of this ·study. 
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Second, systematic rec~rding and coding cedures 
"' t ~ere followed to ensure the appropriate categoriza 
the interviewee's response. Third," in the 
viewer, t~e researcher strived to maintain 
in~er­
object'vity\ and 
minimize bias in interpr~ting the data. 
I 
·; ' . Jjata Analysis • \ > 
- ~·~lyz~d <: . ' Data collected. from the questionnaire were 
. . . 
• I 
using the Statistical Package.. for ~ocial ·sciences 
I ' ' ~ 
se~tio~ ~ ~fe of the 'questionna6re ~as coded, each r ~pons?. 
42 
given a wE}ight from orie ,to 
each ar~a of difficulty in school 
Section two of the 
calculate 'tor· · 
olicy maki~g. . " · · 
yas · also coped and · 
. I . l .• 
each response given a weight from one to four. · Mean were 
calculated for each' response regarding the t>erception 
appropriate levels qf involvement in decision making. 
\ . 
·--· 'ihe third portion of the i~strument 1 the/ S1:ru 
( • 
interview, w'as re.co.~ded, coded and divided. into areas f 
.. 
.t •, 0 0 
) 
•·· 
distin.ct response. In such social science research, tje 
primary purpose reVolved around the expla~aut--~ suj ·d~~a · 
as it related . to the. obj ecl:i VJ'S . of the. study. ~ddi iion, 
a· composite p.t~file. ·showing these cate?~ries was ·constructed 
for both superintendents and chai~ schOol boardst 
.Data ~olle.cted' ·from the. questi~nnaiX.es_, together wit~ ·[~e \ 
structured i~ter~i~'?'- served _as a _ ba_si_s ~or ... describi~g. the 
nature of policy development in Newfoun~ll~d sch~o\ bd~ards • 
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CHAPTER IV 
' 
' ........ ~ 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
'\,-. 
This-chapter p~esents .an an~lysis of· the data 
· · gathered from use of the instrument·. rnfprmation is.. . 
' 
·organize? as follows.t ~ Question 1 is presented and. followe·~ 
• • .I / 
• ' ~ ~ 1.•. ., 
by a. discussioh: of results' collected in Part.- A.'bf the . 
'lue~~ionn<iL.. Que~i:ion 2 is i:hen present~d ;¢.d s~il~r=~; {. 
·· follow~d with pertin~rit· data related to Part B of .the 
...~ . . . . . . .., . . 
qu~stlo~~iaire. · . The third •part· o_f t1te· chapt~r con~~ins · .a· . 
·~ . . .. . ' . - . 
·summarYo of. informat'ion ·collected during st:t;uctured in-terviews .... 
. ~ to '· ' o ' ' • , · ... · ~ 
with superintendents and . chairrne~ of the ·.three sch9~i: boa-rds~. *' 
~ • ' • : t • • ' • ' ' ' I ' t ' •• • ' 
.::This section fs then followed .by a A discussion of . Questions 
_3-.7. 
School Board Pol-icy 
, 
'. 
. . ~ I M~:ing ·-Pra~tlces . r -· ~ 
. : . . : 
' • .. * '• 0' • 
, , I 
Questio~ 1: . How do Newfoundland administ·rators" board·. 
memb'ers , ·.and program coot;diriators perceive . 
they sqhciol board·' s -p~licy making : ~roc~sf:J? . • · · • . . , · 
.I . 
.. --· . 
. . . . . ·. . . 
~ ' . 
. Table 1 ·presents statistics on responses to, statements 
~ • ' ~ •, ' ,. > • I f ' 
. ' regarding policy making. practices in' s-chool bo.ards .- ~. Ari " · 
. .,. \ ' . ' / - : ' • ) I 
analysis of'th~ table reveals that two state~ent$' had a mean 
. \ . : 
.of less ~an three. · Of those suri!eyed,'45 (86.5%) said 
- "Yo'ur dis-trict : has a ·clear ~tate~ent of functions .for -.. · 
~administrators" was c~mpletely or often ·accu·rate. Only. two 
• • 1 ' I • • • , I • e 
• l. l o 
. :respondents ·reported that thisl statement' was . . not . accurate·. 
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- ~ Table 1 /~ . 
Dletribytion of State .. nta Mede by all .Reapondent• on School 
Board Policy Making Practice• 
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Similarly, 82.7% · (43) and 78.8% (41) respectively stated 
. ,.. 
that "Your board r_eceives reports from tHe sen.tor adminis-\ 
.,.;. 
' trators wh~ch 
\ 
d~strict" ankl ·~Your board assesses 
allow you to evaluate the progress of the 
J 
the consequences of new 
I . - ~ f 
policies befc;;:e· they are approved" .. were completely or often 
a~cur.ate. .. 
Howeve~: -statement four indicated less agreement • 
. 
While 63.5% (33) said that principa~s have opportunity to 
influenc~· district policies,· 26.9% (14) stated that this 
state~en~ is only occasionally accurate • 
The_mean response to s~atement five was. 2.98. 
Thirt~-five ~espondents (6~3%} believea that the statement 
regarding pub\ic consultation on major' issues in _ the district 
was only~ome~at or oft~n accurate. However, 15 ~espond~nts 
(28.8%) said~at the public is not consulted about major 
issues. 
Opinion was widely divided on sta~eMe~t six. This 
statement refers to the board's 
compreh~nsive process py wnich 
. ! 
usa of an agreed-upon, 
I' . 
new poli cies are~developed. 
\ . 
There ~as the same percentage (15.4%) of respondents who 
"" . stated that this was · completel,y a·ccurate as there were those .--
.· 
who believed it was inaccurate. Interestingly, 42.3% 
believed it was often a~curate. There was fa i r consensus 
I· o~ statement seven indicating that over two- thirds of those 
. "' 
surveyed said _ that the statement regarding principals' • 
knowledge of board policies was often o~ c~mpletely accurate. 
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4! Statement eight_, regardin! the amouQ:t of time s~nt 
at board meetings on policy7related activities, had the 
(owest overall mean of 2.96. While 57.7% (30) said that 
this-statement was o~casionally or often accurate, 21.2% (11) 
' . . . - . -
believed that the board does no·t spend over half its time on 
policy issues. .Thirteen point five percent had no op~nion . 
.. 
" Most respondents (85%) stated that board members know 
what th~· p~ic thinks about major ~ssues before making policy 
decisions in ~~tement n~ne. ~!even point five percent (6) 
•. . 
disagreed with this view •. 
There was· considerable -agreement on statement 'ten 
which had .an overall mean of ~. 2. Forty-two ( 80. ~~) .believed 
• .Y 
that senior administrators provide useful information for 
_,. 
policy development. Of this number, 46.2% (24) stated that 
-~is is completely ·or always accurate. Only two respondents 
I ' . t 
disagreed. 
Table 2 presents the mean respons~ of each group to 
"'-. i 
individual statements as compared to the overall mean response 
... 
to each statement. The.table yields the following analysis. 
Program Coordinators as a group were consistentl-y 
l~r ·than all other groups in · their res~nse pa,ttern overall .. 
Their highest mean response (3.82) · o~curred on~statements ofte· 
~ 
. ~nd three, whi.ch had overall mean responses of 4 .13 and 4 .14 · 
respectively. Their lowest response (2.43) ~s indicated on 
quest!on five · regardin~public consultation on'major policy 
_issues. ...._ 
" . 
"· \f · 
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Table 2 
Perceptions of Selected· Personnel in School District Policymaking 
.. 
' 
"" 
Assistant Scbx>l BOard ·program 
Stateueut Superintendent Olainnan Meltbers ax>rdina~ (6) . (3) (27) (13) 
~ Mean Mean Maan Meari • 
l. 4.13 4.32 4.32 4 •. 24 3.82 
2. 4.20 4.32 4.24 4.74 4.52 3.75 
-3. 4.14 3~71 / 4.74 5.00 4.52 3.82 , 4 • . 3.67 4.00 4.24 3.75 3.67 3.64 --... 5. 2.98 3.75 3.34 3.34 ' 
"" 
3.23 2.43 
6. 3.4, 4.32 4.00 4 · 74 3.41 ' 3.42 • 
7. 3.79 4.32 4.24 4. 74 4.00 3.61 
a. 2.9~ 3.00 2 •. 81 3.71 3.42 2.52 
' 
-9. - 3.22 3.71 2.73 3.71 3.63 2.81 
•• 4.19 -s.oo 4.24 4.71 4.61 3.23 10. ~ 
Key: 5 ,., Cl:::llpl.etely Accuxat:e; 4 = Often .Accurate ; 3 = Oocasi.onall.y kx:urate; 2 = N>t .Accurate; 
-
- 1~ N:> q>inian 
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.. The superintendent and chairmen showed a relativelt/ 
:...--.. - " 
high degree of consistency j,.n their response pattern! the 
most obvious exception to this was statement three which 
dealt with the board's assess~ent of the consequences of new 
policies before approval. On this statement chairme~ judged 
this to be.completeJY accurate whereas superintendents 
""" believed it to be only occasionally accurate. The overall 
mean response was 4.14. 
.. 
There was very little difference ~etween the response · 
pattern o.f board chair111en . and. bo~r~embers ~xcep~ ~:m · 
• J 
statement six which addressed the ·process by which ~ new 
poli~ies are developed. · --.-, . . 
Similarly, superintendents and assistant~super-
intendants showed agreement except on statements three and 
•• nine.~n=statement four, which addressed the influence•af 
•prin~lpais in policy making, superintendents and assistant 
·1fperintendents ha~ a higher_ mean ·response than. the o,ther 
t~ree groups and believed that this stat1ment is often · 
f ' 
accurate. The overall mean resp9nse was 3.67 . (occasion~lly 
~ 
accurate) • 
Appropriate Levels. of Involvement in Policy Mak~ 
Question 2: 
·. ' 
What is the perception of Newfoundland 
administrators, . school board members and· 
program coordinators towards the appropriate 
"level of involvement in policy decisions for . 
board members, admini.strators and denominational 
representatives? 
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.If I 
Table 3 indicates the percentage of overall responses 
to twenty-seven statements in sev~n majo~_policy areas. Each 
of those' surveyed was asked to indicate on a four point scale 
the appropriate level of involvement in the·se ·areas for school 
board members, administrators .and denominational represen-
tatives. 
I 
Table ·.3 
Distribution of Appropriate Levels of ' 
Involvement for School Board Members, 
Aaministrators and Denominational · 
Representatives 
, 
~. 
Involvement 
Level 
School Boa+d 
Members '(%) 
Administrators 
( %) 
Di:mominational 
Representatives 
( %) 
• 
0 3.6 2.~ 29.2 
1 16 .. 6 1.9 13.5 
:r .. 
2 14 .l 5.1 15.9 
> 
3 19.0 29.4 27.9 
4 46.7 61.0 13.5 
Key: 0 =i 
4 = 
. -No Respons~l Q Minlmum Involvement: 
Maximum Inv vement ' · . .. . .. j 
. .. . 
• 
An analy~·of the table reveals tha't of those 
surveyed 61% believed administrators should have the 
maximum level of involvement in all policy areas as compared 
~ 
. . 
to 46.7% for school board members and 13.5% for denominational 
~ . 
' _!!Presentative&. When this percentage is combined with that · 
• 
' . 
\ 
'"\. 
_ .. : 
I 
. . 
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·~ 
,, 
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·~ 
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.. .. so 
# 
of "moderate level" involvement, the percentages increase to 
90.4%, 65.7% and 41.4% respectively. 
Onl~ 1.9% of those responding' indicated that 
• 
administrators should have an overall minimum involvement 
level. This compares with 16.6% for schopl board me~ers 
and 13.5% for denominational representatives. Twenty-nine· 
. ' p~nt two percent of those surveyed did not ·~espond when 
asked the appropriate level of involvement for denominational 
representatrves as compared. to 3.6% and 2.6% ~espectively f~rr 
school board members and admin~strators. · . . · • . 
I · There seemed to be a fairly similar respons~ p~ttern \ 
' . . . . i 
" (30.7% and 29.4%) for those who indicated that school board 
> ' 
members and den9minational representatives should have. · a 
.minimum to low moderate level of 'involvement (response levels 
1 and 2) in policy making. · However, opinion was divided on 
those same groups' invol~ement at the moderate (3) level. 
Twenty-seve~ point nine percent indicated that denominational 
representatives should have moderate involvement as compared 
. ' 
to 19% ·in the same category for board members. · " 
·Tables 4-10 indicate the mean ~esponse ~f major 
. . ' . 
. . ~ groups survered regarding the appropr~ate level of ~nvolve-
ment in seven major ~olicy areas for school board members ,' 
administrators and denominational ~epresentatives. Because . 
. only,one business manager and ~ne denominational 
epresentative responded in the survey, those categorie« are 
:)-· ·.:!. 
no depicted in the tables. It is assume~ that statements 
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within each policy area ·maintain a level of internal 
~·· 
· inyolvement was the ni9hest indicated at 3.90. The · . highe~ . 
over~ll mean .for all groups was 3.30 ·for .school . boa~d · ~ 
'·· 
• 
1 
l 
I 
members:' This<would seem to. sUggest a • h~!JhOr lev'el _of 
invol veni~nt in planning . and_ facil.i ties .tor board members than 
.. 
for admi~istrat?rs· (2. 96) and' denominational repx-esentatives 
(2.40). 
for all 
The mean response for c~airrnen and · Super~ntendents 
, 
groups. was · relat\vely consistent. 
Table 5 shows a consist~ritly lower mean for school 
bpard members in "administration of instruction: program" 
. 
than for administrators by all respondents. ~si,stant -
' . 
superintendents maintained the highest mean i .ri . levtls of 
• 
. . ' "' . .. involvement for administrators. School boar~ ·me~ers had 
the lowest mean (L 75) . for appropriate lev~s of involvement 
. , , . 
for denominational representatlves. Administrators held the 
highest overall mean ·"£o·r all gr~ps. 
~Ari analy~is·o£ Table 6 shows that 'overall, adrninis-
l 
tl'ators have the hiqhest mean (3.23) _tor involvement in · 
I . 
policy rna~ing. As a .group, s'uperintendents ·held . the lowest 
. ' .... 
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Respondents 
School Board Chairmen 
superintendents 
,,,..__ 
-----~-------- ·¥• • 
Table 4 · 
Planning and Facilities 
School Board 
Members• Level 
).66 
3.66 
Admini.s tra tors' 
Level 
....... . 
3.66 
3.17 
.. -#-.. .... · ·· ~~- - ---~ -··-· ·· ~ - - ··-
Denominational 
~presentatives' 
L vel 
3 . ·16 
3.50 
School Board Members :2.96 ~- 74' J~ 2 . 10 3.40 3 . 25 
3.20 2.35 
Assi~tant Superintendents ' 3. 90 
P~rogram ooordin~tors 3~58 -· 
OVerall Mean 3.30 2.96 2.40 
.. 
, KeYJ ~ = Maximum Involvement; 1 = Minimum Involvement 
~ 
-.. . 
• 
' . 
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U1 
N 
- - ------- - · ··-
- -- · -:--- .. -~ - ·· ·---- ---- .. .,. __ __ , .... ,. ___ ""~--~~~-~·· . ' ' 
-
•-
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------·----- . 
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Table 5 
Administration of Instruction: Prog~ams 
Respondents Adminlstrato+s' School Board 
~ 
School Board Chai~en 
Superintendents -
School Board Members 
. . . 
. . 
Assistant Superintenden-ts 
- . · . ~ . -
Proq,;.am· ·co-o~dina tors 
- . 
OVerall~an 
. . ~ . 
Members' Leve-l. _ Level 
2.-so 3.75 
.. 
2.60 . 3. 50 
;.. 
2.45 2.97 
· 2.6~ 3.'. 87 
r. · 
2.15 3 . 23 . 
2.38 3.],8 
. - . . 4 = Maximum Involvement; 1 . = Minimum Involveme-nt· __ Key: 
.. •. 
\. 
- . • 
-- ···------ -.- -- ___ 5. _ __ _ 
, 
Denominational 
Representatives' 
Level 
2.08 
2.60 
1. 75 
2.50 
1.90 
.-, 
1.91 
• 
Vl 
w 
/ 
' .. , ...... -... - (..........._....._ ._ .... ·~ 1- · .. _; ;!f s .•••. , ; ..... _-_ ::. •• ~.. ... ;...,,, ..... -... . . .. -
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• 
-
Respon_4en_ts _ .. 
- ·------~-
Table 6 
Business Administration 
School- Board 
Member.s'Level 
2.86 
2.53 
2.68 
Administrators.' 
Level 
I 
.. 
3.87 
2.67 
3 . 60 
. 3. 73 
3.45 · 
.. . 
Key: 4 = Maxil!lum Involvement; 1 =Minimum Involv'em«;nt. 
.c.}) ----~- ---- . 
~··~ ----
- - ----- -------···--- - --- -- -· 
.. 
,. 
Denominational 
Representatives' 
Level 
2".16 
2.04 
1. 73 -~ 
2.21 
l. 36 
1.60 
... 
,. 
.. 
.· ' 
-~ __________ ...._ ........ .' ... , . -· 
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-mean ( 2. 6 7) for ~ppropriate leve·ls for administrators in 
business administration. Conversely,_, chairm~n had the • 
~ 
55 
'highe~t individual mean for administrators. This was also 
-the highest individual mean for all groups. The lowest 
~i~dividual mean (1 . 36) was held by program s?,ordinators 
towards the app.ropria~e level of in¥olvement for 
denominational ~epresen~atives. This would seem to indicate 
that in the area of .business administrati9n program 
coordinato.rs believe · denominational representatives should. 
.
1 have minimum involvement. 
. . 
Table 7 reveals _p_erceptions o'f tha ,five major groups 
towards appropriate involvement ' levels in community relations • 
. An analysis indicates that only assistant ~uperintendents, 
With a mean reSpOnSe Of . 3 • 671 pelieve that SChOOl board-
members should .have more involvement in community relations 
than administrators; However, administrators held the 
highest .overall mean (3.31). ~onversely, school board 
members maintained that as _a g~o~p they_ should hav~ lower 
involveme'ht in community re.lati~han administrators. . · 
• 
Their mean in this instance was 3.40.' !t was the perpeption 
. I . . . . • 
o~. all. groups that d~n~mi~ational representatives have the 
lowest level of involvement •. · This overall mean was -2. 48 .• 
Table 8. ·addresses the appropr~ate level· of involvement 
for board m~s, administrators and denominational. 
·representatives in "a~inistra tion of instruction: teachers" •. 
~ analysis reveals that in . this a·rea it was the perception 
·-:-
of all groups that administrators have a higher· mean (3.62) 
.. 
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Table 7 
CommUn~ty Relations 
_ Sch- Board 
Members• Level 
(-30 
' 3.0 
2.78 ~ 
3.67 
5": 2o 
2 •. 98 
... 
~ 
.. 
Admi~istratb"rs' 
Level 
3.0 
3.83 
I 
3 -.40 
- 3 . 42 
. 
3.58 · 
3.31 
f ' 
.Key: · 4 = Maximum ·Involvenien't; 1 = · Minimum Involvement 
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. .................. ~ .. , _ .. - . .......... .._ .. ..........._._ __ , __ _ 
Denominational 
Representatives' 
Level 
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2.61 
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Administration of Instruction: Teachers 
.... ... .-.- - - -
· Re~pond~nts; 
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.. 
. . ~ . . . . . 
.. · (~SchOo~ .Board.' Chairmen 
· ,. · \ ~ . Superintendents~ 
. · .. ·: ~ 
·Sdbool.· ~o~rd Memoers 
..., . . ,· 
Assistant Superintendents 
• ' Program coordinators 
.· - -
·-. 
r . 
,_ ·:. ._ .. 
. : ' :· 0 
•• · •. p 
:· ... :· ~ ..... : . . 
'('--•. 
Overall Mean 
. Key: 
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. Schaal Board 
.Members' Level 
•. 
2.55 
2.94 
2.40 
2.61 
2.61: 
2.67- . 
t' ~~ 
-.. '. 
. ,... ..... 
Ad1Uinis tr'i tors' 
Level · · · 
3.38 
3.93 
3.62, 
·1- = Minimum· Invoi v~roent_ . 
. ... -,,{ . 
• 
· ~ 
. . . 
I 
· ~ ·Denominational 
~presentatives' 
•Level. 
1. 55 
2.77 
1.56 
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\. 
o involvement ·than either school board members or denominational 
~epresentatives. Similarly denominational representatives 
. . 
shewed the lowest overall mean response (1.84} for all ~- ""-,, 
groups. School board ehai~en indicatea the lowest individual 
.. 
~ean towards the involv~ment of~denominational representatives 
. . . .; 
ja "administr~tion of instruction: teachers". , 
~ . ' . Ap analysis of mean respon~es to the area of pupil ' 
~ ' . t.. ' 
services aga'in indicates a~in.i!~rators' ·should have mor~ . 
• • 
overall involvemeqt _bhan :eftker school board members ~r . ~ 
denominational representativet. The·r highest individual mea£ 
. . . : " . 
response (4.0) came from·both board cha1rmen and super-
i.nte.ndents towards adn]inistrativti involvement. Program 
. - ~ / 
. -
coordinators with a mean response ~f 1.15 had the lowest 
. . i . 
individua .. l meari towards denominat:i-.,. r~presentatives. . 
. 
Table 10 reveals a reversal of previous trends 
~-
-
towards involvemen~ levels. · It was the perception of all 
. . . ' ., 
·groups· that administrators have a lower me'an · involvement · in 
aenominational issues than e'ither board members or. 
. . 
denominational representatives. ·The ~ighest individ~ai mean 
. . : .. ~ ~. 90) came from as~ista~t s~perint~ndt1~ .· towards the 
appropriate level of involvtrnent fQr school board members. 
• l . . . v : ... 
. .,.. . .,.. . . -
H<lwever, although: superintendents indicated a slightly 
higher mean response ·q._. 80) · tqwards denominatio~uil 
. " 
representatives than schqol board members (3. 70), all other tl' ... 
. ·, . . . ' .. . . ·' 
groups showed a hig~r. individual mean response towards·· school 
. . . . ' . b~ar4 ·member- in"\rolvemEmt -in' ~enominational,·issues' than towards 
denomi11natiol}~l repr~~entatives ..• 
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Pupil Services . 
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. ...  
( 
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.. 
·\ 
' 
I 
-~- .. 
School B~a-rd · 
Members' Level Level Represe ntati ves ' 
Level 
" 
-
• • School B6ard Chairmen 
SuperinteBd~nts 
" School Board Members -'1 
..,. 
· Assistant Superi ntendents 
.., ' 
~~ . 
Program Coordinator~~ · 
' 
-. 
~Overall Mean ) . 
' . 
Key: 4 = Maximum Invol.vement; 
" 
.. ~ 
·• 
./ .I 
_..,.. 
,v 
/ 
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. _. 
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' 
' School Board Policy and Policy Making Processes 
' • *The following1 is a sununary of the results of 
strucbured int.erviews\wi th superintendents and school board 
' chairmen. This portion of data analysis has been further 
broken into three sections, each section re~ati~g to distinct 
•! 
topics drawn directly from . the theoretica~ framework of the 
. .; 
"' study. Section One deals specifically witfi'policy develop-
ment~ Section Two concentrates primarily on various aspects 
of educatiqnal governance at the school board level. fThe 
final section addresses patterns of cormnunicatio:Q among• 
.. 
" participants in the policy making process. After discussion 
of the anecdotal record, questions ~ , _  i 4 , 5, 6 and 7 presented 
;;;' 
in the statement of the problem are discussed in their 
respective numerical order. ~.-.......,. 
Section One - Policy and Policy Making 
Superintendent A. In responding to the initial 
- ~ ' question of whether or not the school board was involved in • 
developing policy for the· distri'ct, Superintendent A indicated 
• th~t the boar~@"clid n9t normally get involved in the 
. I 
-actual development of policy. School board members became 
involved at two stages which were referred to as 'The 
" Initiation _Stage 1 and 'The Drafting' .stage'. At the 
'Initiation Stage', a board rilem_ber may suggest that policy 
be d~veloped. However, . in most • cases the necessity of policy 
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62 
on a given topic. had al~eady been identifi~d by the super-
intendent, the administrative staff or on occasion{ 
.,.. 
classroom teachers. The next opportunity to discuss ~he • · 
policy would be during .he actual presentation of the draft 
. . 
policy to the school board. The draft policy itself would · 
.. 
have been prepared by the admipistrative staff. 
Superintendent A stated that the school board had 
no specific guidelines for policy development, written or 
unwritten. No need had been identif"'ed to develop such 
./ , . 
g\lidelines as most board members generally were satisfied 
with the present procedures. In addition, he stated, 
\ . 
"individual board members are probably not very sophisticated 
'i . l~ this particular area". 
; ' 
To the question ·of the school board 1 s definition of 
I' policy, Superintendent A responded by saying that although . 
the school board did not define policy, he himself did. He 
believed policy to be a "guideline for future action". He 
• 
.. .. 
further stated thatv'the school board· only distingui:shed 
between policy and administrative . decisions in that board 
members recognized day-to-day administrative decisions as 
-the responsibility of the administrative staff. Policy 
decisions were thought to have a broader scope of reference. 
Superintendent A stated that in the realization of such ~ · 
distinction ,the school board rarely involved itself with the 
, 
dUly o~eratiod of the .school district. 
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63 
Chairman A. .Chairman ·A indicated a positive· response 
.. 
to the question of the schdol board's involvement in the 
development lf policy. He further stated that policies were 
I " 
generally, although not always,. developed upon the 
·recommenda~n of the superintendent. No clearly defined 
• 
• 
guidelines for policy development existed. Rather, policies 
w~·te usually devefoped in lesponse to a problem which 
··' .. 
occurred in .the school district. vhe school board was 
satisfied with the current ~tice and saw no immediate 
need to institute guidelinesrrar future policies. 
' 
Chairman A stated that the school board viewed policy 
as "law, in a sense ••• as guidelines which employees (for 
... 
example) rnustfabide by". · He bel~eved that the board 
recognize~a difference between policy and administrative 
decisions. He elaborated by explaining that only maj~r 
_d~cisions have been addressed by the board at t>_?ard meetings. 
The regular-day-to-day administrative decisions were the 
responsibility of thA administrative staff. 
I 
Superintendent a •. $uperintendent a•s reaction to 
'!' 
the school board's involvement in policy development was 
I • 
positive. He believed that policy- had been developed by the 
boar!i in respon~ to per_c~ived _ needs. in the school district. 
This · p~ocess of developing policy had been ongoing over 
sevjral years. ~ 
·No specific written guidelines for the development 
of policy had been established. However, general procedures, 
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although not written down, were well known ·to the 
I 
administration. 
~-
Superintend~nt B descr~ed these procedures 
as an accepted response to an ~dentified need. In responding 
\ 
to the question of guidelines h, stated, "it would be fair to 
I, 
-/ ~say that there is a need for policy guidelines " . 
r I 
Superintendent ·B was unsure how to respond • 
• 
s~ecific~~Y to how the school b~ard defined policy. He did 
state that he believed policy wa~ a general statement' which 
guided the school board in its day-to-day operations. He was 
• not clear on the specific difference between polic~ and 
. I ' 7 I , 
administra.tive .decisions and stated that the school board made 
t no distinction between them. 
; 
' Chairman B. In r .esponse to the question of the school 
-board's involvement in developing policy, Chairm~n B explained 
that the board had been 1.nvolved in policy development since 
, its inception. Guidelines fo.r such development had been 
. . .. ' 
written down and flowed directly from the board's philosophy 
as a Christian organization. These were developed -over an 
• f 
extended period of time in r~cognition of the aims and 
. . 
objectives specified within the constitution. Thes&guidelines 
.·. 
had been revised occasionally in respon'se· to changes · in 
society. 
chairman B defirle d policy .as "the rne;~od by which .we 
carry out 1 our mandate as a Christian or<janlzation ••• policy' 
fl ,~"" 
reflects our philosophy ••• the :word of GQd." In response· to 
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the question ... of whether•· the school made a distinction 
between a policy and an administrative dec~sion, Chairman B 
responded positively. He stated that pQljcy involved 
. ' 
broader issues while administrative· decisions ·occurred d~ily 
and involved the response .of the administrator to a · recognized 
problem in the school dist~ict. 
Superintendent c. The initial.response of 
~ . . 
Superintendent C to the school board's involvement in policy 
. -' 
development was to state that policy development was one-of 
• 
the chief functions of the school board designated by the 
Schools Act. The school·board developed pQlicy because of. 
its legal' responsibility to do so. However, as yet no written 
policy handbook had been developed. 
... 
··To the question of guidelines for developing policy, 
' Superintendent c responded negatively. No real need had Lbeen 
•' 
identified · by the school board to develop guidelines ·. He 
furt.J:ler exp~a-ined that although policy guidelines were not in 
• . ,6! 
exjstence, ge~eral ; procedures for developing policy had been 
established. These•procedures had developed in resp~nse to ~ 
~needs in the school district. 
;. 
'I Regarding the issue of how the school board defined-
policy, ' superintendent c was unsure how to respond. His 
' perception was that school po~rd members defined policy as a 
, guide for suggested action in a given area. This policy 
. . / -
provided direction for the .superintendent or cha~rmaQ • 
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66 
It wa~ suggested by Superintendent c that the board 
did make a distinction between ~cy and administrative ' 
decisions. In making this distinction the school · board . 
1 asked if the statement had "uni.versal applicability" or if 
it contained a "narr~~finition" of an issue. 
. # 
·~ Chairman c. It was the perception of Chairman c 
tha·~ .the school board· had always been· involved in developing 
policy for the school district. lie explained that policy . 
was usually developed on an ad. ,hoc basis in response to ·a . 
1 ' 
• d . 
· perce1.ved need. Thes~ · policies were ,not written·down but a 
• 
plan had been formulated to develop a written liandbook. 
I ,.. , 
·•' 
. Chairman c believed -unwrittel) guidelinl!s for Policy 
0 ' • 
. . 
development were in existence' and were generally weil-:-known' 
by'. both administrative st~ff . and s .chool· boa:r::g members. ~h;;";/ 
had been developed over time and })ad evolved irito.· ~stablished 
• 
practice for. committees- involved in policy making. 
- . 
He. de,scribed .policy as ':a mode"" ~f gove~ning ••. making 
' - # ' ~ecisions on specific issues •.• growing out of- necessity... \ 
~eneraliy not pla~ned" ~ There had oeeh. no attempt to plan 
and devfl'op policy because. ' of insufficient time to do so. 
. ~ . · \he board. made ·a ·distinction· betwee~ pol/cy and 
.. 
administrative decisions defininq the l..,a_tte.r as· 'tmatteis 
rela~ing_ to .the dai_ly operation: of the school district t . 
. . "l(which) ~ere ... "handl~d by the administr1tive st~ff". Policies 
t ~ . ~ 
. dealt with - larg~r issues and 
~tseltf 
.. . ' 
. \ . 
were -addrettse_d by t:he board 
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. ) 
Section Two - Educational Governance 
\ 
Superintendent A. Superintendent A viewed his role 
in policy development a~ "the kingpin" of the district;:, 
~ initiating, developing, recommending and evaluating policy· 
... 
"so that it is workable, fair. ' •• and appropriate". Prior to 
school board meetings, he sets up\ t:he agenda with some input 
li . 
from the busin~ss manage~ and then discusses the agenda items J 
~ .. , _ 
---------------:-~-the-board cha~rman:-----:-"~ 
r 
_, 
, 
I 
I 
I 
. l 
: 
' . 
i 
I 
Superintendent A 'believed he ini tiat,ed. ~ost policy 
issues with the remainder generated among a~sistant super-
.~ . . I 
i·ntende~ts_, coordin~tors, principal's and ciassrqorn teach~rs. 
Ad hoc commit.tee~·, ~onsisting ~ administdtors, coordinator~ 
. . . . . - . - _-
. d t achers, . are asked tQ deveiop draft policies which are 
I ~ 
evised by senior administrators and · resubmitted to the · 
. 
school board with an appropriate recommendation. Assistant 
• 
. s~perintenden/s are. r~sponsibl~ for the· . implementation of 
policy,, . parti~ularl¥ if it. is curriculum related. 
. . 
Su~erintendent A stated 
teachers- to be involved 
that he _~elieved it •was imp9rtant for 
: ' · 4"' 
. .. . 
in developing policy wh~ch directly 
. . . 
af~ected the clatBsroom situation. In commenting on groups 
I o 
outside the school district: which influenced policy decisions, 
" . 
he ranked · the foll,owinci (in ordeli' o~ in~luenc~):. 1. The 
Department of Education, 2. 'The Collective Agreement {NTA}, 
• t • 0 
3. Int~qrateg Education committee, 4. The Newfoundland 
Teachers' Association Speci~l - lnterest Counciis. , 
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68 
It was Superintendent A's perception that there were 
,. 
some individuals on the '·school boarc:I who -influenced policy 
deveiopment • . ·Thes~ .... Ihembers were ge~era.lly well educated, 
I . ' articula~e . ~nd res·pected citizens of the community·. • He cit~d 
"" ' ' 
the' finance committee as being the only influential' grou)1' 
... affecting policy decisi~s. He be~i.eved that appointe4 board 
'\ 
members were more effective in policy issues,than elected 
' . . 
members because the latter were gene~allY, "single issue " 
people with no overall commitment to the :ooard 1 s total 
mandate. 
It was Superintendent A 1 s· belie.! that as long . ·as 
. • school. board policie$ confo~ed with . th~ Schools Act, ""t:he 
. ' 
school · board .was rlf!atively indepimdent~. · He perceived ~at 
. 
. . ' 
t~ere is less i~dependence ~n relati<?n to 'the · integrated 
Education Committee "beca'use the pol:icies. a'nd. regul~tions· _of 
·the Inte~ra.ted ~ducatioh ~ornmi tte'e are m~re. preci se than •the. 
J ( .. . . • • 
. " 
. legislatio~". He._ further ~tated that the · "Department of 
Education pl.ays. a fa~llitaMg role" . ~hereas the "In~egrat~d_. : 
1 ' • •' - .. 
' . 
· Education Committee regulates". With .regard to the · latter, 
local pol.i,qj.es, eg. religious edu,cation.( must be consistfi''nt . 
~ith IEC' reguia~ions. Lo~al representatives of religious 
denominations ~rarely became involved in polic.y issues · sol ely. 
b~cauat! Dj the~r religi?us -.affiliation. Despite these 
restrictions, ~uperintendent A viewed the school .bOard as 
. relatively autonomous in its policy malting process. 
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I 
. . 
,...-- Chairman A. Chairman A viewed his. role as the 
parliamentarian of school board meetings, informing ·board 
members of policy .is.sues and ensurinc;J that the school board 
. . '• ' . 
_, stayed W~thln prescrl.bed guide:~~es. He .. s.tated that r 
. agenda for board meetings was drafted by the superintendent 
.... c 
. . . 
,with some input from the busine~s manager. :It is .. th~n 
discussed with the chairman prior to the bO~J;d· rne'eting '- . 
# 
It was the perception of Chairman A that policies 
can be i.tt\tiated at any ievel of the organization but always 
• 
come to the. school board as a recornmenda tion of· the ·super-. 
intendent. He was unsure who was invol.ved in policy 
development and stated that "the superintendent takes care 
of that". He added to this statement by saying ·that the 
. <: . 
superintendent probably delegated .. this responsibility to his 
.. administ.rative staff. He believed that administrators h~d 
. '_0:otal re~po~sibility for the impl.en\entation of 'board policy: 
Chairman A beliEwed . that the following groups outside 
the · school district' i.mpac~~d on policy decisions (in order 
of influence): 1. The Department of Educati9n , 2 . The ·· . 
Integrated EducatiOn . co~ittee, 3. PTA •. .. In conunenting on 
. . 
individual.s arid/or· groups on. the school. board ·which 
influ~~d poLicy development , Chairman A stated that 
It 
ocda'YJional.ly single issue people become elected and affect . --
a · policy ' decision. 
p \ .. 
difference i·n !=Jte e f fect of ~lected and appointed boar d 
members on policy issu,es. 
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It was the percept{on' of ch-airman A _that. th'e school 
board was "fair,ly autonomous· in its_ policy making" except 
for financial restrictions placed on 1 t by. __ the· Department 
·of Education. · I"n other cases ,• it dependeSi on the policy _ 
. . . . 
issue. He cited the consumption of ~l~oholic be~erages on _ 
schoo'l property as a moral issue ,which the chur~hes .wbuld · 
d
. --~ •' . · 
~sag~ee w~tn. ' 
.• 
'· 
. Superintendent B . . · In .. discus~ing the rolE; of t~~-
• _·. s~perintecndent,. Sup~r.intendent :a saw .hlms~-1£. as the chiel 
: ~ • . .. . . • : • . • . • . . : . . • ,.. . . ' . . . . • . . ·. . . . : ·_ . • ~ .D . . • \ 
· .. · exe~u~iv~- offic·er of the ·sch_oolJ hoaX:<;I, · -~esponsi-b~e for · . 
. .. ... _ . . ' .-. . ~ . . . . . : ' . . .. ' ' ' . 
-.in.f9.riritng· ~~ b~atc1 on ~::utr~ntCpolici~s ~ ~n·d ~~ggestin~ -· . 
- : · • • • •• • ••• •• ' · . ·· ·~ .· ' • ' . · 0 .;: • .. . : . ~. -. :·· .. • ~ - ~ · •• ~ "'. ~ q 
"' improvements: fqr ch~ncje. · He and the ·achoql' .boa·rd chairll)an · 
' ' . ' . I , ~ ' • • , ; . . 
·wo-rked. ·c~o~~r'a~iveir . ··in::-~se:~in~ -6~ · :fh·{.~9~~d~ . 'for· b6ar;~ ... 
• ' • '.,. ' .. ' ' • • I • • ,· • • • • ; • .- ~ . '. :0, • ' ' • ' # ' . • 
. . 
' 
. ' 
' 
I .;. ,' 
mee.ti·ngs. It was his perception',th~t most policy -issues· . 
' ... - .,_,; . ' ' ~ ' . I , 
. wer'e ident_.ilied by the . _ 'a-~;i.n_i.sti:ative staff but· t~ach~rs, ·-. 
• , • ' • . • ' . • • .. ' I •. • "' . • , • . • . '.' 
princip~l's and' board · members · also · occasionally expl'essed.- a -
. ' ' . . . . . ·.. ~ . : . . . ; " '. . ~ . ' ' ' : . . ' ' . . . 
co~~ern' over ci,PaJ('ticul_~r topid. - Once. a nqed _ ~as hientifi'ed 1 
~~onunittees ~e~e f~-~e~r · poli.cies were di:'afted and b.rougfit to . . 
. ' -· . •. . . . . . . . . ""' . . ' . 
· .;the -Adrni.nisttative Council· for rf:rvi~lon • . · Th~ superintendent . 
' . , • . . '.. . 
was ~e~_nsible .for· il~ingi~g _the fipal draf·t · to· th~- ·school . 
•' . 
: , 
•' , r 
bo.ard ·wi t.h a 'reconunendation' fo.r . a~proyal. 
.• 
·: .. - : . ' ·, . ,' . .. . , ' . ... . . ' 
. :.senior a'dministrato.rs had "-consider~ble· responsibili.ty·; for · 
Principals -·and 
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Superinten-dent B. ra-nked the' .following gr'oups O'\ltside ·. 
· the ~cho~·t' . d1str~ct. as .· bein~ influE:m.tiajk"in 'Policy Q.ecisiohs. · ·: 0 
. •·. . , . , ' ' • . . I 
(in order of influence): L .. The Gliurcl1, . 2. The Department . •," 
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~of/Educat_ic:>i1, 3. ·The School Truste~s Assooiation, .a~d · "-- • 
4. The Ne\o{,.foundland Teachers I Association.· When aske-d if· ~ 
~ • t ' I . , • • ' ' \ ' ' :. 
. there were. groups on ttie $Clioo~ board. whi~h ih_fl11enced • . ' . : 
. . .. .. I l. . . I . • 
· pol\CY devel-opment, Super'~ntendent :B respondt!d . by ·.stating ~-
, ~ . . . . . " ·:.. . . 
· tha~ " t~ school bqard was not "segregated into' ·grou_ps. 
·, \ 
' 
· .. 
' ·. 
. ' . /" ' 
pecause we have a common religious affilia.ion". (which) . . j_ 
· ... t~~Ss . t~ u~~fy• o~r polidy making". It was hi~ p~r~~~ti'on .. ·\ ~-~ :· T · .
\ ~ ' .. . ... . ' .. \
·' ~ that 'no difference 'existed' betw~en ~ectea 'and ap~i~'ted . . 
• \ . . . , (J . ·' 
-~boa:~;d ';members. with. respect _- to policy · making. 1 • ·:·.. . 
' ~ ' ' •: ' ' • '. • • • : . ' > ,' • • -. ., ~ ~ • ' • • I • • ' ~ .: • • • 
: .. j . . • . . Superintendent B .• commented on the autonomy ··of the · . 
'{ . . . · : : . , s~ho~l \po~~Q by sugges~in~ ~at al ~ough ~oc~;.ty .!id~:s~ , ; < "' ·. • 
.. : . . . . : . ' : :. ·, :JiMi ta t\on~ OD. its poliCy ntaldn<!, the scliOOn,oard '•, _main ; . ~) · 
· ~·-. · : . ~m~~da_te was ··to ~~~ _etve _· i~s const.ituency .. · •. . ~h~ ~~ho'?~ bo_ar;d~ :. ,T · · •l-
·~"';~~ti!'g opdrru~ of ~~"~ ,: ; ;ma~y~~S :~uCy in ii?h\ C:,'£ • l· 
.. Pentecrostal ph,yo~ophy~. ~nd . was ~~~~imarily ~nce~ned wi7h• '-~ , J-. 
· . · i:uiricuium ·that., might ,b~ offensiVe . ~ our' do~tri,ie~. ·. {,[ ., I 
.. ·,. · other :_ ~t~er~, . s·~ho~l· poard rneinb~~; ~ gene~aiJ./ ·left the . d.aiiy ~ - ~ -
op-eration_ of the school district-.~? •the 'administ.rative-rstaf:f.: .. <41. - 1 
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· ·cha:i~an B • . · Chairmarf B descril:led. ·his :ole in_' policy . 
.. 
. . . deve.lo~m~nt; -a~ "a ~h'ep~ei41 . s~nsiti~$ to. Chri~~ian values. ·.-. 
· ~~va~gel~cal ·/ orthodox valu~s ••• th~t they sho.uld ·reflec~ il) . . '· • , • 
' . ~e behaVi~r of. ~e p=,J;.,ssional' staff<.ind ""}:~ne ';ho ri~~s : . ~ . 'J ;• 
to leacl~hi-p-~n-th~ . school di~tz:ict" ~ . He ~~w .this . as 
' • ~ • • 0 • o , ~ . . . 
· . ··difficul ~ ~~ achieve wh~n "third parties." become.· i~lVol ved · ~~ ·. · · . 
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1 He stated that the superintendent and · chairman. 
: \ 
·jointly arrange the agenda of school bbard.rneetings. He 
believed tnat policy issues were in.itiated from se.veral 
sources . ~nd ~ited Tha' Pentecostal As~ernblies,. parents and 
• ~ •• • > • ,d 
teachers as examples .. If it were7 ipitiated ,by teachers it 
.0. 
would be channelled through. the superintendent to ~he 
school board. ·l>o~licy is.sues initiated by p~re~1ts would bJ 
t ' .. ~ 
~ .brou~ht to the attention of the pastor who, on their behalf, 
brough-t .it to the board. Chairman B stated that adrninis-
•• I .... 
.. t~a\ors · are ge~nerally ·~esponsible for 
' 
' ) 
'-· 
policy,implementation. 
' ~ 
He' .. q'halified th~s by adding that this depended on the i ssue 
arid on local circUmstances. 
t. . 
The ?evelopment of ·policy was 
primaFily the respOnsibility of the professional staff with • 
input ·oht'ained _from the Pentecost_al Teachers' Fellowship, the' 
'" - . 
Parent-Teacner Association, the local Assemblies and members 
I 
of 'the school board. ..... 
; -~ . . 
·Chairmah· ~ l_fsted "the f~llowin~ g.t;oups outside the 
'G 
school district as having influence on policy decisions (in 
oraer of influence): . 1. Pentecoatal Education council, ) ~ • I 
2. Department of Educat.ion, 3. -·Newfoundland Teachers' 
Asso·ciation. He. stated that the~ wed.. no groups op \the 
school J>oard- which iqfluenced policy decisions. ue futt~er • 
. 
believed no differe'l\ce exi'atcd in the effe ct of appointed and 
# 
elooteg board members on policy iss,ea. . ,-) :' 
, . Ch~irman · B · deacribed the soho~l board as inda~nden~ 
.. 
-· ~ 
in it• polioy m~king .. He allo atated that au· board mambara ( , '! 
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. epresented tae Pentecostal faith and therefore affected 
'policy decisions. They would be primarily concerned with 
curriculum content in English Literature and Social Studies 
nd "protested vulgarity displayed in these areas to the . 
. . . 
Oepartment of Education"·. He ·also cited other examples as: 
school social activitfes, the use of dtugs ·and alcohol and 
. , 
school discipline. ~ 
t 
Superintendent c. Superintendent C viewed himself 
as chief· policy advisor to the school boar~ giving advice on 
l • i • 
departmental regulations, the Schools Act, and the collective 
' ' 
agreement. · He also considered i 1;.· his r_esponsibili ty to "keep 
the board out of trouble py seeing that they {the s~ol 
0\ I 
boar~) obey-the law". 1The agenda for school board meetings 
1!, 
was set up jointly by the superintendent, the chairman and 
~ I 
, the business mauager. Superintendent c stated that while he 
....... . . ' 
init~ated mos~ policy issues, occasionally. parents or teachers 
rt 
brought a concern to his attention. He cite~· examples of 
several groups and individuals within the district who were 
involved in policy development: teachers, principals, the 
PTA, priests, the Bishop, individual ~ parents, the student 
council and the School .Board- Teacher Liaison Committee. 
' ' 
Other groups outside the district imP.acting on policy decisi~ns · 
, 
ihcludcd (in order of influence): 1. Dopartment of Education, 
• • 
2. Tho Newfoundland Teachers' Association, 3. Catholic 
tducation Committ~e, 4. The Courta and Arbitra~ion aoarda • 
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It was Superintend~nt C's perception that the 
........ 
executive, the finance committee, the personnel committee 
. . . 
I 
74 
~nd the religio~s education commi~tee were formal groups on 
;the school board.whlch influenced po~icy development. He 
also believed that "the clergy, ind~vidually and collectively, 
·strongly influerfce the board's decis'ions on _policy issues". 
I 
• He •further stated that appointed, and elected officials have 
the same effect on policy issues and "an impartial observer ' 
at board meetings 'could not differentiate between the two ' v 
groups". 
' 
. ' 
Superintend~nt C believed that in financial matters, 
-. ' !. 
the school board is dependent on outside agencies for funding 
.. 
which in turn affects policy. He ,further stated that the ' 
Catholic Education Committee also imposed restraints which 
.. . 
lesaened the autonomy of the school boa~d. In this ·regard 1it \ ., . 
acted as a "watchdog" in areas where curriculum content 
offended the church. Nuns, brothers andi the Bishop were 
' / . 
cited'as groups repreaentative of religio~denominations 
' which influenced policy. They were perceived to be primarily 
concerned with issues "relating to self-preservation" which 
• l 
affect their involvement in edu'cation. 
~airman c .. ' In responding to the question of his 
I 
.. 
-role in policy development, Chairman c fell that he occasionally 
initiated policy issues and set up the p~ocess of policy 
development. The agenda for school board meetin9s was~ joi~tly 
agreed upon by the chairman, superintendent and the buaineaa 
.. 
:· manager. Chairman C atatecS that both the adminiatrative ataff \ 
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. \ 
and board members generally initiated policy issues with no 
particular individual or group .being dominant. P~in6ip~ls, 
-- . ~ 
~·school board conunittees, school community relations committee, 
I 
\ 
teachers and the Parent-Teachers Association were cited as 
examples <>{ 51roups involved in ac.tual policy, development • 
... 
Other groups o\ltsidlthe district whi.ch impact on policy 
J f . 
~ecifions were ranked as follows: 1. Department of Education, · 
.. • 
2~ Catholic Education committee, 3. School Trustees' 
Association, and 4. The Newfoundland Teachers• Association. 
It was the perception of Chairman C that board 
members representing a particular. community and "members ~th 
' professional. backgrounds" affect policy decisions at school 
board meetings. He ~aw no difference between appointed and 
elected members in their effect on policy issues. 
Chairman C commented on the autonomous nature of the 
school board in its policy making and stated: "We have to 
work within the parameters of the Schools Act and under the 
guidelines of the Catholic Education Committee". He believed 
that w~th these exceptions accounted for, the school board 
has some independence. He further stated that no groups or 
individuals representative of the Church (other than the 
I 
' . Cathollc Education Committee and the Association of Roman 
Catholic School Boards) had any real .offect on policy issues • 
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Section Three - Communication Patterns 
Superintendent A. In response to the question of .how 
a policy preference is communiqated, Superintendent A stated · 
, . . 
·• that it depended upon the issue. itself and who raised it. In 
any case a policy issue .was always.' discussed with those who 
wo~ affecte~ by it before being bro~ght tJ the board ~or 
j · ~.... • 
ratification. All new or changed policies affect~ng teachers 
. / . . . . 
in the district were circulated through' the handbook. The~ 
-
school board also disseminated information throughout the 
.. 
·. •' 
district-by issuing statements to the local media follo~ing 
· each b?ard meeting. 
When describing the approaches an individual or group 
might take to gain support for or against a particular issue, 
Superintqndent A 8tated that while some individuals or groups 
' 
spoke to administrators, most went directly to.the super-
• 
' · . intendent with their concerns. Outside this formal channel 
t 
~ of communication, Superintendent A believed that other informal 
:. ' It 
... 
attempts such as "outside social. contacts" might be used t9 
influen9e policy development. 
I 
~ To the issue .of how the Integrated Edu~on Committee 
(' . . - ~ l ...... 
. . '-" 
. e~pressed its opinion on 'local policy, Superinte~dent ~ 
~ . 
responded by saying that no formal vehicle outside of 
I / 
occ~~i6nal letter writing existed. The ~hool board moni~ored 
public opinion ontblicy issues informally through individua~ 
), 
, board member contact with tho publib. 
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Chairman A. Chairman A responded to the issue of 
.. 
how a policy preferenc{ is comm~nicated by stating that most 
~issues are brought verbally and in written form to the school 
; 
board by the superintendent. Policy decisions are 
t 
communicated to those affected in the district by~etter, 
through the policy handbook or, on occasion, through press 
releases in the local paper. 
Chairman A s~ted that individuals or groups .wishing 
- to gain support (or or against an issue would generally speak 
to the superintendent first. He further commented that 
, 
--" 
petitions and/or letters might also be used in major issues 
- . 
concerning t~e community. He cited an example of school 
closure· to illustrate this point. 
commenting on informal channels of communication which 
affected policy devefopment_, Chairman A indicated that "in 
.... 
every walk of life •omeone can influence another". He gave 
examples of board members who also are involved in such 
community groups as the local Chamber of Commerce and the~ 
Lions Club. • 
. It was the belief of Chairman A that the school board 
lt\Oni,.to~d publi-c opinion on ~~licJ' issues inf~pnally through 
the superintendent and administrative ·staff. · H~ further 
. .... \ 
stated that the Intogrnted Education committee expressed ita 
opinion on pOlicy_issues by letter or t~lephone directly to 
r ~ 
\ 
the 
. l 
supelinten~nt's office. 
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Superintendent B. Superintendent B, in desc'rib.ing how 
a . policy preference was communicated, stated that once a 
policy issue .had been identified, the administrative staff 
requested the help of individual teachers ·through a committee 
~ 
forum. He further stated that the school board does not 
become involved in disseminating policy information. This 
task is the responsibility of the administrative staff. · . New 
\ 
• 
J 
or changed policies are communicated ver~lly or in writing ~ 
~o teacher~ by principals. 
When asked to describe the approaches ~n individual 
. . or -group might take to gai~ support for or against a particular 
issue, Superintendent B indicated that communication channels 
\' ' 
between the board, teachers and staff have always been open. 
The school board occasional·ly identified issues through 
opinion polls but "does not operate on the basis of a 
political system". However, he believed that "policy is often 
influenced informally" through,church and outside social 
contacts. When questioned on how the Denomina~ional Education 
" " 
- Comrni ttee expressed its opinion ~m local policy, Superintendent' 
B indicated that such contact W4S always ~ommunidated formal!,. 
through the school board. 
To the issue of how the board monitored public 
opinion, he responded that most monitoring was done on an 
informal basis. lie elaborated by also indicating that most 
board members are pastors who in their.district travels on 
church ~atters gathered opinion on e~~cational issues. 
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Chairman B: Chairman B could not comment ~pecifically 
. . . 
on.how a policy preference is communicated but did state that 
.. & .. "\ 
all new or changed polici-~s ·~ere .circulated to; teachers, 
·principals, board members via a monthly newsletter. In the 
case of a community or parent group, the superintendent made 
' contact directly through the groups' spokesperson or at a 
• -. 4 
formal meeting if necessary. 
Chairma~ B indicated that groups or individuals 
~~- wishing to gainf support for or against a poli~y issue 
.· expressed their opinion to th~ Local School Committee which 
brought their concerns to the s~hool board. The LOcal School · 
, . ' C~mmittee, he itated, was chaired by the ptstor in each 
"· 
community. -··Informal mean~ of communication "does not exist 
• within our school board structure~~ Chairman B stated • 
. . 
To the issue of how the Pentecostal Education 
Committ-ee expressed its opinion on local policy. issues, he 
.stated, "through the Director of the Pentecos:tal Education 
Committee to the school board". Chairman B.indicated that 
~ the school' board monitored public opinion on policy issues 
\ 
in an "unstructured way" which had become part of the boards' 
• 
daily routine in the exercise of its Christian responsibilities. 
Superintendent c. It was the perception of Super-
intendent c that most policy preferences wefb verbally ' 
. . 
' fl 
communicated b¥ either board members or administrative staff 
to those whom the po~ioy would affect. ' New or ch.angE)d 
.. 
policies were usually communicated in writin9 or on occaai~ 
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. " 
verbally . . Adm~nistrators would be informed by information 
circulated in the administrators' handbook. Policies. 
j 
affec~ing groups or individuals in the district other than 
teachers we!e contacted throu~h press releases, by letter and 
the radio. Parents were contacted by le~ter~choo~ 
Superinteodent ' c described the approac~es groups or ~ 
individuals took to gain support for or against a .policy as 
' 
"usually informal.". He stated further that-·most are unsure 
how to influence the decision and often "started" at the 
' 
lowest level of the organization and worked up" •. Occasionally · 
p,~:!titions and.letters were used but this form of communication 
"" 
usually depended on the issue. 
tn commenting on the rnet~od by which the Catholic 
Education Committee (CEC) . used to express its opinion on local . 
policy, Superintendent C stated that local board representatived 
were informed ·at regular meetings of the CEC. · Reports of the . 
..... 
committee were also ·circU1ated at board meetings and letters 
were sent to t~e board dealing with specific issues. 
.t:., ~~~asionally representatiyes of the CEC and the Roman Catholic 
.. 
,. 
I ' 
Bishop addressed major issues at school board meetings.' 
Superintendent c believed that most public opinion ~ policy 
issues were monitored by the board .. through lhe PTA, th~ 
; ~hurch .. bu~letind an~~ through· indi~iduai 
... . . 
contacts with the public. 
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Chairman c. It'was Chairman c's perception that most 
. 
policy preferences were communicated verbally or in writing 
by either board .members or administrative staff to the 
superintendent or · the chairman. When old policies were 
changed or new ones developed, those affected. were contacted 
.. 
in writing and occasionally by·telephone. 
·• 
To gain support for or against ' particular i~sue 
Chairman C believed individuals or groups would seek the 
' ' 
support of the chairperson of the committee respo~sible for . 
developing the pol~pY or would go directly to the super-
' intendant. Outsid~ the formal channels of communica~ion he 
' ~ 
· believed most individuals would . seek to influence the 
superintendenc or chairman through informal social contacts. 
' . . . 
• > 
The latter method, he stated, was more often used in issues · 
• 1 
relating to the comrnunity. at large • 
. In .responding t.o the question of how the Catholic 
J ' Education Committee expressed its opinion on local policy 
issues, Chairman C commented that most communication to the 
school board was in written form. However, there had been 
I 
occasion for repr.esentation to be made · by bot~ telephone (to 
... 
.... -,... 
~· 
'\ ' 
:.:, 
the board) and in person at school board meetings~ The board·~ 
·monitors public opinion on board issues .informally through 
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This qyestion encompas.sed tj[~e 
· the concept of policy: a definit~~-r:~f 
aspe~ts related to 
policy,.a distinction 
. . , ' 
betwe\\.P~~icy and a~inistrativ~ decisions_ ~~d guidelines · 
for policy ~evelopment. 
To the question of how the school board ·defined 
' • • • • ' ' • • J ·. pol~cy, all three superintendents indicated they were unsure 
of the school board's prec±se definition. They elected to 
/ ) . 
offer the~r own defini.tion. All three re6pons.es were ·!dmila:r; 
and defined policy as a "9u.ideline" for ac.tion in the daily 
~per~tion o~ ·the . sc~ol district. As. • ,group, chairmen also 
refer.ied to policy ·as· a "guidel·ine". All six respondents 
believed that policy i~ developed in response to a pe~ceived 
need and ~s usually not deliberately planned. ·There seemed · 
• 
to .be ·general concensuk. that :golicy i~ a guidellbe which 
· school boards ~efer to in carrying out · their responsibilities 
for 9overning the school district. Two of the ~ree school 
boards had developed policy handbooks; The thi'rd bo~rd had 
·plans to do so in the future. 
f" 
.. 
Five of the six interviewees stated that school boards 
• 
made a distinction between policy and aaministrative decisions. 
. . . ' ' 
There appeared to be general concensus that policy decisions 
. . . 
were broader ~n scope while· administrative decisions occurred 
. 
daily and were made by the administrative staff • 
. 
When. questioned on the existence of gu-i~eline~ for 
pqlicy development, five· .of the six .interviewed stated that 
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t 
ro speqific guideU.nes existed. Each, ~owever, q~ali•fied 
~this by stating th~t there were general procedure~ and · · 
• • 0 
practices -for policy develop~ent which had evolved over time 
I . 
I. 
and ·were known to both board members .and ~dmiriistrative 
staff. 
_, ,J 
Question 4. Which individuals, groups~ bodi~s or agencies~ 
influence policy development w~thin Newfoundland· 
· school boards and to- what extent? 
, . 
Quest~on four addressed the concept of influence· 
.. 
during various stagesin the policy making process. Of the 
individuals named, .all six of those interviewed indicated -
that the superintendent plays a very~ sig~~ficant role in 
' I ' 
. . 
policy development as a frequent initiator, advisor and 
~ # . 
evaluator -of policy · is~es. ~n two'of the~three · boards, the 
chairman occasional!~ inltiates a policy 'issue but for ~he · 
most part plays a secondary role. _sc~ol board membe-rs . 
rarely become involved in ~licy deveCbpment ·until the final 
draft has ~en presented to the school board. 
In School Boards A and B, teachers, ~enior adminis-
- ~ 
trators, coordinators and occasionally principa~s a_re 
involved in the drafting of .most policy for presentation to 
the school board. This stage in the policy 'rnak_ing prooes~ 
is usually completed by a committee and edited by the 
• 
superin1:end~nt. ' ' ' 
'. . . 
occasionally At 0 0 All six respon~ents indica~ed that parents 
, ., < ' '\.. • 
influence policy in their co-llec~iv reaction. to a perceived~-· 
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problem. · However, · su~h ·-i~volvernent is rare and ·does not 
nec~s~arily emanate ·from the Parent-Teacher -Association. 
• - . . • • ' ' I> 
I~ would . appea~ from the response ··pattern's _of 
superintendents and chairmen that· representatives -of 
- ,. . . ~ 
religious denominations have a varying effect on policy, 
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· issues •. While the iJ'lfluemce of clergY, ipp~~~d heaviest_. in -
. ~ ,, . 
1 Schoo~ . Board B, the religio'\ls_ (nu~s 1 pr_iests, brothers 1 and 
.. 
~ t;he Bishop) also infl'uenced policy decisions in.Board c . 
... 
·- Denornin~ tiona~ repr~seu~ .. t_i ye~ h~d li t 'tle efte;t on pol~cy . 
. . ' ~ -~ssues· ~n School Board A unless the use of church property . 
...., . I :.f ·. 
was irlvolved. In both School Boards B and c religious · - · . . , r 
- - '\ 
educ~tion, / · . 
curriculum 
..... 
... . I - •f 
the participation of _clergy ,in education and ~ 
• • • . • ' I • "':.._,_.-· ' 
content were cited as polic\r issues of conc-ern 
· ' to these groups. 
•\ In School Boards A and C both superintendents and 
rchairrneri agreed that the Oepa~trnent ~f - Educa~on most 
0 
' heavily influences policy decisions. In School Board B both • 
~ "' . 
the superintendent and chairman believed that the chur~as ·· 
the dominant . influence followed by the D~partment of ,. 
. . 
. . ~ . : 
Education. Superintenaents A-and c believed · that the 
' Newfoundland· Teachers' Association was the second strongest · 
. ' ' influencer of policy issues with their respecti v.e 
Denominational E~ucation Committe~ occupying third ~osition. 
I' qhairrnen A and c ·' indic.ated that ' the penominational Educati on 
Cormnittee was 
•ohool boards 
• 
~e second s~~gest - influencer. In all- three' 
' ·"'~r"- . f t ~",. 
groups thou~ht to h~ve ~he. atro~ge~t influence 
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on pol-icy issues· were. The .Department of ~duca.tion, . the 
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. respective Denominational Education Committee an~ The \. . . 
. . ' . . . ~ 
-.. NE\,Wfo'und;J.a·~ 'Tea~l].~-rs • Association · (inr'brd~r of inf'l.ue~ce) ·• 
Oth.e~ . g'roups mentioneQ. less · frequently 
• ' " • • ' , ' " •• _o • • t . 
incl:uaed: the courts I 
.. 
a~d. arbitration _boards,: parent-te<icher gro~ps an·d the · Sch~·ol > · ..... : _..-.: · 
. .... 
·. · ·: . ,: ·, -: . 
Tr~stees' Association. " . . The· following tcible ·i.ndi:cate~· the .. · 
II ' , 
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response patter~: ' 
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Question _5 :"w~a.t fo~s of communic.atic:)n' channels exlst 
between ·school boards and their variouS..,'.~· 
• 
... 
\ publics to provide ' information and feedback 
on P.oli'cy · issues? .· • · · / 
- . . '.... I, 
. ' ------- .· ' , ... 
·This q.uest~on· addr~~s~_d tne majo·r: ~orms :bf formal J 
. 
-· 
' l 
.. 
. ' ) . ~ 
' · \ -. 
. . . . . ·. .."" . : .. 
:and informal, communication used t>! ::participant
1
s · in _  the policy -/./ ~ 
. ·--~;_kin~p~oqess. In all thre'e board~~fo~ai c:6nunu~ication•such' ·--- ·--~ i ···-..: 
, . 
... 
i 
I 
t 
~ · 
:t 
f' I. 
l 
f 
\ ' 
·-.... 
. . - . , ···: ~-r-<-
as verbal statements,. memos and rept>rts from. the super.- .. 
., i.~ ten'dent 
·mentioned 
- •, 
a~·d administrati~e staff ~"a-re !. mo~t '-fr~que'nt~y' -
I ' • J --- • 
by.superintendents · and chairmen: In school Boards 
' ' 
A and·'~, a .po~i~y'-·~.andb~o~, wa's ~used/ to -Communica~e . in~rmatio~ 
on /~ormally accepted pol1.cy to. teach.ers and ..adm1.nistrc:'to~~. 
When commun~catJng. with 9'~oups and individuals outside· the 
. ' school dis"t;-ric~. the· ~uperintendent often .acted as spokesp_erson 
for tqe s_chool bo_ard. ~ · This conununication ·was .usually done 
. . . " -
verbally in pet"SOn o~ by ).telep.~one. ·On le~s frequent 
.. 
occasions, the local m~dia (newspaper and radio) was us~d. 
· ... ... • • • • ; J> - "" , 
Little in:£~troation was.1 gathered from any boa~d on the 1 
/ t - -- , , 
issue ·'pf specific informal channels of conununication. Ho~ever, 
"'-, . ' ::s 
.. 
five out of six interviewees believed that informal contacts 
. ' . ~ 
' . 
thro~g~ church, social ties, ~a~d ,communi~y · .~rganizatiops 
. ~----... :\ . ~ 
existe~to ~nfl~ence policy makers in the process of -~ ' - ' .t. 
ditveloping policy. 
In all three · school boards, it appeared that the 
superintendent Lcted as a .major' access chan~el to schoo'l 
•, . 
. board m~ers.~ In addition, mos~ information ... was •filtered 
thro'ugh. the superintendent before reaching a school board· . 
member~ 
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question 6: What ~~le~es ~ach , of the .fqll9wing play'in 
the develpprnent of scho_o.l -board. policy? . · , ·· .. 
~-. ·.: (i)' · ~uperintendent, (ii) ~schoal boa~d chlirman , . 
._ (iii)"- school board ·members,. (i~ adrilinistrative 
"'· ; personne 1, ( v-):-'1>enomina tional Education . . _ · 
committee? · 
. ( i) Superintendent 
\ 
.. ' · . 
~ 
' · · ~ 1 
' :-1 \ ... 
. J 
-I 
'l 
. 
f 
r ; 
, ~ 
; 
I 
· -- -- Each superintendent interv-i.~wed saw hi:s role in e 
policy ~e_velo~ment .~s t~e chief .poli~~dvis.or to~ the s~~do~~ . · .. 
· board. As the chief initiator. of }:lolicy issues,". he a~vised . . 
.... ............. 
th~ .board on ~olicies to be dev.eloped and on .. changi:i's -tQ. ·. . · . 
' ~· - . 
· . . ~~---' existing ones • . ·.· 
.. 
'""--:_ : .:.::--- -.. 
J!lla,.· . ' --! \ . · . '·. : 
Both chairmen and superintendents 
. . 
.agreed that the ~-
\ ol: • • . ,· . 
. .,_ 
superin tendent played a key role in info~ing board member's . ' 
. .... . "':- . ~ . . - ' . / . ' 
.of · fac.tors to, be · considered in pol~rfss~, in d~a-fting 
. ... . 0 ' , .-/ r • 
the ·completed po.licy and in recoriuneqding it to the school 
•, . 
b9~d for. final app~oval. 
" . " 
' .. '-
In addition,there was general 
- . . 
consensus tha t tqe superint1m~rit had the major .responsibility . -· 
f~r ~-etti~~ the age;da of ~choo'lbo~  m.,eetings. • All ~- _. · , 1 . 
interviewees inific~ted that the · superin~en!i::t was ~he~Son 
who most frequently met with teachers, administrato-r s, 
'. 
parents and other intereste~ groups to di~cuss poiicy'issues. 
" .. ' :. . . 
Superintendents A! ·and B organized the draf~irig of ' wri t~en .. \ 
:policy t~rough . their ' 'admi'nistrative . st:af£ . \ 
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<, .............._ ____________ ~ ii.) School Board· Chairman 
. ~--- ...... . ;; It would, -appear ~om so.tatements made by ~chooi board , I i l. ( 
l j 
\ 
~ -
t 
I 
! 
. .i 
; ,. 
-i 
i· 
' 
-
l 
: , 
;. · 
• 
.. ,. 
i' 
~ -
... 
·-· ,... . . 
. \ - . ( .. 
. 5Jtairmen that the · role of .. the ch~i:tman is lep clearl•y 
defined than that o.f superiritende~t. · Re~onse·s .ra~ged from 
~ 
that of ·~shepherd" <?i" "advi~O(" to that of .· .. occasional• 
' policy initiator" and "parliamentarian of boa:rd meetings" . 
. . . . ... . 
' . . . 
It was evident from the response patterns of bo~h oha~rmen 
-- . ' l. . .. .. . . - . . .· ' .,.. . . 
.ana superintende~ts - that chairmen rel~d heavilf{ on the 
~ . . .. . 
advic~ of~the super~ntendent 'in .matters relati~g·to po~icy 
. ~ ' ' .· 
issues. -~ , 
.. . . ... , 
., 
(iii) School Board Members \ 
\ ' . : ,. . ... All interviewees responded posi'tively ·~o.the question 
r • • 
of school board involvement in policy making. ~lthough in . 
. all" three boar~s most policy was develope(\ in response to a 
I • . 
. p~rceived need in"'· the school ·.district, i .ndiyidual bo~rd 
. 
. , ' 
· memPers had ' little or no involvement .in the ·actual 'development -
• 
of policy. · rt wouid. appear from stateme~ts of both. chairmen 
• and superintendents, that· school board members .rarely 
. . 
initiated pelicy but were always involved in discussion of 
· .. ·
the fina-i ·draft . 
J ' " 
(iv) Admin.istrative Personnel ' ·' 
QThe role of administrative perspnnel in · poli9y rnaling 
. 
is that o~f initj.ator, develope_r and imp\~,l!'enter. Of the 
thr~e~ assistant superintendents had the'majo~ responsibility 
for deve!'oping' · a~d implementing polic~ •.. All those interviewed 
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' .. 
. . 
' ·indicated that policies relating .. to curriculum ·were organized 
. ' 
. ' .. 
by as~iS~ht superintendents with major input 
. . . ' 
. ~ 
ceordinators and teachers ·at·committee level. 
from program 
Principals 
w~r.e <?'niy occ~sionaily involved in the actual drafting of 
policy. ·Policies of an administrative nature were handled 
almost entirely by assi·s·tant--superintendeJ!t~. In all three 
. . 
school b~-~_r4~\ ~~inist~ative perso~nel, ·P~fticularl~ . . .·) 
assistant superintendents-, pl-ayed ._a consul~ative role to ' the 
' . 
superintendent in both curriculum· and administrative· .policy 
-
areas. \ .. 
\. 
\ 
\ 
. ~ 
Denominational Educatio~ Committee 
From the response patterns of both ~hairmen and 
I 
superintendents, the~ role.of the sch~l board's respectiye · 
Denominational Education committee-varied from board to board. 
• I 
In School Board ~! ·.the role: appeared · to 'be dire~tiy related 
to the al:'-loca tic~: of fund~ for district op~ra tion. ~h~ . .· 
inv~lvement of the I&C in religious educa.tionr~cur~iculum 
areas was - ~inor. In direct contrast to this, the chairman · 
and superintendent of School Board B viewed •the role of their 
. ' .. 
committee (PEC) to -be major in funding, religious education 
and curriculum content. The Commit.tee was viewed as }1a'?'~ng 
the most influ~nce· in policy develo~ent of any group, body 
~r ·agency in the province. It met frequently with both the 
' superinten~ent and the · school board to discuss policy issues. 
' . 
School Board c also believed that_ their Committee :. (CEC) _had· a 
major role ~o play in policy making. I~ was the perceptiQn 
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·-, 
of both the chairman· and the super.i.nteridEmt that .. the CEC 
' .... 
. . . "" 'in~l~enced . ~licy in allo~a~in~ · fund~ to . ~e s~hooi boar~ 
and played ·a moderate role· in ac::~ing as· '"watchdog" of · 
curriculum content. 
' Question 7: To what. extent does current pol"icy making 
·con·cur with Agger's model o~ policy ·making? 
-----·icy Foi:mulation _·. { . • . · 
r. 
•:;; "l 
' According to Agge~ this is · the first st~p in the 
. - ., 
. ., 
making proces's, wben someone ... thinks that a problem 
. -
can ·· .be alleviated, solved or prevented ·b}' a shift ··in the 
. - •. ~ ,i 
J 
- l 
. .... 1 
I. 
. '. 
scope of government. I~ would a!ppear f~om the responses of··-- .,· 
·--.. 
those· interviewed ~hat such a stage di-d .occur in ·all .three 
,• 
.policy ~ormulation. 
~-
'< 
.. (ii) Policy Deliberation · 
'Ttii•s stage maY take the form of t~lkinq', tritinq, 
listening_ o~ .reading and · in"{{~Ves tw~ .or . more i.nd;ivi<;'luals 
. . . . . ... . 
' 
deliberating the issue~ _ In all three ·school boards ·this 
. . 
stage appeared to be p~esent. In School Boards A and B it 
.. 
usually involved the establishment of a committee structure . 
·. 
whose members cOnsiste~ of assistant superintendents,_ program 
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' : coordinator.fi'·, te~hers an'd Occasfonally. principals. ; Talking, 
I .. ~ ' I I I " 
••
7 
w'ritirig', . li~t·e.~i~~-~ci rea~ing_ ·wer~ p~e~~'n~ in School Board!? ~ .. 
A and.w. ·School Board·c had not yet · developed·organizea 
i ' 
wrift~n po_licy~ _ On the rare o~casion wtien .parenis or 
. \ . . ,: ' .. 
comm~nity. grou~s became involved in a pqricy issue, _- most 
communl~ation , took th~ form of ~alking t9 the superin~endent 
. . \ ' . -
qjh • 
• 
\ 
and sometimes the school boar~ member~ . 
'' 
' . ' 
(iii) 
I 
. ' \~ 
Orgfinization· ·of . Poli'ti~~l 'support 
. - ~ 0 
' At this sta~ policy del.iperatora· m~y 
',:' . 
hold · meetiilCJ·~~, . 
distribute information and mobilizE:~ support fo,r or again~t a 
• • p •• 
policy issue.• From ~nfotmation . collected during the· 
. ' . 
interviews it would appear that ~uperintenden~ ·and Chairmen 
! · , ~ • " • • : • , 
in .School Boards A 'and c were aware that. such act'ivities d_o · 
exist·. However, within the . district such action. was ·usually· 
\ 
.pa~s.ive and informally conducted among administrative s.taff 
-~-..,;-__;_:__ ____ _,;a;un~d...L-teacners' · Whe-n-de-l-iberators were~community based,· there · '1 
) '/ }· I 
' 
. 
' 
I • 
was much more likelihood of. active organrzation-~f:SUpport 
) . 
for'or against ~he policy issue. Although both the 
Superintendent and Chairman ·of School. Board B denied any 
. . 
involvernen~. in polit~cal issues, it appeare? apparent _ ~rom 
other statements. th~t · del~berators , do .engage · in this·· stage· ~-
. . .. . . ~ . . . . 
particularly if .the issue bore any 'relation to ' retigio~s n 
values ·. • In the latter ca'se, both interviewee~ indicated that . 
. •. 
the ~uperi~tendent met with local __ .I?astors and community 
leaders at their request to discuss a .Policy concern. 
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Authoritative consideration 
.. - . ' .. (iv) 
. . 
This stag~ o·f .dec_~sion making ~nvoi~es ··a: ··shoice ·. · 
. . ~ 
where decision. mak~s vote"directly ·on the. proposed pol~P¥ ._· 
I • "'• 5-. • ' • • • ~ • « ' 
_All those-·illterviewed .. stated. that ·policy is forrnai_ly. · 
\pr~sented• to . a ··schopl board meeting and voted. upon by the . • 
. nf~e~ship~ However, it w~s al~o ~d.ic:,ated that mos~ policy . 
' . 
·had been thoroughly developed ·by - th~ -administrative st~ff 
' '~ . .. . . . . . . . 
. . 
before ·the actual · voting procedure and lame with 'an · • 
approp~iate ~ecornmendatio~ fr<lm the suprini;~nde.nt. 
... ,Event: decisional outcome __ \ ~~  
/ . . . . . ·. . . .. \ ; 
This ev~nt involves.purpo~eful behavio~ by 
. . 
p~rt~~ipa~ts but does ~ot require f?rm~ ~{ choice-makin~ • 
I . . . ~his ·may occur with Or without the authoritative .consider-
b 
• ~ 1 
.a~ion of a policy issue.-~ the case of all three school 
boards it. would appea.~ e:af ~s~ policy had a:kr~ady ·, be-~n · 
-~-------...-.,:,.,~a~eeee~i;(ldtee~dr-uupon. prior to the actual vptin~ _procedure· · ~ ~ • ~chool 
. (. ... . . 
board meetings. "!'his occurs -because. ~he . natu're ot: most 
po~icies i~ curriculum or administration _oriented ·and 
. . 
. .. 
ca~efu_lly pl~nned· by the administ.~ative staff prior· to 7'~sr 
consideration.at ~ Qchool. board meeting. · · 
' . \ .,. . ' 
' . . 
I ' • '', • (v) Promulgation of the ·Oecisiomil Outcome. • 
' . . ' ' 
• 
i 
1 
I 
I 
' I 
This stage m,ay· or may . 'not be present in.!lthe policy 
. . . . -------- . .. -
.... . ·. .... ~' · , 
making process. ·It can be seen in the quiet afflr.mation of · 
. ' . . ~ . ~ . . ~ 
an ~xi·s,ting policy or c·a~ ·invol~e.-extensiv~ · comtnul)i.cation ·of 
. . • I . 
' . . . 
. 
n~w or ·.chanc:Jed policy to those most affected by lt. In the . 
·I 
J 
case of ·school Boar9s·A and B most policy c~angea.are 
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,4 
cornrnu~icated to · those dir~ctly concern~d in the school · 
• . . " 
district by w_ri tten ,· verbal and/or media cominupication. 
.. . 
. . : 
Although some of "School Board _C' s communication is written·, · 
. r . 
most is corrununicated verbally by. the' superintendent,· the 
• . f admi~istfative•st~ff o~ occa~fon~ly the board~ch~ir.man. 
. ' . . 
• 
.. 
(vi) Policy Effectuatiqn. • 
. .. 
. This is th.e fi~;a-1 _stage in the .. model of p'o'litical 
. . . . . .' . . \. . 
decis~_on making •.. Us~al~y \ adm~~istr~t~~~ _are i~~~lved in : ~ 
. l. 
the 'implementation' ·of· p&,licy decisions which. may o·r may not~ . 
'. . ~ . . ' .. ' . . " '·-~ ... ' \ . . _·, .· .. ' . . . 
generate new demands·; · . . OI'n all 'three sd1ool boards, both . · · 
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super:bntend~nts and ch~-~~en i~_dlcated that assi~tant ~ . 1-
. \ . . . -} 
superj.ntend'en·ts -had. the maJOr ·responsibility fdr policy 
. ~ ~ . 
im};ilementat1on within 'the school district. 
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CHAPTER V 
/· 
CONCLUSION~ AND RECO~NDATIONS I . . . . 
I 
.. · SUMMARY I 
, . \ 
I 
\ I . . . . . 
Purpose of the Study 
\ 
~ \ . . . .. 
The purpose· of the study was t9 analyze an~ describe 
the natur~\~f .various aspects of the po.licy m~kfng ··process 
-' · in· .three se}\c.te.d · _Newfoundtan~ sch~o~. boards; ~n · pait\cUlar, 
the . politica~ components of educational ·governance; 
. .. . \ I .. . . . 
. communicatiQ.Ij. 'and policy developm~nt were investigated~ 
. . In~>llllentat~on . anp ~thod010gy • 
. \ . . ·r. .. . ~ 
This stud~\is· basJd on ·information collected by meaqf 
. . . . I 
of . a questionnaire and st~uctured interview. The questionnaire 
·is an adapted ye~siQn 6£· dne u .sed .by Colem~~ 'in a 1979 study 
o'f the pol_itic~l a~d\ r~tidnal d~mensions. :of _ e~ucati_o~al policy ·· 
, \ j • ' I . . 
.'development in Manitoq_a aj'd British Colu~ia school boards • 
. \ . . 
. iThe ad.ditional compc;me~t ie~li~g wi~h .denomina~ional issu~s 1 . ' 
i in Part B of the q":lesti~nnaire w.as included to ·gathe·r 
! .:. . . . \ . . • ' 
/ information rel~ted ~ to. the denominational . na,ture ·of the · · i . . . ... . 
I Newfoundland. ed'ucational · s stem. . ~uperi.n1n~ents_~ . school 
board chairmen 1 s ,enior adm p~strators, progr~ coordin~.to~s . 
. ~nd .scho'oi board ;members i \ three selected· Newfoundland 
~ I . . \ 
. . ;·. . \ . . ~ ', 
'school districts! responded . tdi, ·the questionnaire • . A structured 
, I , f . ~ ' 1 • 
' '' ' ·, . 
intervi.ew. w~ichj.~tte~pted ~f) .. d~te~i_ne ·tne ~ture of ~~olicy ... 
deyelopment· ' an~ whicb. l~s·tid an'. average of two hours, was 
· ... r·:;~~ · ' , 
.. 
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also c~;mducte~ with .superir{tendents ·and school ;board 
l 
chairmen. · J 
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t~ ;-
Prior to data collection, . the instrurnent .. was first 
./ 
f 
examined by all professors and graduate students in the 
( 
Department of Educat~bn~l Administra~i~n at Meborial · .. 
Univeqity of Ne;orfoun~l~nd'. As a reS.Y.t. of·. t~is .process, 
1 
minor editor_ial changes ~ere mad~. A pilot s-rudy ~as th~n · 
1 
undertaken with two school·, boards on the ea_s.t /_co(s.t of the. 
province. · No. add'i tional sugg'estions for chan6es were · 
f~rthcoming. . . ' ·I , · · 
. . Questionnaires anp int~~iews were· adrni~ist~r~d 
I . 
I 
simul taneousl:Y: d~r'ing a one. month' period in~ the fall of 
J.983. Six weE7ks later, after receiving a 6l% response rate, 
a. secQnd questionn~ire "was coded and sent to non-respondents .. 
~ . '.· .. " , 
An overall response ·rate of 8~% was obtained. 
Stimmary and · Conclusions 
While it cannqt be assumed that the definition of 
. . . ~ 
-l ~ P9licy ·as perceived by both superintendents and chairmen is 
., • • j 
·\ · the ·precise de'finition of school boards as pol:icy JIVlking 
1
1 
structu.res, it qoes offer an int.eresting perspective_. on })ow 
.. 
• 
~ those in · leadership positions within these structures perceive 
I • 
: , the_ c9nceP,t. _An _examination .of :its -disti-nguishing character-·--i 0 • • 
.. ~ ·: istics notes '. that the most frequently mentioned attribute is 
that -.of - "guideline". Another feature of policy seems to be 
\ . 
, its F~la~ionship to the overall governance of district 
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• > operation by the schooi board~ · Although tlie'se trait~ have 
• • ' t'j • 
their· foundat,ions in iit.erature, . it is interesting t;o .note 
that ~th~r cha~acteristics sue~ as p~rrnanence, ~alue~, s~pe 
... 
of ,reference•and generality (Katz and Kahn,· 1966) .are not 
. 
men.tioned. I~ addition, only one of the. six .individuals 
• interviewed referred tq policy as evolving from educational :) 
.• • • 1 • 
phi1ossphy. · 
... ,; .·•. I; . 
. . " . ~ . 
It · would appear fx:orn .. the response p_atterns tpat most .. 
. . t . . 
policie![J are not planned. ·Rather, they· are -th~ result _of a 
;, .~ 
rea.ction to a perceived' problem · or· need ... in the· district. 
Most are of a·curriculum or admini~trat~ve na~ure and are 
. 'r·' ; • • 
generally initiated by 'the. superintendent. · On :other 'less 
. . 
frequent occasions policy. issues are introduced by ·senior . ( . . . 
· administrators .. School board members, the chairman., tea9hers 
and interest groups rarely ini:tiate policy issues.. In 
instances. where these groups. and individuals ·do become 
involved, the policy deb~te usually revolves around religious 
. . . . 
matte·rs or -Jrflajor ~decisions affecting large numbers in the 
.. ii . 
c9mmunity, eg. school closure. Five of the six.individuals 
interviewed stated that no sp~cific guidelines for policy 
. .· 
development existed. Howev~r, all indicated that general 
procedures for developing policies were·well known and . 
followed by policy makers. A disbirictiori is made between 
) 
. . . . . 
policy· decisions .. and admini·stratlve decisions·. · ··Polley 
decisions are· . seen as the respohslbili ty of .tne school' board 
·whereas administrati~e d~cisions are recognized as tha 
·' ' 
responsibility of administrators irt ' the day~to--day operation 
)' .,, 
·-- _______ _:, .. __________ _ 
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I 
of·the schools. 
I 
I Only two /of the three boards surveyed 'had 
developed written policy·. 
I • 
While the researbher is not' able to judge the precise 
nature of exis_t~n<i policy without having first _ex~1nep . ". 
* written documentation, it can ·be infe'rred from statements 
, •• ' o • I 
. ma~~ by chairmen and superintendents· that such policies may 
. . 
·.\.'"'! ·. . 
. 
I 
:.. 
' · 
' ~ 
I 
. ! 
. ·' 
, . 
I 
., 
1
. possibly bear a str~~g~r res~mbla~ce _ t~. a~_i"nistrative · rules 
than to actual policy s~-~teme~ts which ~efiect. the aims ' ari-a 
·, 
. j 
. ) 
• 
, . 
. \ . . 
objectives of the organizatioi;. In ' this ·case, the tend~ncyj, 
• · .existS. tO USe the : terzn I poliCy I and I adminiStra\:i,Ve rule' I 
• · intercha~geably. 
In gene:t~l, it would appear th.a t the policy making 
procesy-.:ii.thi~ ali. three· boards is I}Ot fqllo~~~g· 'Wh~~ - Downey . , . . , 
( 19 7;7) des.cribed a·s a. shift iri emphasis ~from rat.ion~l, 
i;ntorinat.ion-qased policy making to the ~<?litlcai and :infl~~nce-: . 
.0 ·. . . . . ' 
based mode. In contrast· to\J::ltis~description of a .·Canadian 
v . 
• 
educational policy making .trend,_. 9_0. 4:%· o~ t&ose . sur{eyed . . ' 
believed administrators should have moderat~ to maximum · 
levels. of involvenfent in policy' making as · compared · to 65 ~·17% .· ;. 
' ' :; . . , ' . ' 
I • 
·for school board members. This widely held ·view of· · .. 
• , ~ - • 1 " ·• . ' ' , 1 ' , ·.·· ·· . 
-a~~~s;trative . involve~ent ~n Pc>ii~y matters 'also· m~nife·s~~s. 
~ .. 
· i tsel.f in practice • 
. . 
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·Although the rational' dimension. ~£ poi icy m~king• :.' · 
l , • • ' . 
appeat:s much •strange; than the pol·itioal. 'dime'n~i~n, two 'major 
• • • . ' • t • . ' , , · · ., • ' • ; .. \ • 
l!o1-1.cy ar~as .~merge as being infl uenc;:ed by : the poii tic·a~ ~o~e =. · 
~ . .. . . 
' ' ' • • I ' \ (t 
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It alsq seems. tha't the ~tro.nger th~· ~~ligiou~; .. ~a·~k9'~o~n .. ~ o{ 
• " . . ' • !• , . ' ·. . , . . • . ·.. . . . . • .. , . '. ..· ' I •. . · ~- ~ 
. th~. scho.ol board, 'the. lE;!ss tendency .to· d~fer to t ·he .. super- .· · "' 
. . .. . .. , . ... . ._ . I . . . 
·. ·: ·. intend~nf· in p~licy, ·,co~c~~ns.,· ~~rtic~_-lari:y: ·tlv.lse ·-~~ll'i_·_ng_ . ·a.'.· : .-. .. 
·' , ... ·~-. . ' ~relationship to ·r~li~iou.s ma·t~e~s·. ·. T};l~ · ppli tioalr~~de 
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,· ·· · . . teoh?~c~. ~~i~~r~a~~-a~d_ ... ~x~ei._t .. ~~vice_ ·re:~.l~t -~.he :~l~.~e.~ · _·· . . . ; .... . · I 
· , .,nature of the . school -board a~ ·a. pol:(tical "systein "(-Iannaccone~ . ·.· . 
I ' : • • , •' , ', ' o I • ' • ' ' :1 t) 
-I I' 
' I 
1.'-.o :19Ei7) .• In ._:all ' th~e~~- ~ch?oi. 'boards, -~s·t· Polici~s- ~re . pre.pared· 
~ : . · .. ' ,: .. ·. .. . ·. ·. ~ . 
I J by aSSiStant SUperintenden~S w,l:.tb SOme in~Ut from . te~cher.S •. 
. • • . • ) 0 • 
. ·and bro':Jght' w.tth ~n ·app~oprfat;- recol,l\It\endat.ion. to: . .a bo,rd 
, e .' • 
meeting~ A.l:_though o~casionally a bda~fl 'm~~~ initiates. a 
\ ' . . ' . .. , 
· -1 . ' _  .poli_cy' issu~ .. ~mo·st boa~d· ~ ~ember ·invoivemerl,t does . . not occur . . 
.. 
, .. 
. _:. // .·. ,.until .t:he· ~raft. ; po·licy is ~p~esent~q. ·_ Inp1,1~ :in t~ ~~rm~ _o£ ·~ ·· 
sup~o.rts and ?em~nds from · outside · the :·system rar~ly- t~Jt~: 
1 
. , . 
1 • 1\ ; r } · • · · · · 
• q. ~ , ,. • •• p·laCe . . Thi~ was somewhat Bl.:lbstan:ti.~t~d by 28. 8'% of _;. 
, . 
. \ 
t • • • .p ; . 
.resp?fldents who ~epo_rted ' that the p)lb~l~ 'is . " ~ . ' not consul ted · · · 
. . . '(~ :/. . . . . . .. . .... 
. . · abOut .. major i ·saues. - · Hence, the exchange .of 
. , . ·- . . 
information 
. . . . ,.. .. . . ' . ,. 
: , betWeen the school board ~B a·"'political system and it.S . 
·~ · exter~al ~~yiro~ent nta~ A~PP:t"qprC:ly ·be. desc~~Qed a~J . . .. 
sporadic· •• 
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-· . r 
. ·r::· .JII'· -~f - t~e · as~ump~on 
. , . i~e~ ~losely .r.jmle 
o exam1ne the p~ocess of 
is.corr~ct that most existing 
administrative rules, then one_ has 
' -
policy niaking bearing ~ha~ 
assumption in mind. Agge~'s model' of,policy qecision making 
. 
is ba-sed on decisions being made in a polit' cal arena·~ 
' . . 
" • . It .. 
Consequent!~ ~ is assumed that groups or 1 ividual~ outside 
t~e ~~m interact wi.th p~icy makers concerning potentiltll. 
• :,.,-\ . I 
policy issue's 1J ·However, . results from all three b~ards : · u 
' -~urveyed l~ad one to belie¥e th~t such interaction oc~urs 
. preque~tly _;nd_ most poli;ies' are formulated, deliber~ted, 
debated and evaluated by the intern~l structure of the -
~ ~rganizatio~. Despite this, all stages i~ Agger~~ model 
...... .. \ . 
seem"to be present. .Stage · threE{, the organiz.ation of, 
• ~ political support, usually manifests i tsel£ in a . quiet,\_covert 
. . . ! 
! ~. 
, _ -
' " 
~ .. 
... 
~' : . . 
. . ~
• tl ~ • . , • t • 
l /:: 
1 • &... • \ ~ .. "" .. .. 
' \JI> ' • 
... \ ; 
.. 
. 
~. 
•' 
way when policies are deliberated•by the administrative staff. 
. . . :-;:, . . . . . . ' \ 
However, on rar~ occasions- when· the. public becomes involved, 
stage three is often ch~racteri'zed by ·active politi"'cal . 
•movement~. All poli?ies are formally considered by the 
, ·. -achoc)l board -and ,few are rejected or modified substantially • 
Major adjustments,are thought unnece~sary because senior 
- . ,. . vl '( 
administrators have thoroughly researched the iss9e before . 
its p: esentation. In fadt, 90.9% reported that -senior ' 
. . . ' acfmin~strato.rs pro~ide ~seful ·information for policy develo_p:-
! 
· , ment. • Interestingly' · 85% of those surveyed felt that board 
.. · .. " . . -
• \ . '· J!, <:;--
; meffiQe'rs·general:ly know what the public thinks before voting 
' ~ ' 
.,.. . . ' 
~ on policy i ssue s . In a l l three bo~rds,promulga~ion of the 
• ~. '- , ... •. t · 
•, 
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decisional outcome generally takes the form of ver~al 
' 
.,, 
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writ~~n co~uriication 'to those' affected. • I Two· of the three 
:- ' . ,. . ' 
boards haye _developed wdtten 'policy .handbooks for : 
, . , ,. , · · , I 
circulation ·~h;t:oughout ~e ·district. 
' . . 
Policy.' eff_ect~ation 
~ . . . . . 
I ' 
was reported .a.s the major responsibility·· of -a·~sistant 
. ' ........ - ,, ' 
' · ~ ·. . .• - ~ . 1111 . ~ . ! ' ' 
. r 
' . 
' ' ' superintendents. l : . ... . . 
. . ·, · .. . ' . I·, . 
~ . . 
· .,. The do-minant role played by adininisttatdrs · in this .. 
stuci~ ! -l~hd~ ·- f~rth~r ~-peculatl.on . to . ~e ~~-~·~~,::.;~~ · ~no . g~~e;n~ : ·.: . 
t~' • ,, ":.~~ ' 0 ° .:'' •
0
: , ' I ; ' ' ' J , , . .. : 1, ~ I' ', \ , , .' ' • • ': ·;•. ,, - ~·, 
education.; . Whfle , policy 'scientists ·tend tq·.· favou-r :. a· ba-lance -· ; · -.. .. · 
.· .'t. -.... '>· ,.,. .~. : ... ~ ", .·: _· -· :' ..... .. ·. ._ : . :. -~· ;; ·_:; :' " ~ ::;·;·, .,. :~~- ·. :'. . ~· 
b~twee.n adinini~trp.tors and· school board· JnE!mbers~. ·i,n poli'cy ·. ··· 
. ;;\ -~~ : ·, ~' ~ L~, :, :·~· .: •• i . , .' .. . ~ - . ,, ·;,/· • , • • . . · , i ·,~ . . •f·-.·~ . ·,· ~ ~ ~· . 
. ' l'Jiak:ing, it i ap!'ears : evide~;i'~>: that . in :.mos':t cases s~nior ;' :. 
. /;;,; . ~ r' . ·.' a:· .~ . . ~ ·. ~·.":.< ~ ·::\, ·. ~;~·-.: ( ' .. ::.{·.· , ._" ~ ~· . :·-;; -~'A:~· • ,. · • .r' . • / \ - :· 
·' a,~tninistratora tn'fluenoe.: policy decisions more heavi~y. -:~In. • ~~ ' , >~ ,-:·1 ;. , ,"• • '• If· ~ ,- ;'~~~~' ~;I ·, • ;,:. '~ I '. · -~> ·:.,::•. :•II ' ::i,, .• / ~ · , ' ~ •' • 
,· ~ '. -~is study, :.denom_inatipnal ' represe'n1:~t-ives received the =lowest 
·: ' . 
I ,· 
·.· 
· • l' 
. ~ 
..... ... 
, ' I 
n I " : ~ , .: • t 1 : ~~ ~ · : , '0 t >\ :' I·~·  • .:. ' ' : • :~ o I ' < , '; • ;. : 0 
·· .. · : .·l .evel' .of sup~ort oye~all::• .. ThJ.s ·:· ma.y - s.uggest e1.ther a:;'.lo~ ·. · ·, 
•, 1 , ; ' 0 " ; , ; ~ ·~ • 1' ' ' 6 \ •' .;~~ ,· .,,·:,: • r > 0 ... ~~.. 0 • •• • ~ .; .. 
... 
; :~': opinion of denominational ~epresentatives as a · group or that 
, · : • : • . . - ·- •• ~ • : . , • '! ' ~ : ' . • ' : .... 
, • ;respondents saw . no sig~if.i.cant di.ffetence between ~hem ·and , 
schoo't board ·meinb~rs : ' -,~omment'~ : ~ e~~rding the 'latter;' re~sbn ·~ . 
.. ' .. #... . . - 4 • •• • ••• : " • 
were · cited by fou·r of ~the fifty-two respondents in the·. surv~~::. " 
. . . .. . 
' 
. In addi tio'n, most~ oi ·those, .i.nter.vie~ed believed np ;eal 
' . 
' difference exists betwe_en elect~d a~d . appointed members of. ·.· 
. ': .-~ 
' ' . 
,. 
school boards. 
. Alth9u9h po~lcy ~aking. -'in the 'bo.ards s~rveyed . 
.t. ,. 
~ 
,. 
·' 
t • ' I I • • ~nfrequently J.nvolved the ar)i7ulat'ion o~ . major iitt'e~e·~·t·, ·.:~ 
groups, three provincially based groups were ·aons-ider~d. ,·.to 
~· ' I~ ' .J ', • ' r ': /1 ' ;~~ 
h'ave · the most !nfluence · in policy matters • . · ll'hey- were .:ranked 
, •. -.. ~ 'I, I ' ! > : \ 
! ' \ 
.. 
. ' ' 
. I . . . 
I •' • 
. ' 
.l 
.. 
in order of ,influence as follows: i. Th~ .Del?ar~e~t at' ~: 
. Edtlcation., 2. The . De~omination~l Educ.~~ion. -~o~ittee ·, :.a~d . ·;_:.-~>: > .:. · ·· 
' - : . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
.. 
. . ' 
i ' ',.,' 
. ' . 
' ' 
I . 
•' . 
,. 
' i !· . 
.. ~~ , ' . 
··. ·, . 
. . 
. ' 
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I · ' 
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·3, The Newfoundland Teachers• Association. Local groups 
and individuals thought to inf~uence policy, inciUaea 
. ,, 
. \ 
teache~s, parents anq parent-tea~her ?roups . 
I 
, ) 
Yet, the singie most irnpo~~nt int~uenc~r of school 
l 
board policy ls the superintendent. As the most frequent 
....... 
initiator; developer and presentor of policy issues, this 
individual becomes the .chief 'policy maker·.· · In a~l three 
. boa~ds, the supe~in'tendent was seen to :be -tl\e key fig'ure · in 
.. I . 
: policy development~ · In defining the isspes :£or di~cus~ion 
: ~ . . I :~<~ ,': • - . : 
purposes at board meetings, the-superintend~nt as agenda-
• . . '. 
,, .. \ : . . 
setter enforces a powerful control mechanism (Tucker and ... , .. 
. • • .. '. •,1 
·'" . ~ ... , 
Ziegler; 197~). Such was the case in ~lf thre~ schdol ·boards. 
' • • l ·, . . • • . 
' · t •• ' • ..... : . • ~ • 
; . ·· ... How~ver, the role .of the supe~~-n~endent: ~xt;.ends further·. 
· ' • .. •. • : • • • j ~ : • ; ~ 
.,; , Each ' superintendent surveyed saw himself; a·s ·. the· ·chief policy 
. :.;.. ' . . . . - . . . . ' 
· · , · -~ .':' a9-v.isor to the school board and often actetl as· spokesperson . 
... ,, _ 
~ ' . . \ .. ;. .. ~ 
· . . .' f.or· it in policy issues. Policy deliberators :frequently 
. . ~ . t.. -. (4 .. • • # .. • • 
. ~~p'pro.ached ... ~.he superintendent with their c:c::mce.rns and . 
. : . ' ~ . 
... . :. . ~ . . 
\ , .z::equested his assistance .i n expressing th~ir viewpoint to 
. ib~ ~ard:~:. · · Si~larly~ . the·· school boar~ ~~li~d ~eayily o~ 
f. \. ; . ·. ; 0 ' ' ' • • • • ~- i.' • . .. 
. his ~pertise in communicating· policy decisions to ~hose 
I ~ • •.. • ~ ' 
: . 
. ' "' . 
affecte9 by them. In , this · re.gard he not ..bnly ac'ted ;as an. · 
, • ' ' ~ ~ , • ' 0 '! 0 I I 
acc~ss ~hannel, but as. a gatekeeper of p~rtinent information 
. ' ~ . . 
· · · for; b;)th' groups." 
.. .. ·. 
' . 
•.: '· Within · the communi c.ation forum, bo.th formal ,and· 
informal ··channels are utilized by detiberators in 'the policy. 
L ' ' ' ' • ' ' 
ma~inCJ. process. 
' .,. • H 
.. . 
' : . . ; \ 
The formal ~h~l)nels were most often 
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.· 
· acknowledged by those interviewed and included reference 
to ' face-to-face verbal .contact between policy deliber~tors . 
and policy maker~ and-written communication in · ~he form of 
/ 
handbooks, memos, etc. However,. informal face- to.:.. face 
contact- was also employed througli· traditional social · 
structures. In this cas~the informal ties ~re . less easily 
· defined but reference·was made directly or indirectly by 
all interviewees to church and co'nununity based groups. ' .. 
0 0 
Within the internal · structure of the school district, pol'itical 
I 'I I 
0 0 \ .. 
output was most frequently g'enerated by ' senior administrators 
. \ ~ 
and teachers v:i'a ·a committee .sys.tem. On tho~e r~re ~ccaS'\ons · 
~hen special . interest· group~ engaged in poli ti.cal. input i \ to 
the sch~ol ·board· as . a political system, lo~byist~. ~~u~lly t .. 
comm~nicated their concerns dire_ctly to the superintendent 
I 
0 0 
Polic'y de9isions which affected such .groups were· often·, . 
although not always, ·communicated verbally to the group 
. . . . 
spokesperson~d ·to the co~uni ~Y . via the mass media. 
. · · To ·f onc:J,de, perhap~ the most striking feature of 
thi:s study is . the apparent strong reliance on administrative 
involvement i n school board policy making. This is. in direct 
' contrast to trends predicted by policy researchers elsewhere 
in C~nada and leads to speculation that a description . of th·e 
internal activities of an organization are synonymous with a 
q , ., I 
0 \ ' • • • 
closed system approach to policy making. ·- Although it is 
• r ... ....._ 
• ' · 0 difficult to offer reasons for such reliance, the researc~er 
' 0 
suqgests a closer examination of Newfoundland's social, 
. . 
political and religious structures -may provide an informative , 
·· beq~nning. 
-------------------------
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" The second most interesti~g asp~ct of the_ study is 
the ambig~it~ surroundin~ ~h~ definition:of policy in school 
' . boards. While superintendents and chairmen alike offered 
definitions . which can be found in literature on the topic, 
. ~·r· . 
.. . additional comments lead one to contemplate the precis~ 
\ 
nature of policy as it exists in writte_n form. An examination 
I 
of documentation may supply in~ght into the- concept. 
A ~inal component of the study wh~e.serves · special· .' 
' ' \ mention is the. dominant role of the 'superintendent ,in· school 
·\· 
\ 
board. policy ma~ing: ,. The \,xact na~ure of the. ~ewfou.ndland 
supen.ntendency _as ~ t relat'eS' to such factors as · -: 
·,, 
denolJli,nati~nal . involvement, scho_ol board size, rural versus 
· I . 
urban boards and the techn'ic.al ~nd poli ~ical background of 
the superintendent~ has not been addressed here. 
Recommendations for Action 
1. It is suggested that the Department of Educ~tion .initiate 
extensive in-service activit~es for superintendents; 
I 
senior administrators, board cha~rpersons and members to 
provide a clearer und~rstandin~ of the nature of policy 
and policy making. 
. 
2. It is suggested that Jscho~l boards develop written 
., . 
guidelines for policy development which w~ll serve as an 
. 
- L ~ j ' 
eitablished m~th~d fo~ _iden.ti.fy-ing policy ·issues, making 
policy decisions and reviewing existing poli.cy and 
I . I \ • 
administra.tive rules. 
I 
.. 
I • 
·. 
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·3. It is suggested that school boards be encouraged to 
develop written policy . handbooks which clearly· 
4. 
. . 
distinguish between . policy' cimp administrative rules and : 
. 
circulate these' throuqhout their respective school 
districts • . 
' It is suggested that the Department of Educational 
Administration at Memorial Universi.ty develop a course 
in Policy Studies for grapuate students in the 
.. . . 
department. 
. 
~5. It is suggested that school boardd examine th~ir 
inte~actions ~ith _special interests groups in light of 
recent trends ·in. canadian ·educational pqlicy making 
' · toward£ pluralistic governance. 
" . 
. Recotranendations for Fur'ther Study 
\ 
The following are s~ggested areas· for ~urther 
investigation: 
1. The relationship between policy making 'n N~~foun?land 
school boards and Newfoundland's social, · politica~, and 
relig~ous background. · 
2. 
,.,/. . . 
The nature of the superintendent's tion in 
· Newfoundl·and education. 
3. An examination of the 'nature ··of policies ~nd 
administrative rules in school board • 
,. 
4. An examination of the effect of activity 
j on educational poli~y making in boards • 
. I 
' I 
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· 5. The relatio~ship between the ' Denominational Education 
Committee and ~ther educational age'ncies such as the . 
Department of Education, school boardg,· ~nd. the 
\ ~ l \ 
Newfoundland Teachers' Association. 
. . . 
A longitu~ina1 study examini~g / the role of the ~chur~h 1 
in Newfoundland educational policy making. i 
~ . . ; ~ 
6. 
7. An examination _ o'f informal eommunicat.ion patte·rns and 
. ~ . 
a. 
their effect on education~! policy making. 
. . . . . . ~ .. . ' ~ 
A similar study undertaken with all .school 
. ' 
; . 
boards in 
. . . 
Newfoundland. • · 
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, "\: 
' 
This surVey is ,intended to provide .inforinaiion on policymaking ·in school · · 
districts. ·So~ · terms are used which require def.irlition: 
~ • ' • J 
. . . . / . ~ · 
Senior administrato~s: paid, appointed officials who routinely attend , 
board-meetings, and report on various activities . ' 
~ at the. me·~~ing (e.g., Superintend~n~~ Business· 
Manager, . Ass~stan,t Superintendent) · . ~~· 
Policy decisions: · ,decisions which have broad impact on ~n/ people/-, 
in the d.istdct, are distinct. from rc;mtine', day . 
to day a~mi~istrative decisions and guide subse~ • . 
quen·t dec~s~ons by others.· 
. ' '- . ~ . 
Major issues: issues of general c~ncern and interest to tbe 
public (~nd ·the media). 'A decisio'n on such 1ssues 
. is a policy decision. 
. . 
-1 • 
Show bow well the following statements describ~ yqur s~hool d~tr~ct 1 
using' the ~oliow~ng ·code: · . . 
If the 
If the 
· If. the 
If the 
If you 
-· 
. -,. / . ~ . ... ' . 
statement is COkPLETELY or·ALWAYS ACCURATE, 
statement is OFTEN or LARGELY ACCURATE, 
statement is' , SOtfEWHAT or .OCCASIONALLY ACCURATE, . . 
atement is NOT· ACCURATE. · .-
ve. no opinion, or do ri!)t know, 
\ f / . 
. /, . j , 
1. Your 1 istri~t b~s ·a .clear statement of.' functions for·· 
ad~~nistrators: .. ·. . ..--
2. Your board receives reports · from the senior administta-
tors which allow . yo~ to ~valuate the progress of. the · 
district. ~ · -
3. Your board assessea. the consequences of new policie_s , 
before they are approved • . 
" . . 
. 4. The ·principals of the district· hav~ an ·opportunity to 
inf1uence distTict policies. .. · .. · 
-5. The pub1ic fii consulted about major' issues facfrrs • 
the district. 1i' • 
A. 
', 
\ . 
l 
' . 
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If· the statement is COMPLETELY or ALWAYS ACCURATE, 
If the statement .is OFTEN or LARGELY ACCURATE, . 
.If 'the statement. is SOMEWHAT ·or OCCASIONALLY ACCti'RATE, 
If• the statement' is NOT ACClJltATE, , · 1• c 
. • 
If you have no opinion; or do not kn0v, · · 
. . 
6. Your boa~d uses an ·agreed;_upon, comprehensive· process . 
by wh~ch neG.r policies· are developed. • 
' . 
7 •. ~oard polic~es are well-known amongst princi~als~ 
8 • . Your board spends at least half of each b6ard meeting 
·on policy-r~lated activities - receiving information · . 
ori~olicy issues, making policy decisions, or review-
ing exiSti~g policies. 
9·. Boal'd members know what the public thinks ab~t major ·. I 
I idues before they make policy' ded.s~ons • 
10. Senior' administrators' provide useful information for 
policy develppment. ·! 
.. 
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. ! 
In'v~lve'uient Level of Sch<:i.ol. B~d'-1Members, . 
Senior Admin;is tiators and · DEmominational · .. Represe~tati ves ' . 
.. .. 
.~hi~ p~r~. ~x~ine.~ ·i~~~i~e~nt in decisfon-makin~ .·in~ a variety . of-;admi~- · 
utrat1.ve· are~s. · It allows for four degrees of 1.nvolvement for school .. 
board mel!lbet;"s, admi-nistrators, and denominational representatives on 
·· school boards. ' ' , i - . · · . , · . , . 
,• . 
' • 
I 
... ; ~BEHAVIOURAL CHARACTERISJICS AT THIS L~EL . : 
I 
I r • .' 
. \ 
. · · . 4 . . ~IMUM . . . { . . J • 
·Participates 'in .~11 discussions, contrlbu.:.".- .. 
' ting ·infdrmatipn and opinion. Attempts· to ~ 1 
' ·influence others involved~ Casts a vote, · 
· •· (Decision-making role) 
6 : • ' t • • ' •• \ ..., ' ~\ .. \ • 1 
· · . . formally or. ~nfo_rmally, . or is _party to a 
! • 
copsensus agreement • 
' . . \· 
• -t . ~ • • : ... 
., t, 
! • 
,. 
·' 
.. 
. : 
,• ; '· •' 
' ·-
' .. 
' 
,' .. 3 •. .- MODERATE ~ c • :· P~t;ticlpates in discus~ions, and attemptS" 
·to ~influence , dec is ion-makers, but does not · · · · • {Corisulta~ive · rol~) . · 
~- participate, formally, or informally, in . 
the final decision~ 
• ' 
·• f .. 
·i' 
2. LOW ~ ' '. 
: . (Advisory 'role'>, · 
-~ · ...... ·. - . ' . ' . 
I' 
. · 
1. NIJ..; 
• 
... -. 
. '• 
_., . · · Expected: to give advice and informat~on, .. 
ei~he'r . via : a formal or informal submission. 
·, or ', a meeting· with decision-makers, bu~· does . . 
:not .participate iri discussions or attempt · 
to in'fluence decision~makers ·.except by for- · 
mal or 'iof orm'a.l :submission. ' · , 
' . I 
" . . . .. . ' . ' . , Has no opportun~ty to pro~~de 1nformat1on 
.• or· ·opinion, ,and learns of decisions only " 
' . . after the fact. . '· 
; . 
.. 
The followi~g ii)t, suggests ·'some al-e~s in which decisions must be made. \ . 
. You. are asked .. to . give yotir ofinioni . for each d~c:ision area, a&r to the 
·ap'propriate level ot"~formal 1.nvo.lvement for both s'chool board members, 
senior administrators and den'qminationaL: representatives . on . school boards. 
. . ' . . - . . 
· For example, if you believe that school board memb~rs should be involved 
as decision-nutkers to the first · area, you wo,ul.d ins!!rt ·14 in the .left-:_ , 
hand col~mn. If you abo believe that s~~or administrators should be"\" ' _ 
involved ,as decision-makers, you would insert 14 in the centre column~ tf~ 
, you .. t?elieve that the denominational representative .. s should be involved as 
decision'-makers , · you would insert #4 in the right hand column. · How~ve·r, 
if you :believe that administrative involv~ment should he . consu~tative · • 
only, you vould insert #3. •, 
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Note that 'decisions made at a _formal board meeting, by vote, necessarily· 
exclude adm'iniatrators from full involvement. Thus, if you believe that 
a decision ·'in an area must be made at .a board meeting, the maximum fig\Jre 
you can assign· to administr4tive involvement is 3. . 
Decisions which can be made outside a formal board ·meeting can provide 
for 'any level of. involvement by either school board members, senior 
administrators, or denominational representative~. so that you may then 
use the full range of scores. 
,. 
· NOTE: PLEASE ALLOCATE A SCORE TO EVERY LINE 
.SOME DECISION AREAS APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF INVOL~NT 
4 • Maxi~ 1 i • Minimum · 
' . SCHOOL BOARD ADMINISTRA- DENOMINATIONAL 
REPRESENTATIVES . MEMBE~ · TORS 
-.• P.ianning and Faciliti~s 
• • • t -
:.t•.- Educational planning:'.vhat ar~·· · 
' : · , ·. _ · the needs, in staff and faC:il- ~ 
· .- ·:·,,i :· ·: ities, for ·the future? 
• "./• ,j I • ., 
~ . 
.. 
~ t • 
'·' 
'i; 
,. 
I 
2. Building: schools: what schools 
should be 'built, wher'e and 
when? ' 
· .. •. 
·Administration of Instruction: 
.P'rograms , 
3. Developing new instructional · 
· programs: what are the· needs 
and . the desirable programs: 
4. ·Changes in programs; what · 
changes are needed? 
· 5. 'tJ a~ o'f · fac i-~ i tie~ ; how can 
facil.itiea :bdt be used? 
i • 6. Instruct1onal Resources: 
.'what A/V. aids, books, and 
Sl;!PJ:llies' are needed? 
· ·,· 
.. 
I t • \ 
' t 
/ -
r 
. .. 
... ':' .. , ·. 
j 
l 
I l : 
1 
~ . 
i 
1 
I 
t 
~ 
. ~ '-
•sORE DECISION AREAS 
Business Administration 
7. Budget developmeqt: how much 
should be spent. and in ·what 
ca tegor'ie ~ 7 ..;.. . . , 
8. Changes in budget: what 
changes during the year in 
overall expenditures iare 
needed? 
.9 . Changes in budg,.et: what 
.shifts from category to 
category are needed? 1 • 
10. Purchasing: what supplies are 
needed,, an~ how are .ttie'y pur~ 
chased? 
11. Transportation: what are the 
best routes?. 
' 12. Transportation: . who should be 
· t ·ransported? 
13. Plant operation and mainten-
ance: can vork best be done 
by contract or by division 
employees? 
14. Plant operation and. mainten-
ance: what are the best· work 
schedules? 
Community. Relations 
15. Communications:· what public 
statements should be made~; 
16, Comunic:ation a:, vhat surv~~a 
·~ of public opinion, and sutl-
miaaions by patents and 
citizens are ·needed? ' 
.. 
------------~------~----~-----
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APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF INVOLVEMENT 
.... 4 • Maximum 1 • Minimum 
SCHOOL BOARD 
MEMBERS 
• 
ADMINIS~RA- DENOMINATIONAL 
TORS REPRESENTATIVES 
. . ~· 
----··. 
... 
•ll;..t. 
.. ' 
, . 
~ . ,-- -~ 
l 
~ 
t 
. i 
,;) 
'I , 
1 
.~ 
Ol 
., 
4 
i 
.\ 
., 
r 
~ 
I 
. 
1 
I 
' f 
-i 
1 
) 
' \ 
' 
' l 
' 
i 
l 
t 
I 
i 
I 
I 
\ ·j-.3/ ! \.,;; · \ 
' t 1 
l 1 
-
.. 
•' ·~. 
:. 
... i 
I 
, I 
:. 
I 
I 
I 
l 
~ 
~ 
\ \ 
\ 
\ 
.. 
SOME. DECISION AREAS APPROPR!ATE .LEVEL OF INVOLVEMENT 
4 ·- Maximum 1 • Minimum 
. . 
SCHOOL BOARD ADMINISTRA~ DENOMINATIONAL 
Administration of Instruction: 
Teachers 
17. Who should be hired: 
l 
, 18. What st.aff transfers are 
needed? 
19. How should teachez;:s be 
evaluate~? 
20. What teachers should be 
trained/released? 
• 
21. How many paraprofessionals 
are needed? 
22. What salary· schedules and 
•fringe benefits should be 
· offered •in negotiations? \ ' . ' .. 
\, 
Pupil Services 
l 
23. ·How many counsellors are 
needed. in schools? 
24 ... What and how many special' 
c·lasses are needed? 
\ 
Denominational Issues 
\ ' I. Should teachers' be o~ the 
same d'enomination as this 
board? 
SHould teachers' perso~al . 
lifesfyles b~ in accordance 
with church belief? 
Should religious pr9gram con-· 
tent be flexible enough to 
allQw teacher interpretation? 
Total Scores 
.. . 
·' . ' 
. . . , ' . ~ . ·. ' .. 
MEMBERS '' TORS REPRESENTATIVES 
.. 
---
' .. 
-· ' 
• • 
....,., 
J 
- ~· 
\ 
. .,., I 
: \ 
\ . 
I · 
I 
I 
\ . 
. \ 
I 
: .\ 
\ 
• 
\. 
l I ·. 
~ . . 
' ~ 
j 
\ ,0 
I 
l 
I 
t 
I 
1 1 . 
• 
I 
., 
l I. 
i 
I 
' 
g· 
. 
'V 
l 
ti. 
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i' 
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.; 
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I 
Additional Comments: 
------------------------------------------------
/ 
I 
I 
Are you: 1. School board chairman 
---
2. Superintenlient 
.. 
3. School b'oard member 
' 
+4. Denominational-Representative 
s. ~ssistant Superintendent 
6 . P~ogram Coordinator . ·. 
'1. . Business Manager 
. . 
. . 
• I 
, . .... . •., , •:· • • : . 1 • 0 ' 1 , • ' • 
• 
• . I 
I I 
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.... 
• 
Structured . Interview Questions 
w 
1. Has your school board been involved in developing policy for the 
district? Comment. • 
2. Does your school board have' specific guidelines for policy develop-
ment ? Co DID en t • 
If yes: 
(a) Would you elaborate · on these guidelines.? 
(b) Who developed the guidelines? 
(c) When were they developed?_ · 
(d), Has there bee~ a need . for revision of the guidelines? 
CoiiiiiN!n t? 
If no: 
Has your board identified a need for the development of 
guidelines? 
. ~ 
3. How does the ~chool boato define policy? 
4. Does the board make a distinction between policy and administrative · 
decisions? If so, what is it? 
.:. 
5. Who do you feel initiates policy issues? 
# • 
. 6. How and to whom· is. the policy p-reference . communicated? 
. ~. ' 
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' 
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• 
·' 
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7. What approaches would .an individual or group take to gain support 
for or .against a particular issu~. 
8. Is there formal accepta~ce of policy. ~t school board meetings? 
Co-nt • 
I 
9. Can you describe how a new or changed policy is communicated to those 
affected? • 
10. To what extent are administrators· responsible for ·the implementation 
of q>olicY,7 Goument. 
' 
11. Is there 'a .periodic .evaluation of existing poli.cy? 
• I 
' ..
12. What groups or individuals within the school · district are. involved in 
policy development? 
. . . 
·. 
- .... 
. / ·· 
13. What other groups impact Qn the policy decisions? 
14.~ ,c .. : you rank these in terms of influenee1 _ern•-
\ 0 
board meetings1' lS. · ~o sets up the ageftda for achool 
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16. Are there groups or individuals on: the school board whi~h influence 
policy ~nP If so, who are they? 'f 
~-
-------- . 
__-rr; Do elected and appointed board members have a different effect on 
policy development? If~·so, how? 
,_ 
I 18. To what extent .is the school ·board · indep~ndent of ·other agencies ~n 
its~polic.y making? · ; · ' · 
.. 
·• 
.. 
' ,. 
19. Are there groups or individuals representative. of relig~ous · denomin-
ations . :which influence policy?' 
\ 
" .. 
·' 20. If so, what policy ould th~y be primarily concerned'with? 
.\ 
/ : . 
21. How _do you perceive your role in policy developme~t? 
t 
~-
22 •. Does)~. board monitor publi·: o~inioh on educational issue1 ? 
how? 
\ 
. , I , 
,_ ' • .. . 
. ~· .. ~ ' 
If so, 
-& 
23, How· does the board disseminate .information on school board P.J> l .icy 
throughout the 'district? . { 
•. . . i 
24. · Outsi.de the formal channels of c'ommuni~ation, i .. e. letter ~iting, 
handbooks, meetings, «tc. ~ . at;e · there informal.•means by·, which pol icy 
dev•r•M\ h · influence~·' . . If· ••• fh•t ... theyt 
'. 
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To what extent does the 
affect local policy? 
Denominational Education Committee (DEC) 
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Demographic Information 
..... 
1. Interview Nurnbe.r · -------------
2. Time S.tarted 
------------------
3. Length of I~terview (minutes) 
'-, 
4. School Board Religious Affiliation (check .one) 
Q Integrated 
.. D Roinan · Catholic 
" ·. 
· 0 Pentecostal, 
5. · Date 
6. .~osition of Interviewee (check one) 
·.·0 _superintendent 
'• 
0 Ch ~ aJ.rman 
. .
·'· •) 
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'I" Checklist: 
The purpose of 
of the survey instrument 
Please rate ,tlie material 
point scale. 
Language and Content Review 
-this review is to check the technical quality 
and elicit suggestions for improvement. 
by circling the appropriate number in a f.ive 
Language and Content Review 
1. Poorly organized 1 2 3 4 5 . Well ·organized 
2. Confusing 1 2 3 4 5 ' Clear 
3. Poor directions 1 · 2 3 4 5 ' Good directions 
4. Too formal 1 2 3 4 5 Suitable style 
5. Too informal 1 2 3 4 5 · Suitable style 
'6. ·wordy, rambling 1 ~ 3 4 5 Brief, concise 
7. ·Too long 1 2 3 4. 5 Optimum length for the topic 
. . , 
·t 2 3 4 5 Optimum length for the topic 8. Too short 
T ' 
9. Technical terms unclear 1 2 3 _4 5 Technicai terms well defined 
10. Inappropriate key 1 2 3 4 5 AjPropriate key 
11. Unattractive appearance 1 2 3 4 5 Attractive appearance 
., 
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MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND P 
' ·' . ..--. 
· St. John's, Newfound land, Canada A I B 3X8 
Department 'o( Curriculum and Instruction 
) 
Telex: 016-4101 . 
Td: (709) 737·7600 
·1 •• 
.· 
. I I 
. 
·' 
·. 
Dear Sir, ·'· 1 .· 
_ . We are nitiilg to you to request your pe~~si~n· to al~ow. - Ms. · Gwen 
Tremblett, a graduate student in Educational Administration at Memo~ial · 
Unive'rsity, .access. to yo~i-.· tifStric~ 'sb ~h~t she might cond~!!t ·'reaea-~ch f~·r a 
study of policy develo~nt in-Newfoundland school diatricts. thia? study 
. will ex8surie various aspects' ot educational policy-11.1lking, ~ ·~ter~eiv~d .. by 
school board members and selected ·administrative personnel • . · . · · 
.• 
·. Participan.ts "tn this study will1inc;:lu4e scho'ol board· cbai~n and 
meabers, district superintenden~a and assistant superintendents, business ~ managers, and pr~gfiua coor.dinators. AM. paJ:.ticipants ,:will be, asked ·to 
·complete a questiionriaire~ As well, school board !!hairmen and superintendents 
will be invQlved in a structured interv~ew. . . ·~ · · ; · · . .. 
_ · \L_,~ o important f~~ts -.at be ;11pbaaized · ~ th lgard to t.his . udy: ... 
(1) The _intent of t~s rea\arch is to yther inf~~ti~Jl re:ating · to ' ... 
policy-making in this .Provi~ce. No attempt will _ be' ma~e· to~@v luate existing 
prac_tice~ or ~olici&s either ·within o_r betyee~ school distr s • . (!} Each' 
qu~stionnai~e ·bears a ~ode number ensuring complete· anonym! y. Aa well, all 
information ·given in the interview Wtll be held in' strictest confidence • 
. It is ho~ed tb.at the i~forutiQn ·call be . co~lect~ lur~ng t he aont'lis 
of September aud October 1 ' 1983. We tiould appreciate your coopeffiion by partic:f,.p~ting in ttp.a· study _ana respoluling to" this , reC~~~est q a'oon .as · 
. . . ~· . . 
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possible. 
either or 
• 
: . 
~- i-. . July 22, 1983 
:.t. 
I 
.If ·you should require any additional infor.ation, 
both of.:ua at the telephone nwaber8 listed below. 
' 
J 
please contact 
... 
- Thank yo~ for your help in this aatter. 
· ~. 
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·' Yours sincerely, 
1.., •' · 
I • • • I 
Gwen J • . Tremblett 
Researcher 
rel. 737-s6ts 
Dennis Trealan, Ph.D • 
Thesis Superviaor 
· Tel. 737-7651 : · 
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·• Dear. 
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Apt. 102, Rutledge Manor Apts. 
#2, The Boulevard 
St. John's. Nfld • 
August 3~ 1983 
' 
I'd like to take this opportunit~ to~express my appreciation for • 
your kind assi~tance and participation in the pilot study towards my thesis 
. proposal. . 
. ~ . . ~. · Much of ~he efforts of a graduate ~dent involvedlfn-eh~~par~ 
·ation would not be posSible without the coo,Peration of school boards and··in 
'this case~ administrative personnel and board officials. The purpose of. the 
pilot .study is to note any particul~ problems of the instrument so that 
. adjustments c'an . be made befo-re the actual field teat. The comments which' were 
ma~e by those involved were moat .helpful .to me in the final draft. 
• . To you, in particular, I extend .,my sine.ere appreciation for your 
comments and advice .reg~rding the .development of school board policy. It 
reminded. me of the p~actical ~eality.of the real world which one might be 
teapted ·to ovetlook during the pursuit of academic endeavors. Please accept a 
personal tha-~k-y~ this regard. . \ 
' As well, please extend my gratitude.to those who took the time to 
peruse the questionnaire/interview: Their participa.ti.on is greatly appreciat~ 
ed and remedbered. . \ . 
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Yours ve.ry ·truly, 
" ( 
Gwen Tr•blett 
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Dear Friend: \ 
' 
\ 
129 
40 Junction Road ' 
Grand Falls 
Newfoundland 
November 14, 1983 
. Earl~ this past fall you r~ceived a questionnaire 
· regarding policy -developlbent· within your school board. 
Since that time many of you completed it and returned your 
response to me. However, there are still ~everal which 
· have not .arrived. This causes some co~cern ~ecause unless 
the return . ra~ reaches a significant level, it does not 
.give an acc.urate picture of policy making within your school 
board. . . 
, I realize also that . with the busy fall season yo~ may. 
not· hav·e had the opportunity to co~plete the ques.tionnaire. 
Or, as happens to all of us from time to time, it may haye 
been mislaid·. 
Whatever the case, I have taken t~e liberty of 
sending . you another copy of tbe questionnaire and ask that 
you take a few moments frorn .your busy schedple to complete' 
an'd return -it to me. : Should you have difficulty answering 
the questions, please feel free to commen\ s'tating the 
;1roblem. The important ·thing is to return the questionne~:ire 
· to me. · · 
.. I would -like to express . rny sincere appreciation for 
your time. and effort. With~tyour cooperation, this study, 
which fortns an important part of a master's program in· . . 
education (M.Ed:), Would not be possible. 
Yours very truly, 
· Gwen Tremblett 
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